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Victor Valentinovich Eremenko „On His 70th Birthday …
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This issue ofLow Temperature Physicshonors a remark-
able event—the 70th birthday of Victor Valentinovic
Eremenko, a Full Member of the National Academy of S
ences of Ukraine, an outstanding scientist and a gifted o
nizer.

He was born on August 26, 1932 in Kharkov to a fam
of well-known physicists. In his childhood and later on
absorbed the special atmosphere of scientific creative po
that was characteristic of the physics community known
the Kharkov school of physics. After graduating fro
Kharkov State University in 1955, Eremenko continued
education as a post-graduate and worked at the Institut
Physics in Kiev. In this period his scientific interest was co
centrated on the optical properties of semiconductors
molecular crystals. Eremenko defended his PhD thesis
1959. In 1961 he was invited to Kharkov to head a dep
ment at the newly established Institute for Low Temperat
Physics and Engineering. He was among those who con
uted greatly to the advancement of the Institute and
played to a full degree his natural endowments as a
searcher and an organizer of the scientific process.

During his first years at the Institute he initiated a ne
scientific field—optical spectroscopy of antiferromagne
For many years this field of research has been progres
successfully owing to the efforts of V. V. Eremenko and h
disciples. His scientific achievements in this field, as well
in magnetism, magnetooptics, high-temperature super
ductivity, and the physics of strongly correlated system
have won world recognition. The best known results inclu
the detection of the intermediate and mixed states in ant
romagnets, the discovery of new magnetooptical effects
antiferromagnetic crystals, the detection of photoinduc
phenomena in magnetic insulators and high-Tc supercon-
ductors, and the observation of quantum oscillations of
magnetostriction in mixed-state superconductors. The res
obtained by V. V. Eremenko have been the subject of ne
400 publications and summarized in monographs, such a
Introduction to Spectroscopy of MagnetsandMagnetooptics
and Spectroscopy of Antiferromagnets.

Professor Eremenko is a winner of the State Prizes
Ukraine and Azerbaijan and prizes awarded by the Acade
of Sciences of Ukraine, USSR, and Polish Academies of S
ences. He has been elected a fellow member of the Amer
Physical Society and a foreign member of the Russian Ac
emy of Natural Sciences.

Professor Eremenko shares generously his profo
knowledge and ample scientific experience with young s
entists. He has formed a remarkable scientific school inc
ing three Associate Members of the National Academy
Sciences of Ukraine, and fourteen Doctors and over fi
Candidates of Physics and Mathematics. His disciples
followers work successfully in many scientific institution
and universities in Ukraine and abroad.

As the Director of the Institute for Low Temperatu
Physics and Engineering of the National Academy of S
4791063-777X/2002/28(7)/1/$22.00
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ences of Ukraine, V. V. Eremenko has been doing a lot
support and keep up the scientific potential of the Institute
these hard times for Ukrainian science.

Professor Eremenko applies a great deal of effort a
energy to the JournalFizika Nizkikh Temperatur~Low Tem-
perature Physics!. To a considerable extent, it is due to h
effort that this journal can boast of the highest impact fac
among the scientific journals in Ukraine.

The charm, democratic spirit, and good will inherent
the personality of V. V. Eremenko invariably attract the tr
respect and love of his colleagues, friends, followers, and
employees of the Institute and the Journal.

Professor Eremenko comes to his 70th birthday full
creative power and energy to accomplish his extensive pl

The Editorial Board ofFizika Nizkikh Temperaturgive
their Editor-in-Chief Victor Valentinovich Eremenko be
wishes for strong health and new achievements in his ve
tile creative activity as a scientist and an organizer.

This special issue presents the works of the colleagu
friends, and followers of Victor Valentinovich Eremenk
The response of physicists, eager to acknowledge their
gard for this event, was so immense that we were unabl
include here all the manuscripts that arrived from all over
world. The Editorial Board sincerely apologizes for our i
ability to publish all of the numerous papers in this issu
They will appear in the next issues ofLow Temperature
Physics. All of the contributions are concerned with scientifi
fields strongly influenced by the activity of V. V. Eremenk
and demonstrate the latest achievements in these fields.

Editorial Board
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Various kinds of magneto-optical properties are investigated in rare earth orthochromites. From
an analysis of Cr31 exciton absorption in RCrO3 ~R5Tb, Dy, and Ho!, it is unferred that
these compounds exhibit an anomalous spin-reorientation in a magnetic field along theb axis,
where the weak ferromagnetic moment of the Cr31 spins rotates in theac plane
perpendicular to theb axis. In these compounds, when the R31 spin configuration is disordered,
an anomalous satellite band appears on the lower-energy side of the Cr31 exciton absorption,
which is associated with the breakdown of thek50 selection rule due to the disorder of the R31

spin configuration. In YbCrO3, various kinds of cooperative excitations, such as a Cr31

exciton coupled with an Yb31 magnon and a Cr312Yb31 exciton molecule, which are induced
by the antisymmetric exchange interaction between the Cr31 and Yb31 spins, appear in
the visible region. The propagation of these cooperative excitations depends strongly on the spin
structure and the external magnetic field. In ErCrO3, a photo-induced spin-reorientation
takes place within 50ms after the photo-irradiation corresponding to the4A2g→2Eg transition of
Cr31, and it returns to the initial spin configuration in about 400 ms. This phenomenon is
detected in the time-resolved Er31 absorption spectra corresponding to the4I 15/2→4I 9/2 transition.
Finally, we briefly review the recent frontier research on applications developed mainly in
Japan. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496656#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is our very great honor and a great pleasure to sub
our special review paper to this issue dedicated to Prof. V
Eremenko on his 70th birthday. One of the authors~K.T.! has
known him since the 1960s, and soon after, we had an
portunity to meet and talk, for instance, at the time of t
First and Second International Symposiums on Magne
Optics, each as an organizer: in Kyoto, 1987,1 and in
Kharkov, 1991.2 We had also frequent communications ov
the years, including his visit to Japan with his son. Eve
communication we have had with each other is an unforg
table remembrance.

More than 150 years ago, M. Faraday discovered
when linearly polarized light propagates through flint gla
under an applied magnetic field, its plane of polarization
rotated. Since Faraday’s original discovery, magneto-op
has become a highly fascinating field of research, which i
great importance from the standpoints of basic science
application. Especially, the magneto-optics and spectrosc
of magnetically ordered materials have been actively de
oping since the 1960s. Recently, Eremenkoet al.,3 Zvezdin
and Kotov,4 and Sugano and Kojima5 have edited books in
which recent fascinating topics of magneto-optical proper
are described.

In magnetically ordered materials, various kinds
magneto-optical properties appear as a result of a synerg
effect between optical properties and magnetic propert
4801063-777X/2002/28(7)/11/$22.00
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The magnetic interaction between elementary excitati
such as excitons and magnons enables them to combine
one another, forming new and more complex excitatio
such as exciton–magnon transitions, which are observe
the visible region. Moreover, both the magnetic interact
and spin structure have effects on the propagation, the en
position and the shape of elementary excitations. Theref
analysis of the magneto-optical properties is one of the m
powerful tools for investigating the spin configurations a
magnetic phase transitions.

In this paper, we describe various kinds of magne
optical properties of rare earth orthochromites and review
recent frontier research on application. In Sec. 2, we rep
an anomalous field-induced spin-reorientation in RCrO3 ~R
5Tb, Dy, and Ho! by the analysis of Cr31 exciton absorp-
tion. Moreover, we describe the breakdown of thek50 se-
lection rule for the Cr31 exciton absorption in RCrO3 ~R
5Dy and Ho! induced by the disorder of the R31 spin con-
figuration. In Sec. 3, we describe various types of coope
tive excitations in YbCrO3 induced by the Cr312Yb31

exchange interaction. Moreover, we describe how
Cr312Yb31 antisymmetric exchange interaction depends
the dynamics of their cooperative excitations. In Sec. 4, a
a survey of the recent progress of photo-induced magnet
we describe our pioneering work of the photo-induced sp
reorientation in ErCrO3. In Sec. 5, we survey the recen
frontier research on applications especially those develo
in Japan.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2. OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS MAGNETIC
PHASE TRANSITIONS

It is well known that electronic excitations of sever
electron-volts in magnetic insulators can be regarded as t
sitions within an incompleted or f shell of a single magnetic
ion. Such a localized excitation cannot, however, be
eigenstate of the crystal, and the excitation migrates on m
netic ions as an excitation wave called a Frenkel excit
This property is reflected in the energy dispersion and
Davydov splitting. In magnetically ordered state, analysis
the Frenkel exciton is one of the most powerful methods
elucidating the spin configuration and magnetic phase t
sitions, because the magnetic symmetry change assoc
with phase transition is directly reflected in the selection r
for the polarized exciton lines.

In this Section, we elucidate an anomalous type of sp
reorientation in rare earth orthochromites, RCrO3 ~R5Ho,
Dy, and Tb!, by the analysis of Cr31 exciton lines.

RCrO3 has an orthorhombically distorted perovsk
structure belonging to the space groupPbnm (D2h

16) @Ref. 6#.
The unit cell contains four molecules as shown in Fig. 1. T
Cr31 spins order spontaneously at the Ne´el temperatureTN1,
and these compounds generally exhibit a weak ferromagn
moment. At the second Ne´el temperatureTN2, the R31 spins
begin to reorder antiferromagnetically. The allowed sp
configurations for the Cr31 and R31 sites atTN1,T,TN2

are shown in Fig. 2. The allowed spin configurations are
noted as G1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R), G2(FxCyGz ;Fx
RCy

R), and
G4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R) in the Bertaut notation.7

2.1. Field induced spin reorientation in HoCrO 3

It is well known that RCrO3 and RFeO3 exhibit various
types of field induced spin reorientation wherein the we
ferromagnetic moment becomes parallel to the direction
the applied magnetic field. In the casesH0ia andc, the spin

FIG. 1. Unit cell of RCrO3 . The Cr31 and R31 positions are indicated with
numbers1–4 and5–8, respectively.
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reorientations of (G1 ,G4)→G2 and (G1 ,G2)→G4 have been
reported for various RCrO3 and FeCrO3. In the case of
H0ib, on the other hand, no spin reorientation is expect
because any spin configuration with a weak ferromagn
moment of the Cr31 spins along theb axis cannot be allowed
in the absence of an external magnetic field. Howev
Courths et al. and we have observed an abrupt spec
change in HoCrO3 at 1.8 K in a magnetic fieldH0

'20 kOe along theb axis, and they have suggested that th
spectral change at 20 kOe be interpreted as a spin reorie
tion wherein the weak ferromagnetic moment of the Cr31

spins rotates in theac plane perpendicular to theb axis.8,9

In HoCrO3, the Cr31 spins are antiferromagnetically or
dered belowTN15140 K, with a weak ferromagnetic mo
ment, asG2(FxCyGz ;Fx

RCy
R) @Ref. 10#. No additional transi-

tion has been observed down to 1.5 K. As shown in Fig. 2
the case ofG2 spin configuration, the Cr31 sublattice mag-
netic moments and the Cr31 net magnetic moment lie alon
thec axis and thea axis, respectively. The anisotropy axes
the Ho31 ions lie in theab plane at about665° from thea
axis,10 and theg values along thea, b, andc axes are 7.3,
15.7, and 0, respectively,8 where the magnitude of the effec
tive spin of Ho31 is 1/2. Therefore, the Ho31 spins are
strictly confined in theab plane.

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the energies of the
sorption spectra around 13700 cm21 for HoCrO3 in a mag-
netic field H0ib at 1.5 K. In this energy region, four shar
lines ~R1 , R2 , R3 , andR4! of magnetic dipole character ar
observed. The four magnetic dipole lines are assigned to
Davydov-split components of the Cr31 exciton correspond-
ing to the transition from the lowest substate of4A2g to the
lowest substate of2Eg . As shown in Fig. 3, when the mag
netic field is applied along theb axis, theR1 – 4 lines split into
two pairs,R1 , R2 andR3 , R4, in the range of 10 to 20 kOe
and an abrupt spectral change occurs at about 20 kOe. A
magnetic field increases from 19.5 to 20.5 kOe, theR lines
for the lower-magnetic-field phase vanish, while those
the higher-magnetic-field phase grow. The discontinuo
variation of the energies of theR lines and the existence o
both phases in a small field region~;1 kOe! around the
critical field Hc ~;20 kOe! indicate that this phase transitio
is of first order. The energies, polarizations, and intensitie
the R lines show notable changes at this phase transit
which suggest the occurrence of a spin reorientation of Cr31.
Above 20 kOe, the energies of theR lines remain unchanged
indicating that the antiferromagnetic axis in the highe
magnetic-field phase is perpendicular to theb axis. There-
fore, it is obvious that the spin configurations of the Cr31

FIG. 2. Spin configuration of RCrO3 at TN2,T,TN1 .
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spins below and aboveHc are G2(FxCyGz) and
G4(GxAyFz), respectively.

The remarkable splitting of theR lines in the external
magnetic field region between 10 kOe and 20 kOe are
plained as follows. The molecular fieldHB (ic) induced by
the Cr312Ho31 exchange interaction at theSi 51

Cr spin is
expressed as

gc
CrbHB54„D̃y^S5x

Ho&1D̃y8^S7x
Ho&…24~D̃x^S5y

Ho&2D̃x8^S7y
Ho&!

~1!

and that at theSi 53
Cr spin as

gc
CrbHB54„D̃y^S5x

Ho&1D̃y8^S7x
Ho&…14~D̃x^S5y

Ho&2D̃x8^S7y
Ho&!,

~2!

where D̃x , D̃x8 , D̃y , and D̃y8 denote the antisymmetric ex
change interaction constants between Cr31 and Ho31. In the
absence of external magnetic field, the molecular fieldsHB

due to the Cr312Ho31 interaction at the four inequivalen
Cr31 spins are equal because^Sjx

Ho( j 55,6)&5^Sjx
Ho( j 57,8)&

and ^Sjy
Ho( j 55,6)&52^Sjy

Ho( j 57,8)&. However, when the
magnetic field is applied along theb axis the values of
^Sj

Ho( j 57,8)& change, and then the molecular fields due
the Cr312Ho31 interation at theSi 51,2

Cr spins become differ-
ent from those at theSi 53,4

Cr spins, and this causes the remar
able splitting of theR lines in the magnetic field region be
tween 10 and 20 kOe. The broken lines in Fig. 3 show
energy shifts of theR lines for H0ib, calculated by setting
D̃x5D̃x851.2 cm21 andD̃y5D̃y851.2 cm21. In this calcula-
tion we assumed that the molecular field for the2Eg state is
equal to that for the ground state. As can be seen in Fig
the behavior of theR lines in the magnetic field regionH0

,Hc is well reproduced by the calculation.
In order to confirm the above-mentioned result, we ha

investigated the behavior of the5I 8→5S2 transition of Ho31

in a magnetic fieldH0ib at T51.5 K ~see Fig. 4!. At T
51.5 K, only the transitions from the lowest energy leveI

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the lowest energy region of
4A2g→2Eg transition of Cr31 in HoCrO3 . E andH denote the electric and
magnetic vectors of the incident light, respectively. Solid and open circ
experimental points. Dashed lines: calculated energy shifts of theR lines
corresponding to the transition from the lowest substate of4A2g to the low-

est substate of2Eg of Cr31 by setting D̃x5D̃x851.2 cm21 and D̃y5D̃y8
51.2 cm21.
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e
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of the ground multiplet (5I 8) to the five singlet states of5S2,
labeled asI a , I b , I c , I d , and I e in order of increasing en-
ergy, can be observed. As shown in Fig. 4, when an exte
magnetic field is applied up toHc , the I a2I e lines split, and
the splitting increases with increasing magnetic field. Ho
ever, the splitting vanishes atHc . If the spin configuration of
Cr31 is G2(FxCyGz), the effective field on the Ho31 site
with Sy

Ho5S is different from that withSy
Ho52S when the

external field is applied along theb axis, and this causes th
so-called sublattice splitting. Then, the splitting ofI a2I e

lines in the magnetic field regionH0,Hc is interpreted as
the sublattice splitting of the5I 8→5S2 transition.

In the caseH.Hc , from the analysis of Cr31 exciton
lines, the spin configuration is considered to beG4(GxAyFz),
where the molecular field at the Ho31 spin becomes paralle
to thec axis and its value should be nearly zero becausegc

Ho

is negligibly small. Therefore, in the higher-magnetic-fie
phase (H0.Hc), the Ho31 spins are arrayed only by th
external magnetic field (H0ib), and the Zeeman energies o
the four Ho31 sites are equal. Thus, the sublattice splitting
I a2I e lines corresponding to the5I 8→5S2 transition of
Ho31 vanish aboveHc ~520 kOe!. Thus, we can determine
the spin configurations of HoCrO3 in various magnetic fields
H0ib, which are shown schematically in Fig. 5.

2.2. Field-induced spin reorientation in TbCrO 3

The Cr31 spins in TbCrO3 are antiferromagnetically or
dered belowTN15167 K, with a weak ferromagnetic mo
ment, asG2(FxCyGz ;Fx

RCy
R) @Ref. 11#. The Tb31 spins are

antiferromagnetically ordered belowTN253.1 K, and the
spin configuration below TN2 is denoted as
G25(FxCyGz :Fx

RCy
R;Gx

RAy
R) @Ref. 11#. The easy axes of the

Tb31 spins lie in theab plane at about645° from thea axis.

e

s:

FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence of the5I 8→5S2 transition of Ho31 in
HoCrO3 .
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Theg values along thea, b, andc axes are 12.6, 12.6, and 0
respectively,12 where the magnitude of the effective spin
Tb31 is 1/2. Therefore, the Tb31 spins are strictly confined
to theab plane.

Figure 6 shows the behavior of the Davydov-split co
ponents of the Cr31 exciton line corresponding to the4A2g

→2Eg transition in TbCrO3. As is seen in Fig. 6, when th
magnetic field is applied along theb axis, theR1 – 4 lines split
into two pairs,R1 , R2 and R3 , R4, in the magnetic field
region between 8 and 15 kOe. At about 15 kOe, the energ
polarizations, and intensities of theR lines show notable
changes, which resemble closely the behavior of theR lines
in HoCrO3 at the spin reorientation fromG2 to G4 . There-
fore, it is obvious that the spin configurations of the Cr31

spins in TbCrO3 below and aboveHc(515 kOe) areG2

(FxCyGz) andG4 (GxAyFz), respectively.
In the magnetic field region belowHc , with increasing

external field, the energy gravity of theR lines drops around
8 kOe and then it remains unchanged. The drop in the en
of the R lines at about 8 kOe is attributed to the spin flip
the Tb6

31 and Tb7
31 sites. Thus, we can determine the sp

configurations of TbCrO3 in various magnetic fields o
H0ib, which are shown schematically in Fig. 7.

2.3. Field induced spin reorientation in DyCrO 3

The Cr31 spins in DyCrO3 are antiferromagnetically or
dered belowTN15146 K, with a weak ferromagnetic mo
ment, asG2(FxCyGz ; Fx

RCy
R) @Ref. 13#. The Dy31 spins are

antiferromagnetically ordered belowTN252.0 K, and the
spin configuration belowTN2 is denoted asG25(FxCyGz :
Fx

RCy
R;Gx

RAy
R) @Ref. 13#. The easy axes of the Dy31 spins lie

FIG. 5. Spin configurations of HoCrO3 in various magnetic fields at 1.5 K
The magnetic fieldH0ib.

FIG. 6. Magnetic field dependence of theR lines of TbCrO3 . The dashed
lines are a guide for the eye.
-

s,

gy

in the ab plane at about660° from thea axis. Theg values
along thea, b, andc axes are 6.0, 17.0, and 0, respectively14

where the magnitude of the effective spin of Dy31 is 1/2.
Therefore, the Dy31 spins are strictly confined to theab
plane.

Figure 8 shows the behavior of the Davydov-split co
ponents of the Cr31 exciton line corresponding to the4A2g

→2Eg transition in DyCrO3. When the magnetic field is
applied along theb axis, the energies, polarizations, and i
tensities of theR lines change dramatically at about 2 kO
Above 3 kOe, these properties of theR lines remain un-
changed. From the analogy of the behavior of theR lines in
HoCrO3 and TbCrO3, we conclude that DyCrO3 exhibits a
field-induced spin reorientation fromG2(FxCyGz) to
G4(GxAyFz) at H0(ib)52 kOe.

2.4. Breakdown of the k Ä0 selection rule of Frenkel exciton

In the optical absorption corresponding to the pure Fr
kel exciton, only the zone-center exciton is observable,
cause the magnitude of the propagation vector of visible li
is of the order of 1023 reciprocal lattice vectors, which is
usually called thek50 selection rule. However, in the case
of mixed crystals or amorphous materials, it is predicted t
the deviation from a periodic structure causes a breakdo
of the k50 selection rule for the exciton transition. Impur

FIG. 7. Spin configurations of TbCrO3 in various magnetic fields at 1.5 K
The magnetic fieldH0ib.

FIG. 8. Magnetic field dependence of theR lines of DyCrO3 . The dashed
lines are a guide for the eye.
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ties, alloy nonuniformities, and interface roughness occ
ring on a unit-cell length scale of are the best-known
amples which provide an appropriate momentum of ela
scattering. Thus, the deviation from the virtual crystal lea
to akÞ0 ~nonvertical! transition through the medium of th
momentum of elastic scattering. In fact, the disorder-indu
optical transitions for mixed crystals such as AgCl12xBrx

@Ref. 15#, GaAs12xPx @Ref. 16# and AlxGa12xAs @Ref. 17#
have characteristics which can be associated with the br
down of thek selection rule for a periodic structure.

However, the breakdown of thek50 selection rule in-
duced by the spin-configuration disorder has not yet b
elucidated. In this Section, we report the breakdown of
k50 selection rule for the Cr31 exciton absorption in RCrO3
~R5Ho and Dy! induced by the disorder of the R31 spin
configuration.

Figure 9 shows the field dependence of the optical
sorption spectra corresponding to the lowest-energy reg
of the 4A2g→2Eg transition of Cr31 in HoCrO3 @Ref. 18#.
The R2 and R3 lines are the Davydov-split components
the pure Cr31 exciton. When an external magnetic field
applied along theb axis at 1.5 K, an anomalous satellite ba
R8 appears on the lower-energy side of theR lines at about
7.5 kOe, and its intensity passes through a maximum a
kOe and then disappears atHc520 kOe. As we have said
when the external magnetic field is increased along theb axis
of HoCrO3, the sublattice magnetic moments,M7

Ho andM8
Ho

due to theS7
Ho andS8

Ho spins decrease and vanish at about
kOe, and above 16 kOe they grow gradually toward the
rection of the applied magnetic field. On the other hand,M5

Ho

and M6
Ho are saturated in the whole field range. From t

behavior of theR8 band and the spin configuration o
HoCrO3 in magnetic field along theb axis, it is obvious that

FIG. 9. Behavior of theR lines and theR8 band of HoCrO3 in magnetic
fields along theb axis.
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the transition responsible for theR8 satellite band in HoCrO3
is allowed when the spin configuration of the Ho31 sites is
disordered.

Figure 10 shows the field dependence of the optical
sorption spectra corresponding to the lowest-energy reg
of the4A2g→2Eg transition of Cr31 in DyCrO3. TheR1 line
is the Davydov-split component of the pure Cr31 exciton.
When an external magnetic field is applied along theb axis
at 1.7 K, the intensity of theR8 satellite band increase
abruptly at 1.5 kOe and then decreases rapidly. As can
seen in the inset of Fig. 10, when the external magnetic fi
is applied along theb axis at 1.8 K, the metamagnetic tran
sition takes place at 1.5 kOe, where the magnetic mom
due to theS6

Dy and S7
Dy spins reverse their directions, from

antiparallel to the external magnetic field to parallel. The
fore, it is obvious that the transition responsible for theR8
satellite band in DyCrO3 is allowed when the spin configu
ration of the Dy31 sites is disordered.

The characteristic properties of theR8 satellite band in
RCrO3 ~R5Ho and Dy! may be summarized as follows. 1
The energy of theR8 band is lower by about 16 cm21 than
the average energy of the pure Cr31 exciton lines. 2. The
dipole nature of theR8 band is poorly characterized, whil
that of the pure Cr31 exciton lines is explicitly magnetic. 3
The field-induced energy shift of theR8 band disagrees with
the sum of the energy shift of the Cr31 exciton and the R31

spin flip, which implies that theR8 band does not correspon
to the Cr31 exciton coupled with R31 spin flip. 4. The tran-
sition responsible for theR8 band is allowed when the R31

spin configuration is disordered by temperature or exter
magnetic field. 5. As the magnetic moment of the R31 spins
approach saturation, theR8 band disappears.

Let us now discuss the transition mechanism respons
for the R8 band in RCrO3 ~R5Ho and Dy!. The Cr31 exci-

FIG. 10. Behavior of theR lines and theR8 band of DyCrO3 in magnetic
fields along theb axis at 1.8 K. The inset shows the magnetization curv
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ton dispersion due to the spin allowed transfer is expres
as

E~k!5E012V11
a cos~akx!12V11

b cos~bky!

68V13cos~akx/2!cos~bky/2!cos~ckz/2!, ~3!

where E0 is the relevant excitation energy for the sing
Cr31 ion, V11

a andV11
b represent the intra-sublattice transfe

along the a and b axes, respectively, andV13 the spin-
allowed intersublattice transfer. From an analysis of the
sorption spectra corresponding to the Cr31 exciton coupled
with the R31 magnon in RCrO3 ~R5Tm and Yb!, the Cr31

exciton due to the4A2g→2Eg transition has a large negativ
dispersion whose values for TmCrO3 and YbCrO3 are esti-
mated at214 cm21 and 216 cm21 @Refs. 19 and 20#, re-
spectively. Therefore, it is plausible that the sign and
magnitude of the Cr31 exciton dispersion in HoCrO3 and
DyCrO3 are almost the same as those of the Cr31 exciton
dispersion in TmCrO3 and YbCrO3. Figure 11b shows the
energy dispersion of the Cr31 exciton due to the4A2g

→2Eg transition in YbCrO3, whereV11
a 53.0 cm21 andV11

b

51.0 cm21. As is seen in Fig. 11, the energy position of t
R8 band in RCrO3 ~R5Ho and Dy! agrees very closely with
that of the Cr31 exciton at the Brillouin zone boundary
which implies that theR8 band is assigned to the excitatio
of the pure Cr31 exciton at the zone boundary, which
caused by the disorder of the R31 spin configuration. How-
ever, in general, the optical excitation of the pure Cr31 ex-
citon at the zone boundary cannot be observed without
breakdown of thek50 selection rule.

Thus, we arrive at the following conclusion. Th
magneto-elastic effect due to the R31 ~R5Ho and Dy! ion is
extraordinarily large because of the strong spin–orbit in
action. When the R31 spins fluctuate on account of temper
ture or external magnetic field, the disorder of the R31 spin
configuration deforms the periodic lattice potential. Throu
the medium of the strong magneto-elastic effect, the diso
of the R31 spin configuration causes the breakdown of

FIG. 11. ~a! R lines andR8 band of DyCrO3 , ~b! Cr31 exciton dispersion in
YbCrO3 . The origin of the energy is fixed at the average energy of the
Cr31 exciton lines.
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k50 selection rule of the Cr31 exciton absorption, and this
is reflected in the appearance of theR8 satellite band in the
lower energy side of the free Cr31 exciton.

3. VARIOUS COOPERATIVE EXCITATIONS

In magnetically ordered materials, various types of
ementary excitations such as excitons and magnons e
The magnetic interaction between these elementary ex
tions enables them to combine with one another, form
cooperative excitations such as exciton–magn
transitions,21 which are observed in the visible region. In th
Section, we describe two kinds of cooperative excitatio
induced by 3d– 4f exchange interaction in YbCrO3. Figure
12 shows the optical absorption spectra of YbCrO3 in the
energy region from visible to near-infrared at 1.5 K. T
absorption spectra of YbCrO3 in the energy region betwee
10000 cm21 and 25000 cm21 are assigned as shown in Fig
12. In this energy region, besides the elementary excitat
due tod–d andf–f transition and the cooperative excitation
induced by the 3d– 3d and 4f – 4f exchange interactions
various kinds of cooperative excitations induced by t
3d– 4f exchange interaction are observed. The Yb31

exciton–Cr31 magnon excitation is observed in the2F7/2

→2F5/2 transition of Yb31 @Ref. 22#, and the Cr31 exciton –
Yb31 magnon excitation is observed in the4A2g→2Eg tran-
sition of Cr31 @Ref. 20#. Moreover, the Cr31 exciton–Yb31

exciton excitation is observed on the higher energy side
the 4A2g→4T1g transition of Cr31 @Ref. 23#.

Let us briefly summarize the magnetic properties
YbCrO3. In YbCrO3, there are three types of magnetic i
teractions, Cr312Cr31, Cr312Yb31, and Yb312Yb31,
each of which generally consists of the isotropic and
symmetric and antisymmetric anisotropic exchange inter
tions. Among various RCrO3 compounds, YbCrO3 is an in-
teresting one with a strong anisotropic exchange interac
between the Cr31 and Yb31 ions.24 In the case of the Yb31

ion, which has only one 4f hole, the 4f orbital is widely
spread, leading to a strong 3d– 4f exchange interaction in
YbCrO3. The strong anisotropic exchange interaction b
tween the Cr31 and Yb31 spins in YbCrO3 is able to induce
various kinds of cooperative excitations. The Cr31 spins in
YbCrO3 are antiferromagnetically ordered belowTN1

5118 K, with a weak ferromagnetic moment, a

e

FIG. 12. Optical absorption spectra of YbCrO3 in the energy region from
visible to near-infrared.
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G2(FxCyGz ;Fx
RCy

R).25 The spontaneous magnetic mome
of YbCrO3 crosses zero at 16.5 K, which reveals that
induced magnetic moment of the Yb31 spins is antiparallel
to the weak ferromagnetic moment of the Cr31 spins.25

3.1. Cooperative excitation between the Cr 3¿ exciton and
Yb3¿ magnon

Figure 13 shows the absorption spectra correspondin
the lowest energy region of the4A2g→2Eg transition of Cr31

in YbCrO3. TheR1 andR3 lines with magnetic dipole char
acter are assigned to the Davydov-split components of
pure Cr31 exciton. In the neighborhood of the Cr31 exciton
lines, an electric dipole band~R8 band! appears, which has
an anomalous band shape with a sharp cutoff on the low
energy side and fine structure. TheR8 band corresponds to
the cooperative excitation of a Cr31 exciton and Yb31 mag-
non. The bandwidth and the cutoff profile on the lower- e
ergy side of theR8 band could be reproduced quantitative
by taking into account a negative exciton dispersion of216
cm21 @Ref. 20#.

As is seen in Fig. 13, when the external magnetic field
applied along thea axis of YbCrO3 at 2.0 K, a sharp and
strong peak~arrow in Fig. 13! typical of a bound state ap
pears on the lower-energy side of theR8 band. At about 25
kOe, the bound state grows most strongly. Above 30 kOe,
bound state splits into several peaks and their intensity

FIG. 13. Behavior of theR lines and theR8 band of YbCrO3 under mag-
netic fields along thea axis at 2.0 K. The arrows show the bound state of
R8 band.
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creases significantly. At about 68 kOe, a dramatic spec
change occurs. The discontinuous spectral change betw
59 kOe and 68 kOe is due to the metamagnetic phase t
sition (Hc) where the weak ferromagnetic moment of t
Cr31 spins reverses its direction from being antiparallel
parallel to the net magnetic moment of the Yb31 spins. At
this metamagnetic transition26 the profile of theR8 band
changes drastically and its bound state disappears c
pletely.

From the appearance of the bound state on the low
energy side of theR8 band, we arrive at the following con
cept. The Cr31 exciton coupled with the Yb31 magnon at the
Brillouin zone edge is localized in an external magnetic fie
H0ia, while the Cr31 exciton coupled with an Yb31 magnon
at any point of the Brillouin zone except the zone edge
delocalized. At 25 kOe, the Cr31 exciton coupled with the
Yb31 magnon at the Brillouin zone edge is most strong
localized, which is reflected in the field-dependent ene
shift of the R8 band. Since theR8 band is assigned to th
cooperative excitation between a Cr31 exciton and Yb31

magnon, the magnetic field-dependent shift of the ene
separationDE(H0) between theR8 band and the Cr31 exci-
ton lines should be expressed as

DE~H0!5DER8~H0!2DER~H0!5DEYb~H0!, ~4!

with

DER8~H0!5ER8~H0!2ER8~H050!,

DER~H0!5ER~H0!2ER~H050!,

DEYb~H0!5EYb~H0!2EYb~H050!, ~5!

whereER8(H0) and ER(H0) denote the energy position o
the lower-energy side of theR8 band and that of the averag
energy of theR lines in an external magnetic fieldH0ia,
respectively, andEYb(H0) denotes the energy of the Yb31

magnon in an external magnetic fieldH0ia, which is esti-
mated from an analysis of the Yb31 exciton–Yb31 magnon
excitation appearing in the2F7/2→2F5/2 transition of Yb31

@Ref. 24#.
Figure 14 shows the magnetic field dependence

DER8(H0)2DER(H0) and DEYb(H0). The negative devia-
tion of DER8(H0)2DER(H0) from DEYb(H0) is caused by
the attractive force between the Cr31 exciton and the Yb31

magnon. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the attractive force
comes strongest at 25 kOe, where the Cr31 exciton–Yb31

magnon at the Brillouin zone boundary is most strongly
calized. Therefore, the bound state of theR8 band grows
most strongly at 25 kOe.

In the case that the bound state begins to migrate,
bound state distinguishes four Cr31 sites in the unit cell.
Therefore, in the process of delocalization of the bound st
the bound state exhibits Davydov splitting. In fact, as is se
in Fig. 13, the bound state of theR8 band splits above 30
kOe. Therefore, we arrived at the following conclusion.
the magnetic field region above 30 kOe, the zone–edge C31

exciton coupled with the Yb31 magnon begins to migrate
which reflects upon the splitting of the bound state and
significant decrease in its intensity.

At the metamagnetic transition (Hc567 kOe), the weak
ferromagnetic moment of the Cr31 spins reverses its direc
tion, where the antisymmetric exchange interaction betw
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the Cr31 and Yb31 spins,D(SCr3SYb), changes discontinu
ously in its sign and intensity. The change of the antisy
metric exchange interaction between the Cr31 and Yb31

spins atHc should cause a drastic change of theR8 band.
Above Hc , the shape of theR8 band resembles closely th
density of states of the Cr31 exciton coupled with the Yb31

magnon, which implies that the cooperative excitation
haves as a two-particle continuous state aboveHc . There-
fore, it is concluded that the Cr31 – Yb31 antisymmetric ex-
change interaction between the Cr31 exciton and the Yb31

magnon is attractive belowHc . On the contrary, its attractive
force vanishes aboveHc .

3.2. Cooperative excitation between Cr 3¿ exciton and Yb 3¿

exciton

Figure 15 shows the absorption spectra in the ene
region between 23800 cm21 and 24000 cm21. These spectra
correspond to the cooperative transition consisting of
4A2g→2Eg transition of Cr31 and the2F7/2→2F5/2 transition

FIG. 14. Comparison between the experimentally obtained values
DEYb(H0) and DER8(H0)2DER(H0). The descriptions ofDEYb(H0),
DER8(H0) andDER(H0) are given in the text.

FIG. 15. Optical absorption spectra of YbCrO3 at 1.5 K.E andH denote the
electric and magnetic vectors of the incident light, respectively.
-

-

y

e

of Yb31 in YbCrO3. The average energy of theR lines is
13695.6 cm21. Since this Cr31 exciton has a negative energ
dispersion of216 cm21, the energy of the Cr31 exciton at
the Brillouin zone boundary is estimated at 13679.6 cm21.
On the other hand, the lowest energy of the2F7/2→2F5/2

transition of Yb31 is 10164.6 cm21 @Ref. 24#. The sum of the
energies of the Cr31 exciton and the Yb31 exciton at the
Brillouin zone boundary is estimated at 23844.2 cm21, which
is almost equal to the energy of theA1 line ~23836.0 cm21!
in Fig. 15. TheA andB bands are assigned as shown in t
inset of Fig. 15.

Figure 16 shows the behavior of theA andB bands in a
the magnetic field along thea axis. As is shown in Fig. 16, a
the metamagnetic transitionHc(567 kOe) the profile of the
A band changes drastically. In particular, aboveHc , a sharp
and strong peak typical of a bound state appears on the
frequency edge of theA band. Since the energy dispersion
the Cr31 exciton corresponding to the4A2g→2Eg transition
is 216 cm21, the low-frequency edge of theA band corre-
sponds to the Cr31 – Yb31 exciton molecule at the Brillouin
zone boundary. From the appearance of the bound stat
the low-frequency edge of theA band aboveHc , it is con-
sidered that the Cr31 – Yb31 exciton molecule at the Bril-
louin zone boundary is strongly localized aboveHc .

As we have said, the Cr31 – Yb31 antisymmetric ex-
change interaction,D(SCr3SYb), in YbCrO3 creates various
cooperative excitations between the Cr31 and Yb31 elemen-
tary excitations. In the case of Cr31 exciton–Yb31 exciton
system, the Cr31 – Yb31 antisymmetric exchange interactio
acts as a strong attractive force aboveHc . Contrary to this, it
acts on the Cr31 exciton–Yb31 magnon system as a stron
attractive force belowHc . From this result, the sign of the
antisymmetric exchange interaction between the Cr31 exci-
ton (2Eg) and the Yb31 exciton (2F5/2) is presumed to be

of

FIG. 16. Magnetic field dependence of theA and B bands of YbCrO3
at 4.2 K.
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different from that between the Cr31 exciton (2Eg) and the
Yb31 magnon (2F7/2).

4. PHOTOINDUCED MAGNETISM

One of the recent topics of solid state physics is
photoinduced transformation of the electronic and magn
state of matter. The magnetic states of several compou
such as @Fe(ptz)6#(BF4)2 ~ptz51-propyl-tetrazole!,27

K0.4Co1.3@Fe(CN)6#•5H2O ~Ref. 28!, ~In, Mn!As/GaSb~Ref.
29!, have been revealed to be transformed to another sta
photoirradiation. In the case of@Fe(ptz)6#(BF4)2 , the
ground state of Fe~II ! is converted between the low-spin sta
(t2

6,S50) and the high-spin state (t2
4e2,S52) by photo-

irradiation corresponding to thed–d transition.27,30 In the
case of K0.4Co1.3@Fe(CN)6#•5H2O @Ref. 28#, this compound
can be switched reversibly back and forth between ferrim
netism and paramagnetism by photoirradiation correspo
ing to the charge transfer transition between the Co and
sites. In a novel III–V-based magnetic semiconductor hete
structurep-~In, Mn!As/GaSb grown by molecular beam ep
taxy, the ferromagnetic order is induced by photogenera
carriers.29

These studies on photoinduced magnetism are creati
new field of solid state physics. In connection with ph
toinduced magnetism, pioneering works have been done
Tsushimaet al.,31,32 Kovalenkoet al.,33,34 and Golovenchitz
et al.35 For instance, Kovalenkoet al. have found that the
linearly polarized illumination of yttrium iron garnet
Y3Fe52xSixO12, results in a spin-reorientation transition
a result of the photoinduced change of the crystall
magnetic anisotropy.33,34 On the other hand, Tsushimaet al.
have observed a photoinduced spin-reorientation trans
from the antiferromagnetic to the weak-ferromagnetic s
structure of ErCrO3 by using a time-resolved spectro
scopic method.31,32 In this Section, we describe the phot
induced spin reorientation fromG1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R) to
G4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R) for ErCrO3.
Let us briefly summarize the magnetic properties

ErCrO3. ErCrO3 is magnetically ordered belowTN1

5133 K with a weak-ferromagnetic structure denoted
G4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R).36 At 9.8 K, ErCrO3 exhibits the tempera
ture induced spin reorientation fromG4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R) to
G1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R), where the ferromagnetic moment disa
pears. Below 9.8 K, theG4 phase can be recovered by a
plying a small external magnetic field (H0,1.5 kOe) along
the c axis.37,38

In order to generate the photoinduced spin reorientat
we used aQ-switched ruby laser~6943 Å, 25 ns in half-
width, and with an output power of a few mJ! as a photo
irradiation source. The absorption spectrum of Er31 in
ErCrO3 was observed at 1.8 K to detect the photoinduc
spin-reorientation transition fromG1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R) to
G4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R). Figure 17a shows the energy levels a
the selection rule for the electric dipole transitions betwe
the 4I 15/2 ~denotedI 8 and I 9! ground state and the4I 9/2 ~de-
notedb8 andb9! excited state of Er31 in ErCrO3. As can be
seen in the figure, the absorption spectrum for this transi
is composed of four lines, which we labelI 8b8, I 8b9, I 9b8
and I 9b9. In the G1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R) spin configuration, the
I 8b8 and I 9b9 absorption lines are superimposed beca
e
ic
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DE(I );DE(b);10 K. The four lines, however, are well re
solved in theG4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R) spin configuration. For the
case ofE'c, the absorption linesI 8b8 andI 9b9 observed at
8049 Å are associated with theG1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R) spin con-
figuration. In theG4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R) spin configuration, these
absorption lines are observed at 8045 and 8054 Å. Fig
17b shows the time-resolvedIb absorption spectra after ini
tial laser excitation at 7 K. It can be seen that ErCrO3 under-
goes a phase transition fromG1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R) to
G4(GxAyFz ;Fz

R) within 50 ms after the photoirradiation, an
that it returns to theG1(AxGyCz ;Cz

R) phase in about 400 m
after the irradiation.

The idea of a photoinduced spin-reorientation transit
is based on the following argument. In many RCrO3 com-
pounds and RFeO3, the direction of the easy axis of magn
tization changes easily as the temperature changes or a
ternal magnetic field is applied. It is expected that the criti
temperature of spin reorientation is changed when som
the magnetic ions are substituted by magnetic impurities.
example, YFe12xCox/2Tix/2O3 (x50.003) undergoes the spi

FIG. 17. ~a! Schematic energy level diagram for the4I 15/2(I )→4I 9/2 ~b!
transitions of ErCrO3 . Also shown are optical transitions and their polariz
tion. ~b! Time-resolvedIb absorption spectra after initial laser excitation.
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reorientation fromG2(FxCyGz) to G4(GxAyFz) at 247 K,
while YFeO3 does not show any spin reorientation.39 The
magnetic anisotropy of YFeO3 influenced by a small amoun
of Co21 is responsible for the appearance of spin reorien
tion in YFe12xCox/2Tix/2O3 (x50.003).40 Therefore, the
photoirradiation is regarded as a transient substitution of
magnetic ions by magnetic impurities, which presumably
duces the phase transition when the sample is kept nea
critical temperature. However, in general, both of th
momagnetic effect and transient impurity effect are induc
by laser irradiation. The transient impurity effect is justifie
if the phase transition is induced before any nonradiative
radiative decay of the photoexcited state occurs. Since
lifetime of the 2Eg state of Cr31 is quite long~several ms!,
photoirradiation corresponding to the4A2g→2Eg transition
of Cr31 in ErCrO3 is the most effective way to bring abou
the photoinduced spin-reorientation transition. In order
further prove the transient impurity effect, the time-resolv
spectroscopic measurement by using an ultrashort~femtosec-
ond! laser will be indispensable.

Finally, in connection with photoinduced magnetism,
should be noted that in some crystals of the family of an
ferromagnetic garnets Ca3Mn2Ge3O12, etc., photoinduced
phenomena have been discovered by Eremenko, Gna
enko,et al.41–44Photoirradiation with visible light gives rise
to long-lived changes: linear birefringence, magnetic m
ment in the antiferromagnetic state, and augmentation of
tical absorption coefficient. The observed photoinduc
changes of the optical and magnetic properties in antife
magnetic garnets persist for a long time after the illuminat
is switched off. The discovery of sufficiently great photoi
duced changes of the refractive index and absorption co
cient in antiferromagnetic garnets will create a new field
optical and magneto-optical recording.

5. RECENT FRONTIER RESEARCH ON APPLICATION

We shall describe briefly the recent research on the
plication of magneto-optical materials using their uniq
magneto-optical nonreciprocity. The most advantageous
culiarity of magneto-optical materials lies in the fact that t
propagation of light in those magnetic materials is antisy
metric ~nonreciprocal! with respect to time inversion.

One such application is the use of highly bismu
substituted rare-earth iron garnets for optical isolators
circulators in a near-infrared wavelength region.45,46Another
is the use of diluted magnetic semiconductors such
CdMnTe for integrated magneto-optical waveguides in
shorter-wavelength region.47 A schematic figure of an inte
grated magneto-optical guide on a GaAs substrate, achie
by Zaets and Ando, is shown in Fig. 18.48

Finally, in addition to the above so-called magne
optical recording has been implemented in a real device f
rewritable high-density nonvolatile memory. It shows mo
development year by year. The most recent progress
higher-density magneto-optical recording, including sup
resolution limiting recording densities smaller than a dom
size, has been reviewed in a recent book by Kaneko.49
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6. CONCLUSION

We have investigated various kinds of magneto-opti
properties for rare earth orthochromites. In RCrO3 ~R5Tb,
Dy and Ho!, from the analysis of Cr31 exciton absorption,
we have inferred that these compounds exhibit an anoma
spin reorientation in a magnetic field along theb axis, where
the weak ferromagnetic moment of the Cr31 spins rotates in
theac plane perpendicular to theb axis. It is quite difficult to
elucidate the microscopic mechanism of this phase transi
by means of magnetization measurements.

In RCrO3 ~R5Dy and Ho!, we have elucidated the
breakdown of thek50 selection rule for the Cr31 exciton
absorption induced by the disorder of the R31 spin configu-
ration. The magneto-elastic effect due to the R31 ~R5Dy
and Ho! ion is extraordinarily large because of the stro
spin–orbit interaction. Through the medium of this stro
magneto-elastic effect, the disorder of the R31 spin configu-
ration causes the breakdown of thek50 selection rule of the
Cr31 exciton absorption, which is reflected in the appeara
of the anomalous satellite bandR8 on the lower-energy side
of the free Cr31 exciton absorption.

In YbCrO3, we have observed various kinds of coope
tive excitations such as a Cr31 exciton coupled with an Yb31

magnon, and a Cr31 – Yb31 exciton molecule in the visible
region, which are induced by the antisymmetric exchan
interaction between the Cr31 and Yb31 spins. In these coop
erative excitations, the Cr31 – Yb31 antisymmetric exchange
interaction acts as a strong attractive force, which is resp
sible for the appearance of the bound state at the lower
quency edge in the cooperative excitations.

In ErCrO3, a photoinduced spin reorientation fromG1 to
G4 takes place within 50ms after photoirradiation corre
sponding to the4A2g→2Eg transition of Cr31, and it returns
to the initial spin configuration in about 400 ms. This ph
nomenon was detected by the time-resolved Er31 absorption
spectra corresponding to the4I 15/2→4I 9/2 transition. The pho-
toirradiation is regarded as a transient substitution of
magnetic ions by magnetic impurities, which presumably
duces the phase transition. In order to further prove the tr
sient impurity effect, time-resolved spectroscopic measu
ments by using an ultrashort laser will be indispensable.

Finally, in connection with the recent topics of magnet
optics such as optical isolator, integrated magneto-opt
waveguide, and magneto-optical recording, we briefly
viewed the recent frontier research on application mainly
veloped in Japan.

The authors would like to thank the many scientists o

FIG. 18. Magneto-optical waveguide of Cd12xMnxTe on GaAs substrate
The TE mode of light scattered from the surface of the waveguide is
served by illuminating with a TM-mode laser withl5790 nm~Ref. 48!.
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Theoretical results on lattice excitations in solid oxygen at equilibrium vapor pressure are
reviewed with the emphasis on the behavior of phonons, librons, and magnons in the
orientationally and magnetically ordereda phase. Results on the magnetooptics of solid
oxygen and their impact on the advancement of magnetic studies of solid oxygen are briefly
reviewed. Some results under discussion are new: among these are theoretical results on the
magnon heat capacity, the analysis of the behavior of librons at thea–b transition, and
anisotropy of the magons spectrum. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solid oxygen, a unique combination of a molecular
cryocrystal and a magnet

Solid oxygen belongs to a small group of atomic~He,
Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe! or simple molecular solids
(H2 ,N2 ,O2 ,F2 ,CO,CO2,N2O,CH4), which are often
lumped together as solidified gases or cryocrystals.

The oxygen molecule, owing to unique combination
the molecular parameters forms a substance which in
phases—solid, liquid, and gaseous—is a physical objec
considerable fundamental interest.

In the ground electronic state the oxygen molecule p
sesses nonzero electronic spinS51, which makes the O2
molecule a magnetic system. As a result, solid oxygen c
bines properties of a molecular crystal and of a magnet.

The low-temperature phase of solid oxygen is the o
electron-spin antiferromagnetic insulator consisting of
single element. Why the combination of a simple molecu
crystal and a magnet is so interesting? The answer is
following: the binding energy in molecular cryocrystals
determined by weak van der Waals forces and, unlike c
ventional magnets, the magnetic interaction is a signific
part of the total lattice energy. Namely, the binding energy
the case of solid oxygen is of the order 1000 K and
magnetic energy is of the order of 100 K, that is, makes
around 10% of the binding energy. In the case of conv
tional magnets, the magnetic energy is of the same order
the binding energy is an order of magnitude higher; that
the magnetic energy is at most about 1% of the lattice
ergy. Therefore the magnetic and lattice properties in s
oxygen are very closely related, a fact which manifests its
in numerous anomalies of virtually all its properties
thermal, magnetic, acoustic, optical, etc.

Studies of solid oxygen commenced at the very beg
ning of the twentieth century. The modern state of the ar
4911063-777X/2002/28(7)/14/$22.00
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a result of the combined continuous efforts of a large num
of cryogenic laboratories throughout the world. At th
present time solid oxygen is a playground for the most
phisticated modern solid-state experimental methods, inc
ing studies in diamond anvil cells~DAC! and high magnetic
fields in combination with Raman, infrared~FIR, FTIR!, syn-
chrotron x-ray, and Brillouin and other optical technics.

Under equilibrium vapor pressure oxygen exists in th
crystallographic modifications.1

Neutron diffraction2–5 and x-ray studies1,6,7 have shown
that the low-temperaturea phase of oxygen is orientationall
and magnetically ordered and has a monoclinic ba
centered structure of symmetryC2/m. It was established tha
a-O2 has the simplest orientational structure, in which t
molecular axes are collinear and perpendicular to the clo
packed~001! layers~Fig. 1!.

The structure of the intermediateb phase of solid oxy-
gen was established by Ho¨rl in an electron-diffraction study8

and confirmed in neutron-diffraction2–5 and x-ray studies.1,7

It was shown thatb-O2 has a rhombohedral lattice of sym
metry R3̄m with the same extremely simple orientation
structure asa-O2 ~Fig. 2a!. This lattice can be seen as
distorted fcc structure obtained by packing not spherical

FIG. 1. Structure ofa-O2 .
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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dumbbell-shaped molecules oriented along one of the sp
diagonals of the cube. The primitive rhombohedral cell
found to be stretched in the direction^111& singled out by the
molecular axes. The angle of the rhombohedron is found
be about 45° instead of 60° for the fcc lattice.

The structures of the two low-temperature phases
similar, and formally, a monoclinic cell can be singled out
b-O2 as well ~Fig. 2b!.

As was shown in a single-crystal x-ray study by Jord
et al.,9 g-O2 has an eight-molecule cubic cell with an orie
tationally disordered structure of space groupPm3n ~Fig. 3!.
Molecules in the cell are located in two nonequivalent sta
Two of the eight molecules~‘‘spheres’’! have a spherically
symmetric distribution of electron density, while the rema
ing six molecules~‘‘discs’’ ! have an electron density distr
bution in the form of an oblate spheroid. The disc-shap
molecules form chains extending in the three^100& direc-
tions.

At the present time the existence of six solid-state pha
is established unambiguously.10 In addition to thea, b, andg
phases, which exist under equilibrium vapor pressure th
high- pressure stable phases exist in the investigated do
of pressures and temperatures. They are thed ~‘‘orange’’!,
stable at room temperature between 9.6 and 10 GPe
~‘‘red’’ ! ~10–96 GPa!, and z ~metallic! ~above 96 GPa!

FIG. 2. Structure ofb-O2 in rhombohedral and hexagonal axes~a!. The
structure ofb-O2 can be represented as a monoclinic cell isostructura
a-O2 ~b!.

FIG. 3. Structure ofg-O2 .
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phases. The resultingP2T phase diagram, which reflects th
phase boundaries of these six phases, is given in Fig. 4.

2. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF ELEMENTARY
EXCITATION SPECTRA IN SOLID OXYGEN

Compared with a conventional magnet, the problem
the elementary excitation spectrum in solid oxygen prese
a considerable challenge both to the experimenters and t
reticians. In the case ofa-O2 we are dealing with three sys
tems of coupled quasiparticles—phonons, librons, and m
nons. Thoughb-O2 has the simplest orientational structu
among the molecular cryocrystals, the presence of the str
short-range magnetic order makes theb phase quite a cum
bersome problem. A very specific case is the orientation
and magnetically disorderedg phase.

The first calculations of the lattice dynamics of sol
oxygen were carried out in the 1970s.1,7,11,12Though no ac-
count has been taken in these calculations of the magn
nature of solid oxygen, they represent a necessary and ra
informative step in the development of the theory. They p
vided a test, in the first approximation, of various potentia
enabled identification in Raman and IR spectra, and gave
estimate of the effect of anharmonicity.

Important estimates concerning translational and lib
tional vibrations follow from simple mean-field
considerations.13,14Translationally the molecules ina-O2 vi-
brate as three-dimensional, nearly harmonic oscillators. T
of the fundamental frequencies that correspond with the
brations in theab plane are nearly equal, while the thir
fundamental frequency for the vibrations in thec' direction
is about 50% higher. The potential is markedly stiffer in t
c' direction. This is confirmed by the smaller root-mea
square~rms! amplitude of vibrations in this direction~Table
I!. As can be seen from Table I, the rms amplitudes are q
different in the three independent crystal directions, wh
gives an indication of the crystal anisotropy. The ratio of t
ground state rms translational displacement to the inter
lecular distanceRnn is ^ua

21ub
21uc'

2 &1/2/Rnn50.056, which

is nearly twice as large as for solid N2 @Ref. 16#.
The librational states of the molecules are rather loc

ized in a- andb-O2 and look like weakly anharmonic two
dimensional oscillator states, slightly anisotropic in the ca
of a-O2 and isotropic inb-O2 ~Table I!. The lower fre-
quency ina-O2 corresponds with liberation about thea axis,

o

FIG. 4. Phase diagram of solid oxygen.
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TABLE I. Translational and librational amplitudes ina- andb-O2 .

a
Theory14 for T50 K.

bExperiment15 for T50 K.
c Theory14 for T530 K.

dExperiment15 for T528 K.
eTheory11 for T510 K.
fExperiment13 for T530 K.
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the higher one with libration about theb axis. The rms an-
gular displacements are about 11°, as compared with 16
a-N2 at T50 K.16

As can be seen from a comparison of the ground s
rms amplitudes, the translational vibrations in solid oxyg
are more anharmonic than those in solid nitrogen, but
librational vibrations the reverse is true. This difference
flects the distinction in the structures of the intermolecu
potentials for the two substances and ultimately the diff
ence in the nature of the stability ofa-O2 anda-N2 .

The zero-point energyEzp at P50 for a-O2 according
to Ref. 17 is 204.7 K. Judging from the rms amplitudes o
tained in this paper, which are slightly overestimated co
pared with data from Table I,Ezp is overestimated as we
and should be considered as an upper bound. The zero-
energy is approximately 20% of the binding energy, of wh
approximately 40% is due to the librational motion. The hi
value of the reduced zero-point energy indicates that O2 dis-
plays properties typical for quantum crystals. One such pr
erty is a small value of the ratioTmelt/QD ~Tmelt is the melt-
ing temperature,QD is the Debye temperature!, which for
solid O2 is approximately 0.5~the inequalityTmelt/QD,1 is
a recognized signature of a quantum crystal!. It is interesting
to note that although the reduced value of the zero-p
energy for solid N2 is nearly the same as that for solid O2

~see Table 10.1 in Ref. 16!, the ratioTmelt/QD for solid N2 is
approximately 0.75, markedly higher than for solid O2 , due
to less anharmonic translational vibrations.

The problem of the magnetism of solid oxygen turn
out to be a considerable challenge. Ever since the m
sixties, when neutron diffraction experiments2–5 showed un-
ambiguously thata-O2 is an antiferromagnet, the magnitud
of the exchange interaction between oxygen molecules
been a controversial subject of numerous studies. A ra
surprising thing is that the first estimates of the excha
field were obtained not from data on the magne
susceptibility—a property directly connected with the e
change field, but ‘‘in a series of elegant experiments’’~citing
Ref. 18! on the double intramolecular electronic excitati
transitions by Eremenko, Litvinenko and co-workers.19–21

The lowest electron configuration of the oxygen m
ecule gives rise to three states:3Sg

2 , 1Dg , 1Sg
1 .

The transitions

~3Sg
2!→~1Dg! 7882 cm21,
or

te
n
r
-
r
r-

-
-

int

p-

t

d-

as
er
e

-

~3Sg
2!→~1Sg

1! 13120 cm21

are electric dipole forbidden and are very weak. In the c
densed phases and in compressed gaseous oxygen, the
sity of these transitions increases significantly. In additi
three new absorptions are found and assigned to simu
neous excitation of a pair of oxygen molecules as follow

~3Sg
2!~3Sg

2!→~1Dg!~1Dg! 16800 cm21,

~3Sg
2!~3Sg

2!→~1Dg!~1Sg
1! 21000 cm21,

~3Sg
2!~3Sg

2!→~1Sg
1!~1Sg

1! 27700 cm21.

Excellent comprehensive spectroscopic studies of th
double molecular transitions are presented in papers by L
dauet al.22 and Eremenkoet al.19 The effects of temperature
and impurity (N2) have been studied by Eremenk
Litvinenko, and Garber.20,21 An overview of these double
transitions are presented in Fig. 5.

To give an interpretation of the spectroscopic data
tained and their connection with the magnitude of the
change field, we quote the abstract to the paper
Litvinenko, Eremenko, and Garber, ‘‘Antiferromagnetic o
dering effect on the light absorption spectrum by crystall
oxygen:’’21 ‘‘The optical double transition spectrum of crys
talline oxygen is studied in the frequency range of 15000
31000 cm21 at different temperatures~5 to 27 K! and nitro-
gen concentrations~0 to 40%!. A sharp integral intensity de
crease of the absorption bands, their shift, and broade

FIG. 5. General view of the light absorption spectrum by solida-oxygen at
T55 K in the 15000 to 30000 cm21 region: 23Sg

2→21Dg (v50,1,2,3),
23Sg

2→1Dg11Sg
1 (v50,1,2,3), and 23Sg

2→21Sg
1 (v50,1,2,3).21 The

lines at the frequency scale are calculated values for free molecules.
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are found in the temperature range investigated. With
insertion of nitrogen into oxygen new absorption bands w
spectral positions close to the pure oxygen band frequen
appeared in the oxygen spectrum. The results show tha
double transitions in oxygen are considerably induced
exchange interaction. It is also shown that the 0–0 band
tensity of the 23Sg

2→21Dg and 23Sg
2→21Sg

1 transitions is
determined by the interaction not with acoustic phonons
it was considered before, but with magnons correspondin
the Brillouin zone boundary and having energy equal to
exchange onegmBHE . The 0–0 band of the 23Sg

2→21Dg

and 23Sg
2→1Sg

111Sg
1 transition is interpreted as a pur

electronic band. A consistent scheme, based on conside
the exchange splitting of the3Sg

2 state of the oxygen mol
ecules and the magnon excitation at light absorption is s
gested to explain the double transition structures and t
band behaviors at magnetic ordering.’’

In the absence of interaction between a pair of exci
molecules, the observed spectrum is simply the sum of
excitations of the two molecules. The perturbations aris
from the molecular interactions~of the Coulomb, exchange
and molecular types! lift the degeneracy, strengthen the co
responding transition, and produce splitting and freque
shifts ~Fig. 6!. The shift decreases with temperature and a
with increasing concentration of N2 . The exchange energy
as measured by the magnon shift, is constant up to 10 K
then falls off smoothly with increasing temperature to ab
85% of its low-temperature value before falling rapidly
zero at thea–b transition.

The series of papers cited as Refs. 19–21 had a
nounced impact on studies of teh magnetic and optical p
erties of solid oxygen. A large number of experimental a
theoretical works published in the seventies and subseq
years~see, for instance, Refs. 18, 23–30! were directly in-
spired by results of the magnetooptical studies by Ereme
et al. Effects found in these studies and their interpretat
are still a subject of great interest for investigators~see Refs.
31–33!.

FIG. 6. Energy level diagram of oxygen in the region of a possible vibro
transition in the free molecule as well as in the crystal with magn
interactions.21
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3. LIBRONS

The first Raman studies of condensed oxygen were m
by Cahill and Leroi.15 In the lattice frequency range the
found~Fig. 7! one strong line in theb phase~at '51 cm21 at
28 K!, and two lines in thea phase~at '43 cm21 and'78
cm21 at 22 K!.

In accordance with the correlation diagram in Fig.
they assigned the line at 51 cm21 in b-O2 to the twofold-
degenerateEg libration and the low frequency band ina-O2

to theBg libration ~libration around thea axis and the higher
frequency one to theAg libration ~libration around theb
axis!.

Mathai and Allin25 in the Raman study ofa-16O2 and
a-18O2 isotopes confirmed Cahill and Leroi’s assignment b
found that the isotope shift of the two modes were only ab
two-thirds of that to be expected on the basis of the inve
ratio of the square roots of the reduced masses. The disc
ancy was attributed to differences in the anharmonicity of
two isotopes.

c
c

FIG. 7. Raman spectra ofa-, b- andg-oxygen in the low-frequency region
Different spectra are monitored with different resolutions. The vertical lin
are the contributions from freely rotating oxygen molecules atT548 K
~Ref. 15!.

FIG. 8. Correlation diagrams fora- andb-oxygen.15
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There was a long discussion in literature1,7,12,17,34con-
cerning the assignment of the 43 and 78 cm21 lines in the
Raman spectra ofa-O2 . On the basis of lattice dynamic
calculations those authors have cast doubts on the as
ment of these lines as librons by Cahill and Leroi.15 As fol-
lows from these lattice dynamics calculations based on
ferent models of the anisotropic forces, at theb–a transition
the libron spectrum is only insignificantly changed. The lo
ering of the symmetry at this transition leads to lifting of t
twofold degeneracy of the frequency of thek50 libron
mode with a splitting of a few cm21. At the same time,
according to Raman data,15 the doubly degenerateEg mode
of b-O2 with frequency'51 cm21 is split into Bg and Ag

modes with frequencies 43 and 78 cm21, respectively. Ac-
cording to these authors, the experimentally observed Ra
line at 78 cm21 could be a two-particle, eithe
magnon–libron1,7 or two-libron,12,17,34line while theBg and
Ag splitting is not resolved. Etterset al.34 have proposed tha
the higher frequency belongs to a libron mode which lies
the edge of the Brillouin zone for the structural lattice, b
which hasq50 in the magnetic Brillouin zone. This mod
could become visible in Raman spectroscopy when there
strong coupling between the librons and spins. The wea
point of all these interpretations, however, is that at vario
temperatures and pressures no indication of the doublet c
acter of the lowest peaka-O2 has been observed.

Subsequent experimental and theoretical studies gav
insight into what really happens with the libron spectrum
thea–b transition. Measurements by Bier and Jodl35 and by
Prikhot’ko et al.36 have given strong evidence that the a
signment by Cahill and Leroi15 is correct~Fig. 9a!.

The experimental data indicate that the upperAg mode

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the librational frequencies~a! and band-
width ~b! of solid oxygen~m from Refs. 15 and 35!.
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exhibits typical soft-mode behavior and at thea–b transition
transforms into theEg mode of theb phase. The intensity
and linewidth of theAg mode increase rapidly in the vicinity
of the transition and go over continuously to the respect
characteristics of theEg mode~Fig. 9b!. The Bg mode fre-
quency is nearly constant with temperature, but its inten
decreases rapidly when nearing the phase transition p
and the line vanishes discontinuously on passage through
phase transition.

From the theoretical side, Krupskiiet al.1 suggested tha
the large splitting of the libron spectrum at theb–a transi-
tion could be due to an additional term in the libron Ham
tonian, which is proportional to the magnetic order para
eter. Since forT.Ta-b the magnetic order parameter goes
zero, this term is nonvanishing only in thea phase. Jansen
and van der Avoird14,37 found that because of the very stron
dependence of the exchange coupling parameter on the
lecular orientations, the Heisenberg term from the s
Hamiltonian should be included in the libron spectrum c
culations.

A plot of the lattice potential along the normal coord
nates for theBg andAg librons, with and without the contri-
bution of the Heisenberg term, clearly demonstrates its r
in this problem~Fig. 10!, Ref. 14. This term lowers the lat
tice energy ofa-O2 in the equilibrium geometry. At the sam
time, it increases the stiffness of the potential drastically
the Ag direction but much less in theBg direction.

An integrated formalism that includes magnon–phon
and magnon–libron coupling in the dynamics of the orien
tionally ordereda andb phases of solid oxygen was deve
oped by Jansen van der Avoird14 on the basis of the time
dependent Hartree method~random phase approximation!.
We will consider the problem of magnon–libron couplin
following the simpler approach of Refs. 38 and 39.

The intermolecular exchange constant can be written
a sum of a part which is independent of the orientations
the O2 molecules and an orientationally dependent term. T

FIG. 10. A plot of the lattice potential ofa-O2 along the normal coordinates
for the Bg andAg librons, with ~solid curves! and without~dashed curves!
the contribution of the Heisenberg term.14
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latter part contributes to the anisotropic intermolecular
tential, which determines the spectrum of librons in the o
entationally ordereda andb phases. Both the exchange pa
and the spin-independent part of the intermolecular poten
may be written as a sum of products of the invariants (V1n),
(V2n), and (V1V2):

U~V1 ,V2 ,R!5(
i ,k,l

Aikl~R!~V1n! i~V2n!k~V1V2! l ,

~1!

J~V1 ,V2 ,R!5(
i ,k,l

Bikl~R!~V1n! i~V2n!k~V1V2! l , ~2!

where i, k, l are integers, the pairwise sums of which a
even numbers;Aikl , Bikl are expansion coefficients, whic
are functions of molecular parameters and the intermolec
distanceR. Here V1 , and V2 are unit vectors along the
molecular axis,R is the vector joining molecular centers, an
n5R/R. The anisotropic parts can obtained from the exp
sions of Eqs.~1!, ~2! after excluding the terms withi 1k
1 l 50, which correspond to the isotropic parts of the e
change constant and spin-independent intermolecular po
tial. In fact, the representation of the Kohin potential16 is an
example of the expansion Eq.~1! up to terms withi 1k1 l
<3, which includes all terms necessary for the derivation
the harmonic approximation.

Taking into account the explicit form of the intermolec
lar exchange interaction and averaging Eq.~2! over the
ground spin state, we obtain the total anisotropic interm
lecular interactionVanis(V1 ,V2 ,R), which can be written as
a sum of the spin-independent and spin-dependent cont
tions:

Vanis~V1 ,V2 ,R!5Uanis~V1 ,V2 ,R!

1Janis~V1 ,V2 ,R!^S1S2&, ~3!

where ^S1S2& is the spin correlation function. Finally w
have

Vanis~V1 ,V2 ,R!5 (
i ,k,l

i 1k1 lÞ0

~Aikl1Bikl^S1S2&!

3~V1n! i~V2n!k~V1V2! l . ~4!

As can be seen from Eq.~4!, the anisotropic intermolecula
potential, which determines the spectrum of librons in
orientationally ordereda and b phases, contains an add
tional term, which depends on the character and value of
magnetic order. In the molecular field approximation w
haveGmn5^SmSn&50 in theb phase andGmm52s2, where
s is the average spin, for the nearest molecules from
different sublattices in thea phase. For the ordered thre
sublattice magnetic structure we would haveGmn52s2/2,
which can serve as an estimate of the spin correlation fu
tion for the case of the short-range magnetic order.

The expansion coefficientsAikl , Bikl are, generally
speaking, of the same order of magnitude, which means
the additional term cannot be treated as a small perturba
but must be taken into account in the zero approximation

The system of interacting rotors is described by
Hamiltonian
-
-
t
al

ar

-

-
n-

f

-

u-

e

e

e

c-

at
on

e

H5Hkin1Vanis, ~5!

where the kinetic energy operator is

Hkin52Brot

3(
f

S 1

sinq f

]

]q f
sinq f

]

]q f
1

1

sin2 q f

]2

]w f
2D . ~6!

HereBrot5\2/2I ~I is the molecular moment of inertia! is the
characteristic rotational constant;q f and w f are the angles
determining the molecular orientation at sitef.

SinceBrot!Vanis, the rotor wave functions have loca
ized nearq50; that is, the anharmonic terms are small a
librons are well-defined quasi-particles. Retaining only t
harmonic terms in the Hamiltonian~5! and neglecting the
interplane interaction, we obtain the following expressio
for the frequencies of librons ina- andb-O2 at the center of
the Brillouin zone:

b-O2 : ~\VEg
!256Brot$~2A200

b 1A111
b !1~2B200

b 1B111
b !Gb%;

~7!

a-O2 : ~\VAg
!256Brot$~2A200

1a 1A111
1a !1~2B200

1a 1B111
1a !G1

a%;
~8!

~\VBg
!25Brot$4~A200

1a 12A200
2a !12~A111

1a 12A111
2a !

12~2B200
1a 1B111

1a !G1
a14~2B200

2a 1B111
2a !G2

a%, ~9!

whereAikl
b , Bikl

b are the values of the respective paramet
of the intermolecular potential for the intermolecular d
tances in theb phase;Aikl

1a ,Bikl
1a andAikl

2a ,Bikl
2a are the values

of the respective parameters of the intermolecular poten
for the intermolecular distances in thea phase for the neares
neighbors from the opposite and the same magnetic su
tices, respectively;Gb is the spin correlation function for two
nearest spins in theb phase;G1a, andG2a are the spin cor-
relation functions in thea phase for two nearest neighbo
from the opposite and the same sublattices, respectively

Neglecting the small monoclinic distortion at thea–b
transition, that is, the small difference betweenAikl

1a , Aikl
2a ,

andAikl
b ~and the same for theBikl parameters!, we can sim-

plify Eqs. ~7!–~9!:

~\VEg
!256Brot$~2A2001A111!1~2B2001B111!G

b%;
~10!

~\VAg
!256Brot$~2A2001A111!1~2B2001B111!G1

a%;
~11!

~\VBg
!256BrotH ~2A2001A111!1

1

3
~2B2001B111!

3~G1
a12G2

a!J . ~12!

Equations~7!–~9! and ~10!–~12! provide an explanation o
the main anomalous features of the temperature depend
of librons in thea andb phases~Fig. 9a!—large and strongly
asymmetric splitting, a strong temperature dependence o
Ag mode, and a weak temperature dependence of theBg

mode.
According to data from Raman scattering spectra,15,35 at

thea–b transition the twofold degeneracy of the libron spe
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trum is lifted and the doubly degenerateEg mode ofb-O2

with frequency;51 cm21 is split into theBg andAg modes
with frequencies;43 and;78 cm21. The reconstruction of
the structure accompanying the phase transition and the
lated changes in the anisotropic part of the intermolecu
potential cannot be the cause of such large splitting. If
disregard terms proportional toG in Eqs.~7!–~9!, the result-
ing splitting of theEg mode is

D5
Brot

\VEg

@2~A200
2a 2A200

1a !1~A111
2a 2A111

1a !#. ~13!

EstimatesD,5 cm21. were obtained1,7,12

As follows from Eqs.~10!–~12!, the large splitting is
completely due to the spin–libron interaction:

D5
2Brot

\VEg

~2B2001B111!~G1
a2G2

a!. ~14!

Other anomalous features of the libron spectrum are also
to the spin–libron interaction. The displacementsDAg

5(VAg
2VEg

), DBg5(VEg
2VBg

) of theAg andBg modes,
respectively of theEg mode ofb-O2 can be found from the
following equations:

~\VAg
!22~\VEg

!256Brot~2B2001B111!~G1
a2Gb!;

~15!

~\VEg
!22~\VBg

!256Brot~2B2001B111!

3FGb2
1

3
~G1

a12G2
a!G . ~16!

In a general theory the spin correlation functions should
found in a self-consistent way together with the libron sp
trum, but as a zero approximation they could be found in
pendently from the spin Hamiltonian. The following es
mates can be obtained:

uGbu!uG1
au,uG2

au; ~17!

uG1
a12G2

au!uG1
au,uG2

au. ~18!

As follows from Eqs.~15!, ~16! and inequalities Eqs.~17!,
~18!, DBg!DAg , that is, the splitting is strongly asymmetr
aroundVEg

.
This asymmetry can be understood qualitatively

follows.40 When the molecules librate around theb axis ~Ag

symmetry! the interaction with four nearest-neighbor mo
ecules from the opposite magnetic sublattice, is mostly
volved, but when they librate around thea axis ~Bg symme-
try! the interaction with two next-nearest-neighbor molecu
from the same magnetic sublattice is involved. The latte
much weaker than for theAg librational mode. As a result
DBg!DAg .

The variation of the libron frequencies with temperatu
is caused by three factors: first, there are anharmonic t
perature shifts of the frequencies with temperature, sec
the parametersAikl , Bikl vary with temperature due to th
thermal expansion of the lattice, and third, there is tempe
ture dependence of the spin correlation functions^SiSj&. In
the case of thea phase, the last factor is the most importa
In the case of theb phase, the temperature shift of theEg
re-
r

e

ue

e
-
-

s

-

s
is

-
d,

a-

.

mode is mostly determined by the thermal expansion of
lattice. The resulting temperature dependence can be wr
in the form

S ]V

]T D
P

5S ]V

]T D
V

1S ]V

]V D
T
S ]V

]TD
P

. ~19!

Anharmonic corrections to the librational frequencies
theb phase were calculated in the mean-field approximat
in Ref. 13. The anharmonicity is manifested in explicit tem
perature dependence of the librational frequencies. It w
shown that, contrary to solid N2, the sign of the anharmonic
correction inb-O2 is positive. Since (]V/]T)5(]V/]h)
3(]h/]T) while (]h/]T),0 ~whereh is the orientational
order parameter!, the sign of the anharmonic correction
determined by the sign of the derivative~]V/]h!, which
could be either positive or negative, depending on the si
and values of molecular and crystal field constants in
self-consistent potential. As a result, in the case ofb-O2 the
derivative (]V/]h),0 and (]V/]T).0. Numerical esti-
mates give (T/V)(]V/]T)'1023, and the effect is domi-
nated by the second term in Eq.~19!, the thermal expansion
of the crystal. A comparison of the calculated1 and experi-
mental temperature dependences of theEg frequency is
given in Fig. 11.

The effect of an external magnetic field on the libro
spectrum ofa- andb-O2 was calculated by Jansen and v
der Avoird.14 They predicted that the libron frequencies w
be shifted by the external magnetic field, which changes
spin correlation function and, according to Eq.~4!, affects
the anisotropic part of the intermolecular potential. Due
the high rigidity of the magnetic structure ofa-O2 , the re-
sulting shift of theAg andBg librons is small even in strong
fields and amounts to 2.5 cm21 for fields up to 30 T~Fig.
12a!. The magnetic-field-induced shift of theEg mode for
b-O2 is given in Fig. 12b.

When the magnetic field is parallel to theab plane of the
b phase one might expect several symmetry-break
effects.14 The threefold symmetry is distorted in this ca
with the result that theEg mode will be slightly split.

Due to the zone-folding effect, extra phonon or libro
peaks may become visible in the IR or Raman spec
though their intensities are predicted to be small.

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the frequency of theEg libron mode of
b-O2 . The solid line is the theoretical result from Ref. 1, and the points
experimental data~Ref. 15!.
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FIG. 12. The magnetic-field-induced shift of theAg andBg librons in a-O2 ~a! and theEg libron mode inb-O2 ~b!.14
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4. TRANSLATIONAL PHONONS

The magnon–phonon coupling leads to zone folding38

the magnetic unit cell contains two molecules, and as a
sult, in the folded zone the phonon zone is subdivided i
acoustical and optical phonons and the number of libron
magnon branches is doubled.

The most extensive zero-temperature lattice dynam
harmonic calculations based upon both the one-molec
crystallographic unit cell and the two-molecular magne
cell have been made by Etterset al.34 At the first step the
Gibbs free energy was minimized with the parameters of
monoclinic lattice cell ofa-O2 and the intramolecular bon
length as independent variable parameters. The equilibr
lattice parameters obtained were used in harmonic latt
dynamics calculations. The calculations were based on
site–site Etters–Kobashi–Belak~EKB! potential.34 Since the
strong anisotropy of the Heisenberg term is not taken i
account in the EKB potential, the calculated dispers
curves suffer from the same shortcomings as all older lat
dynamics calculations and reproduce the libron modes in
rectly. Nonetheless, many qualitative results of these ca
lations retain their validity.

The magnetic unit cell contains two molecules in t
unit cell, twice as large as the structural unit cell. There
six phonon modes, four libron modes, and four magn
modes for every wave vectorq in the smaller Brillouin zone,
that is, compared with the crystallographic cell, the magn
unit cell supports one additional vibron, two additional libro
modes, three additional optical phonon modes, and two
ditional magnon modes. The problem is that none of th
modes has been observed in experiment. Recently the r
10–85 cm21 was investigated very carefully by Medvedev31

using the modern FTIR technique and perfect crystals,
no additional IR-active modes were found.

Integrated lattice dynamics calculations in the rand
phase approximation have been made by Jansen and va
Avoird.14 It was found that the mixing between the lattic
modes, phonons and librons, and magnons is in gen
small. The only substantial amount of mixing occurs in tho
regions of the Brillouin zone where the dispersion curves
the lattice modes and those for the magnons would cr
Even the weak coupling then leads to an avoided cros
and to interchange of the characters of the modes involv

The translational lattice frequencies for orientationa
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disorderedg-O2 have been calculated by Kobashi, Klei
and Chandrasekharan12 using different empirical Lennard
Jones~6–12! intermolecular potentials to account for the i
teractions between nearest discs, between the nearest
and sphere and between the second-nearest discs. The m
completely neglects the effect of molecular rotation. T
model was able to account for the low shear constant
g-O2 but considerably overestimated the elastic anisotro
This discrepancy was attributed to the neglect of translatio
rotation coupling.

The role played by the molecular reorientational motio
in the crystal dynamics ofg-O2 was examined by Klein,
Levesque, and Weis41 in a molecular dynamics study of
system of molecules interacting via an atom–atom poten
The simulated crystal revealed two types of molecules w
two quite different types of dynamical behavior. Very slo
transverse acoustic phonon modes were found, withv l /v t

'3.5, in fair agreement with experiment.42,43The liquid has
been shown to be very similar in structure and dynami
behavior to theg phase.

5. MAGNONS

The first observation of the resonant FIR absorption
a-O2 was made by Blocker, Kinch, and West.23 They found
a strong line at about 27 cm21 with a linewidth of about 1.4
cm21 and attributed it to the antiferromagnetic resonan
~AFMR! mode of the system. This peak shifts to lower fr
quencies and decreases markedly in intensity with increa
temperature and is unobserved above thea–b transition
~Fig. 13a!. The experimental proof of the magnon nature
the line was obtained by Wachtel and Wheeler,18,24who dem-
onstrated that no detectable isotope effect was observed.
temperature dependence of the high-energy magnon
studied by several groups23,30,44with similar results.

Looking for the low-frequency AFMR line, Wachtel an
Wheeler24 found an absorption line at 6.4 cm21 at 1.5 K~Fig.
13b!. To support the assignment of the observed FIR abso
tion lines as AFMR modes, FIR spectra were measured
function of applied magnetic field.18,24,44,45

The dispersion relations for magnons in the presence
magnetic field were calculated in Refs. 24, 45–47. A co
parison of experimental and calculated results is given
Fig. 14.45 The experimental absorption band correspond
to the low-energy magnon is split: one absorption maxim
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does not shift when the field increases, and the frequenc
another increases with the field~Fig. 14a!. In the case of the
high-energy magnon the splitting was not found~Fig. 14b!.

The experimental results of Refs. 18–21, 23–25 p
vided an experimental basis for the development of a the
of the magnetic properties of solid oxygen, first and form
of all of the spin excitation spectrum.

The magnetic properties of solid oxygen are genera
described by the Hamiltonian17,18,24,29,45–50

H5(
f

@A~Sf
z!21B~Sf

y!2#1
1

2 (
f,f8

Jff8SfSf8 , ~20!

where Sf is the spin operator at sitef (S51), A.0 and
B.0 are constants of single-molecule anisotropy, andJff8 is

FIG. 13. Spectroscopic proof of magnon excitations in solid oxygen.
temperature dependence of far IR absorption due to magnon excitati
27 cm21 in solid oxygen23 ~a!. The magnon at 6 cm21 is clearly recognizable
in the far-IR absorption spectra of solid oxygen24 ~b!.
of

-
ry
t

y

the exchange interaction constant of molecules at sitesf and
f8. Thez axis in Eq.~20! coincides with the molecular axis
while thex axis is directed along the monoclinicb axis.

The first calculation of the spin excitation spectrum w
done by Wachtel and Wheeler.18,24 According to the usual
excitation wave method, the diagonalization of the Ham
tonian ~20! was performed in two steps. First, the Ham
tonian ~20! was written as a sum of a single-particle mea
field HamiltonianH0

H05(
i

~ASzi
2 1BSyi

2 1J~0!^Sx&Sxi! ~21!

and the interaction HamiltonianHint5H2H0 , where^Sx& is
the expectation value of the operatorSx in the single-
molecule ground state, which must be found from se
consistency conditions. Here the direction of the moments~b

e
at

FIG. 14. Magnetic-field dependence of the frequency of the low-energy~a!
and high-energy~b! magnons, measured on polycrystalline samples
a-O2 . Experimental absorption maxima are represented by open dots,
the vertical arrows indicate the FWHM~full width at half maximum!. The
HiX curve starting atH50 corresponds to the non-spin-flopped phase;
otherHiX curve corresponds to the spin-flopped phase.45
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axis! is taken as the axis of spin quantization. The excha
field J(0)5J(k50); J(k)5(dJf,f¿d ei k"d is the magnetic
structure factor, andd are lattice vectors.

With the nearest, next-nearest and next-next-nea
neighbors taken into account we have the following expr
sion for the exchange field:

J~0!5n1J12n2J21n3J3 , ~22!

where n1 , and n2 , n3 are the numbers of the respectiv
neighbors (n154, n252, n354) andJ1 , J2 , J3 are the re-
spective exchange constants~see Fig. 15!.

As a result, the magnetic structural factor for t
a-oxygen structure can be written in the form

J~k!5J~0!gk ;

gk5
1

12k/21a

3Fcos
kx

2
cos

ky

2
2

1

2
k cosky1a cos

ky

2
cosS kx

2
2kzD G ,

~23!

where two dimensionless parametersa5J2 /J1 and k
5J3 /J1 have been introduced. Thus, if the interaction w
more distant neighbors is neglected the magnetic Ha
tonian~20! is described by a set of 5 parameters:J1 , a, k, A,
B.

The eigenvalue problem forH0 can be solved in a
straightforward manner, yielding the following eigenvalue

e
2
05

A1B

2
7AS A2B

2 D 2

1J2~0!,Sx.2; ~24!

e15A1B

~e0 is the ground-state energy, ande1 , e2 are the first and
second excited states, respectively!. The resulting eigenfunc
tions then used as the basis for transformation of the Ha
tonian H5H01Hint into a second-quantized representati
in terms of the fermion creation and annihilation operat
cf i

† , cf i . Different approaches and approximations of the
citation wave method1,7,18,24,29,45–49and of the Green func
tion method46,48 have been used to treat the problem.

At low temperatures the occupation number of t
ground statenf 05cf 0

† cf 0 is close to unity. In this limit terms
not quadratic in the ground state may be neglected~so-called
Bogolyubov approximation!. Introducing the product opera

FIG. 15. Monoclinic structure ofa-O2 . The magnetic structure is indicate
by the arrows. The exchange interaction between the in-plane and ou
plane nearest neighbors is described by the respective exchange inter
constantsJ1 , J2 , J3 .
e

st
-

il-

:

il-

s
-

tors af i
† 5cf i

† cf 0 andaf i5cf 0
† cf i , which approximately obey

the Bose commutation relations, and transforming
Hamiltonian to these operators, we obtain the Hamilton
quadratic in Bose excitation operators. The next simplifi
tion consists in neglecting excitations from the ground st
to the second excited state. The resulting dispersion relat
~energy vs quasimomentum relations! can be written in the
form:

En
2~k!5@D101~21!nJ~k!sin 2q#22J2~k!;n51;2,

~25!

whereD105e12e0 is the energy necessary to excite the m
ecule from the ground state to its first excited state;e0 , e1

are given by Eq.~24!; q is a mixing parameter which deter
mines the ratio ofu11& and ^21u in the ground state. It de
pends on the relative magnitudes of the anisotropy par
etersA andB:

tan 2q5~A2B!/@2J~0!^Sx&#. ~26!

It is important to note that because of complexity of t
commutation relations for spin operators, there is no sin
‘‘true’’ dispersion relation which would be independent
the way of transformation of the spin Hamiltonian into th
bosonic Hamiltonian and of the subsequent approximati
used for its diagonalization. All these approaches are
called uncontrollable approximations, in contrast to a f
controllable ones~among these are the high-temperatu
expansions51 and the low-temperature Dyson approach.52!
That is why it is important to use different approximatio
for the derivation of the dispersion relation, and then, co
paring the magnetic characteristics calculated with differ
dispersion relations, to decide which approach is prefera

The simplest approximation not based explicitly on t
assumption of small fluctuations of the spin density is
random phase approximation~RPA!, which coincides with
the Tyablikov approximation53 in the case of the ordere
phase. This approximation was used by Slusarevet al.49,50 to
develop a theory of the magnetic properties of thea andb
phases.

After applying the decoupling procedure usual for t
RPA approximation, a set of linearized equation of motion
k space was obtained, where the spin componentsSx , Sy , Sz

are coupled to the components of the quadrupole magn
moment Qi j 5(1/2)(SiSj1SjSi)2(2/3)d i j , with the result
that the order of the system is doubled.

As a result, the following expression was obtained
two lower branches of the spin wave spectrum:49,50

En
2~k!5

J2~0!

22gk
2 H h@11~21!ngk#2~21!n

2Bj1

hJ~0!
gkJ

3H h@12~21!ngk#1~21!n
2Aj2

hJ~0!
gkJ ;

n51;2. ~27!

Hereh is the spin order parameter of the system,

h5
1

N (
k

^Sk
x&, ~28!

andj1 andj2 are order parameters of quadrupole magne
ordering,

of-
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j15
1

N (
k

~^Sk
xS2k

x &2^Sk
zS2k

z &!;

j25
1

N (
k

~^Sk
xS2k

x &2^Sk
yS2k

y &!. ~29!

The self-consistency parameters are determined by integ
over the Brillouin zone, which makes it possible to negle
anisotropies contributing only to the center and to the b
edges. In this approximationj15j25j. As follows from Eq.
~27!, the AFMR frequenciesE1(0), E2(0) are defined by the
exchange fieldJ(0), therespective anisotropy constants, a
the quadrupole magnetic order parameterj:

E1~0!5A4BjJ~0!;E2~0!5A4AjJ~0!. ~30!

At T50 K the order parametersh and j satisfy two self-
consistency conditions:

j522
3

2
hR; h52jR, ~31!

where

R5
1

N (
k

@12g2~k!#21/2. ~32!

According to Ref. 54, in the two-dimensional caseR
51.393, and in the three-dimensional caseR51.156. The
self-consistency parametersh andj, determined by the set o
equations Eq.~31!, are for 2D and 3D:

2D: h50.817; j50.293; ~33!

3D: h50.923; j50.399. ~34!

In numerical calculations the values of these parameters w
used for the two-dimensional case (a5J2 /J1!1).

Bearing in mind that we will compare different forms o
the dispersion relation obtained in different approximatio
for the Hamiltonian~20!, we will recast Eqs.~25! and~27! in
a form more convenient for such comparison.

The dispersion relation~25! has the same total numbe
of parameters as the original magnetic Hamiltonian~20!, but
the anisotropy parametersA and B enter into Eq. ~23!
through quantitiesD10 and sin 2q. The appearance of thes
quantities reflects the method used to obtain the disper
relation in this specific form. They can be expressed in te
of the exchange fieldJ(0), and thefrequencies of two
AFMR modes,E1(0) andE2(0). As aresult of straightfor-
ward transformations, Eq.~25! takes the form

En~k!5$@a11~21!na2gk#22J2~k!%1/2, ~35!

where the parametersa6 are given by

a65
1

2
$AE2~0!21J2~0!6AE1~0!21J2~0!%. ~36!

After similar transformations Eq.~27! can be written in the
following form:

En~k!5
1

A22gk
2 $@a11~21!na2gk#22J2~k!

1@12gk
2#~J2~0!h22a1

2 !%1/2. ~37!
als
t
d

re

s

on
s

A comparison of the proposed dispersion equations can
readily done in the form of Eqs.~35! and~37!. It is seen that
they coincide atk50 (gk51). At small wave vectors the
dispersion curves given by these equations agree v
closely, but the difference becomes more and more esse
with increasing wave vectors. If we use these equations t
the experimental data to the calculated values we find
the magnetic properties such as the magnetic heat capa
which sample the whole Brillouin zone, can be described
better with the dispersion relation~27!49,50 than with other
dispersion relations proposed in literature.

Dispersion curves for the dispersion relation~27! or ~37!
are given in Fig. 16. As can be seen, the magnon spectru
strongly anisotropic. For directions in the basal planeab the
spectrum is characterized by more significant dispersion t
for magnons with wave vectors normal to the basal plan

For magnons withk in the basal plane the maximal fre
quency is

Emax'J~0!h/&. ~38!

The first estimate of the magnitude of the exchange fi
was obtained by Wachtel and Wheeler.18,24 They used the
Hamiltonian ~20! and calculated the magnon spectrum
a-O2 within a model with an isotropic exchange interactio
neglecting the intrasublattice coupling constantJ2 and as-
suming that the nearest-neighbor numberz5n11n358, J1

5J3[J (a51,k50). To determine the three unknown p
rametersJ, A, andB they set the two calculated zone-cent
magnon frequencies to the experimental AFMR frequenc
obtaining two of three necessary equations. The third eq
tion was derived by assuming that the magnon frequenc
the zone edge is equal to 37.5 cm21, the characteristic fre-
quency obtained by the Eremenko group19–21 from the side-
band spectra in the double excitation bands 23Sg

2→21Dg

and 23Sg
2→21Sg

1 ~see Sec. 2!. As a result, they obtained
J(0)532 cm21.

But as was shown in Refs. 1 and 7, Wachtel and Whe
er’s model with isotropic exchange interaction is in cont
diction with the low-temperature specific heat data. Name
the analysis of the low-temperature specific heat ofa-O2

performed in Refs. 1 and 7 revealed that forT,10 K, when
the contribution of molecular librations is negligible, the su

FIG. 16. Dispersion curves for magnon modes ina-O2 .
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of the lattice and magnon components to the specific h
with the latter calculated with the magnon spectrum fro
Refs. 18 and 24, exceeds the experimental data significa
Moreover, as was pointed out by Slusarevet al.,49,50 the
magnetic susceptibility ofa-oxygen, corresponding to th
magnetic parameters found by Wachtel and Wheeler, exc
the experimental susceptibility by a factor of 6.

The authors of Refs. 1 and 7 came up the opinion t
the main drawback of Wachtel and Wheeler’s approach
the assumption that the exchange interaction is isotropic
put forward the model thata-O2 is a quasi-two-dimensiona
antiferromagnet, i.e.,a!1. This conjecture launched a lon
discussion in literature45,55–57but subsequently obtained d
rect support inab initio calculations of the exchange inte
action of oxygen molecules.58,59

A theory of the magnetic properties~the magnetic hea
capacity, the magnetic susceptibility, and the frequencie
antiferromagnetic resonance! of the two low-temperature
phases as a quasi-2D Heisenberg system was develope
Slusarevet al.49,50 In order to obtain information on the pa
rameters of the magnetic system of solid oxygen, the exp
mental magnetic heat capacity must be compared with th
retical estimates. The theoretical magnetic heat capacit
determined by the spin-wave spectrumE(k) and can be writ-
ten as a sum over two branches of the spectrumE1(k) and
E2(k):

Cmag/R5 (
n51,2

1

~2p!3 E
2p

p

d3k
~En /T!2 exp~En /T!

@exp~En /T!21#2 .

~39!

The experimental points were obtained as a difference
tween the heat capacityCV

exp and the phonon contribution
The former value was obtained from the data onCP ~Ref.
60! and theCP2CV correction, which was calculated usin
the data on the isothermal compressibility42,61 and thermal
expansion.1,7 The phonon contribution was calculated62 in
the Debye approximation withQD5104 K, taking into ac-
count theQD(T) dependence obtained from the temperat
dependence of the sound velocities.42,61,63The libron contri-
bution is negligible in the given temperature range.

Thus the magnon heat capacity Eq.~39! contains three
variable parameters, and it is most convenient to use in
capacity the exchange fieldJ(0) and the two dimensionles
parametersa and k. The sensitivity of the magnetic hea
capacity to changes in these parameters can be readily
from the low-temperature asymptotic forCmag:

Cmag/R5
4

~2p!3/2

~11a2k/2!3/2

AaA11a22k

3S E1~0!

J~0!h D 3S E1~0!

T D 1/2

e2E1~0!/T. ~40!

As can be seen, the dimensionless interplane excha
coupling constanta enters into Eq.~40! as a singular factor
and thus the low-temperature magnon heat capacity is
sensitive to this parameter. The best choice obtained by c
parison of the calculated and experimental magnetic hea
pacity ~see Fig. 17! is J(0)5125.9 cm21; a50.025. The
fact that the inequalitya!1 holds means thata-O2 is a
quasi-two-dimensional antiferromagnet.
t,

ly.

ds
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The dimensionless intrasublattice exchange parametk
also enters into Eq.~40! as a singular factor. For the quas
two-dimensional antiferromagnet (a!1) it imposes on the
magnitude ofk the condition

k,1/2, ~41!

which is a direct consequence of the condition of stability
the collinear antiferromagnet structure.64 If the condition
~41! is violated, the calculated magnon frequencies beco
imaginary for a region of wave vectors along the directi
k5(0,k,0). For the 3D antiferromagnet (a51) the magni-
tude ofk, instead of the condition Eq.~41!, should meet the
condition

k,1. ~42!

For the value of the exchange field obtained by the fit
the experimental data for the magnon heat capacity (J(0)
5125.9 cm21), the maximum magnon frequency~see Fig.
16! Emax572.7 cm21. The magnon frequencies at the Bri
louin zone boundaries for magnons with wave vectorsk in
the ab plane are close toEmax ~around 70 cm21 for both
branches!. For the magnons withk normal to the basal plane
due to the anisotropy of the exchange interaction there
gap between the two spectral branches at the boundary o
Brillouin zone. The edge frequencies for the two branch
are

E
2
1~0,0,p!5FE

2
1
2
~0!1

4a

12k/2
J2~0!h2G1/2

. ~43!

For the adopted parameters we have the following estima
E1(0,0,p)'33.2 cm21, E2(0,0,p)'42.4 cm21, and the gap
D15E2(0,0,p)2E1(0,0,p) amounts to 9.2 cm21.

These theoretical estimates for the edge frequencies
very close to those obtained by Eremenkoet al.20,21 ~38 and
75 cm21!. It is important to stress that no spectroscopic d
were used in their derivation and these estimates are b
on the fit to the data on the magnon heat capacity and m
netic susceptibility.

FIG. 17. Magnetic heat capacity. Experimental points—see text; the s
curve is the best fit to Eq.~39!.
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It has been speculated1 that the observed doubling of th
exciton–magnon absorption lines65 is related to the discusse
nature of the magnon spectrum ofa-O2 .

Allowance for the intrasublattice exchange interacti
(kÞ0) makes magnons with wave vectors along thea andb
axes inequivalent. The degeneracy at the zone edge fo
high-symmetry directions is lifted, and another gap exi
between the two spectral branches at the boundary of
Brillouin zone atk5(p,0,0) and~0, p, 0!. The gap is pro-
portional to the dimensionless intrasublattice coupling c
stantk:

D25
k

8h&

E2
2~0!2E1

2~0!

J~0!
. ~44!

The gap is rather small but, in principle, measurableD
'0.25 cm21).

Recently, systematic Fourier transform infrared spectr
copy studies of electronic excitations in solid oxygen we
carried out by Jodl group.32 Though their data confirmed
considerable anisotropy of the magnon spectrum, estim
for the magnon frequencies at the Brillouin zone bounda
obtained in this study turned out to be significantly differe
from those obtained by Eremenkoet al.20,21This discrepancy
needs clarification.

The dispersion relation~27! contains one important fea
ture of the dispersion curves which is lacking in other for
of the dispersion relation. Since the maximal energy of m
nons described by Eq.~27! is proportional to the magneti
order parameter@Eq. ~38!#, which is a decreasing function o
temperature, the dispersion curves of magnons are stro
temperature dependent. Among the possible experime
implications we note here the anomalous temperature de
dence of the sound velocities.61,63

A qualitative model which provides a possible explan
tion of how the anomalous behavior of the sound velocit
stems from the strong temperature dependence of the m
non dispersion curves is illustrated in Fig. 18. One can
that when the zone-edge magnon frequencyvmax

(1) decreases
with temperature, the slope of the acoustic coupled phon
magnon mode nearly goes to zero at thea–b transition.

The libron, magnon, and phonon branches of the sp
trum of elementary excitations exhibit essentially differe
anisotropy. The former two display significant anisotropy1,7

while for the latter the anisotropy is far less pronounced11

Librons and magnons with wave vectors in theab plane are
characterized by significant dispersion, while for librons a
magnons propagating along the normal to theab plane the
bandwidths are comparatively small. The nonequivalence
the different spectral branches is due to the fact that
anisotropic and exchange interactions are more short-ran
than the isotropic interaction determining the phonon sp
trum.

6. SUMMARY

We have reviewed results on the lattice dynamics ca
lations concerning the elementary excitation spectra ofa-,
b-, and g-oxygen. An important characteristic feature
solid oxygen as a magnetic system is an anomalously la
he
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coupling between lattice and magnetic subsystems. It
shown, in particular, that it is essential to include the Heis
berg term in the lattice dynamics calculations to explain
long-state problem of the anomalously large libron splitti
in a-O2 . The integrated scheme developed for lattice d
namics and spin-wave calculations provides a good appro
for the theoretical treatment of the system. The calcula
spectrum of magnons permits one to describe the magn
properties ofa-O2 in a fair agreement with experiment.

Among theoretical problems that remain to be solved
as follows:

Detailed calculations of the dispersion curves and d
sity of states for phonons, librons and magnons;

Calculations of thermal and magnetic properties with
obtained density of states;

Calculations of anharmonic phonon and libron effects
Calculations of kinetic and relaxational properties;
Lattice dynamics calculations of the high-pressu

phases.
The authors dedicate this work to Prof. V. V. Eremen

on the occasion of his 70th birthday.

FIG. 18. Temperature dependence of the sound velocities ina-and b-O2

~Refs. 42, 61! ~a!. Schematic dispersion curves of phonons and magnon
a-O2, illustrating the way the phonon–magnon coupling results in stro
temperature dependence of the phonon velocity. The solid curves are
coupled acoustic translational~based upon crystallographic unit cell! and
magnon modes~based upon the magnetic unit cell!; the coupled modes in
the folded zone are given by dashed curves.v0 , vmax

(0) andv0
(1) , vmax

(1) are,
respectively, the zone-center and zone-edge magnon frequencies atT50 K
and at a nonzero temperature~b!.
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Spin–phonon interaction and mode softening in NiF 2
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The temperature dependence of the four Raman-active phonons in NiF2 is investigated at
temperatures above and below the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature ofTN573 K. All four
modes exhibit distinct anomalies in their intensities and frequencies nearTN due to
spin–phonon coupling. The phonon linewidths also exhibit weak anomalies. From the temperature
dependences of the phonon frequencies, estimates are made of the spin–phonon coupling
coefficients. TheB1g phonon exhibits anomalous mode softening with decreasing temperature from
300 K to TN . © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496657#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although there have, by now, been numerous light sc
tering measurements of magnetic excitations in solids,1 much
less is known from such studies of their interactions w
phonons. This is because direct interactions of magnons
higher-lying excitons, with phonons are less likely in t
range of wave vectors near the Brillouin zone center
cessed in Raman spectroscopy. Nevertheless, such stron
teractions have been observed, for example, in Fe2

•2H2O, CsCoCl3 , and RbCoCl3 , where there is an acciden
tal near-degeneracy of the magnon and phonon frequenc2

More generally, spin–phonon interactions manifest the
selves through modifications to the normal temperature
pendences of the optic phonons. The exchange coupling
tween magnetic ions influences the phonon frequen
integrated intensity, and linewidth. Such spin-dependent
fects have been reported in the phonon Raman spectr
KCoF3 , VI2 , CsCoBr3 , EuSe, EuTe, EuO, EuS, CdCr2S4 ,
and CdCr2Se4 ~Refs. 2 and 3!. Of the transition metal fluo-
rides with the rutile structure, which are the main concern
this work, detailed results and comparisons with theory h
been reported for the antiferromagnets FeF2 and MnF2 ~Refs.
4–8!, and the diluted antiferromagnet Fe12xZnxF2 ~Ref. 9!.
For these compounds, the Raman-active phonon frequen
and intensities, but not the linewidths, were affected to va
ing extents by the antiferromagnetic ordering, and from
data spin–phonon coupling coefficients were deduced.7,8 It
is of interest to determine the magnitudes of such effe
because they can also influence the magnon Ra
scattering.10

Here we report results from a temperature depend
study of the Raman active phonons in antiferromagn
NiF2 (TN573.2 K), which has the same rutile crystal stru
ture of FeF2 and MnF2 but differs in the spin alignment
Instead of lying along the crystalc axis, the spins in NiF2 lie
in theab plane and are tilted slightly away from the princip
axes. This spin canting modifies the magnetic properties
NiF2 and gives rise to a lower ‘‘ferromagnetic’’ spin wav
branch as well as the usual antiferromagnetic branch fo
5051063-777X/2002/28(7)/5/$22.00
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in isomorphous FeF2 and MnF2 ~Ref. 11!. These unusua
magnetic properties are presumed responsible for the m
pronounced spin–phonon coupling reported here for N2

~spinS51! compared with that observed previously in Fe2

(S52) and MnF2 (S55/2). Nevertheless, the anomalous e
fects of the exchange coupling on the phonon Raman
parameters can be quite subtle and were not observed in
earlier temperature-dependent study by Hutchingset al.11

2. EXPERIMENT

The single crystal of green-colored NiF2 used in this
study was grown from the melt at Oxford University. Th
optical-quality crystal was x-ray oriented, cut into a cubo
of dimensions 4.034.231.1 mm, and then polished with
mm diamond powder. For the low temperature measu
ments, the sample was mounted in the helium exchange
space of a Thor S500 continuous flow cryostat. The sam
temperature was controlled to within 0.1 K and was mo
tored with a gold–iron/Chromel thermocouple mounted
the sample surface.

The Raman spectrum was excited with 300 mW of 51
nm argon laser light that had been filtered with an Anas
S300 prism monochromator. The NiF2 crystal is essentially
transparent to 514.5 nm light and there is little laser heat
at this wavelength, as was also reported in an earlier stud12

The light scattered at 90° was dispersed with a Spex 14
double monochromator at a resolution of 2.5 cm21, detected
with a cooled RCA 31034A photomultiplier, and recorde
under computer control.13 The polarization of the scattere
light was analyzed with Polaroid film, but the light was the
polarization-scrambled before entering the monochroma
The conventionalX, Y, Z orthogonal laboratory axis system
that is used to describe the scattered light polarization
chosen such thatX, Y, and Z were parallel to the crysta

@110#, @11̄0#, and@001# directions, respectively.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3. PHONON RAMAN SPECTRUM

A factor group analysis of the rutile crystal structu
~space groupP4/mnm! predicts four Raman-active modes
A1g , B1g , B2g , andEg symmetry, respectively.14 The pho-
non Raman spectrum of NiF2 has been reported previous
by Hutchingset al.11 and Hwanget al.12 and we have ob-
tained similar results from our measurements in bothX("")Y
andZ("")Y polarizations. The mode frequencies at 295~10!
K are A1g5407.9 ~414.5! cm21, B1g571.6 ~68.7! cm21,
B2g5535.3 ~541.0! cm21, and Eg5305.6 ~308.0! cm21.
Note the anomalous decrease inB1g mode frequency with
decreasing temperature, which will be discussed later.
temperature dependences of the mode frequencies are s
in Fig. 1. All modes show an anomalous change away fr
the smoothly varying behavior expected for nonmagne
rutile compounds such as MgF2 ~see Ref. 4, for example!,
with the A1g , B1g , and B2g modes showing a distinct in
crease in frequency belowTN . In contrast, theEg mode
exhibits a decrease in frequency belowTN due to the mag-
netic exchange. The effect is weakest for theB2g mode and
strongest for theA1g andB1g modes.

The corresponding phonon linewidth~full width at half
maximum! data are given in Fig. 2. Generally, the phon
linewidth increases steadily with increasing temperat
above;50 K, as is observed in other rutile compounds.4–8

However, for theA1g , B2g , andEg modes a sharp rise in th
linewidth of about 20% of the 10 K value is evident at
temperature nearTN . The B1g line is very sharp at all tem
peratures, and no anomaly was detected in the linewidt
temperatures nearTN within the experimental uncertainty.

Results obtained for the temperature dependence of
integrated intensity for each mode are presented in Fig
The data were all obtained inZ("")Y polarization, so that
even though the intensity units are arbitrary, the respec
mode strengths are related. All modes exhibit pronoun
intensity increases with decreasing temperature below;100
K, being strongest for theB2g mode ~nearly a factor of 2
increase! and weakest for theB1g mode.

4. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH FeF 2 and MnF 2

In the rutile-structure antiferromagnets, the exchan
dependent term in the Hamiltonian may be given by7,8

Hex5(
i , j

Ji j ~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4!Si•Sj , ~1!

wherei andj denote magnetic sites on sublattices of oppo
spin orientation andJi j is the dominant intersublattice ex
change interaction. This exchange also depends on the
tion coordinatesrn of the four nonmagneticF2 ions in the
unit cell, because of the indirect superexchange mechani15

operating in these antiferromagnets. In rutile compounds,
four Raman-active modes at the Brillouin zone center
volve displacements of these F2 ions, whereas the magnet
ions remain stationary.16 Thus these lattice vibrations a
modulateJi j . By using a Taylor series expansion and e
pressing the coordinatesrn in terms of phonon variables, th
spin–phonon coupling Hamiltonian can be derived.7,8
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Phonon frequencies

The result thus obtained for the renormalization of t
phonon frequencyvph is7,8

vph5vph
0 1l^Si•Sj&. ~2!

Here vph
0 is the phonon frequency in the absence of spi

phonon coupling, and̂Si•Sj& denotes a statistical mechan

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the frequencies of theA1g , B1g , B2g ,
andEg Raman-active phonons in NiF2 .
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cal average for adjacent spins on opposite sublattices.
coupling coefficientl is different for each phonon and ma
have either sign. The frequency shift of the phonon due
spin dependent effects is thus

Dvph~T!52l^Si•Sj&, ~3!

which may be rewritten as

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the linewidths of theA1g , B1g , B2g ,
andEg Raman-active phonons in NiF2 .
he

o Dvph~T!52lS2f~T!. ~4!

Heref(T) is the short-range order parameter defined by

f~T!5u^Si•Sj&u/S2. ~5!

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the integrated intensitiesI of the A1g ,
B1g , B2g , andEg Raman-active phonons in NiF2 . The integration times for
the A1g , B1g , B2g , and Eg mode measurements were 1, 8, 4, and 1
respectively.
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For a detailed comparison of theory and experiment it is t
necessary to evaluatef(T) at temperatures above and belo
TN . Although this has not yet been done for theS51 case of
NiF2 , f(T) has been calculated for the case ofS52 (FeF2)
andS55/2 (MnF2) for temperatures up to 2TN . The f(T)
curves forS52 and 5/2 are very similar over the temper
ture range 0<T<2TN .8 Although slight differences can b
expected for theS51 case, the use of theS52 results for
f(T) should provide reasonable first estimates of the sp
phonon coupling coefficients in NiF2 . By using theS52
values forf~0! and f(2TN) and estimatingDvph(0) and
Dvph(2TN) from the frequency versus temperature resu
given in Fig. 1 in the same way as was done before7,8 for
FeF2 and MnF2, approximate values forl were obtained.

The results obtained forl in NiF2 are compared with the
FeF2 and MnF2 cases in Table I. Overall the spin–phono
coupling coefficient for each phonon is larger in NiF2 than in
FeF2 and MnF2, and the enhancement for theB1g mode is
particularly pronounced~by an order of magnitude!. This
may be a consequence of the low frequency of this mod
conjunction with the two spin-wave branches in NiF2 . The
sign of the coupling coefficients for NiF2 and MnF2 is the
same for each phonon, and also for FeF2 with the exception
of the A1g mode.

Phonon linewidths

The linewidth anomalies noted above have not been s
in MnF2 and FeF2 .7,8 Phonon linewidths in crystalline solid
arise from three-~and four-! phonon anharmonic interac
tions, with zone center modes decaying into pairs of phon
with equal and opposite wave vectors. Usually, the higher
phonon frequency the wider the Raman line, as obser
here for NiF2 ~see Fig. 2!, owing to the higher number o
available decay paths. The low frequencyB1g mode can only
decay into acoustic modes and hence its extreme sharp
even at room temperature. In antiferromagnets belowTN ,
there is an additional decay channel possible–into pairs
magnons of equal and opposite wave vector. Also, as
cussed in detail by Wakamura for ferrimagnetic FeCr2S4

~Ref. 17!, a rapid variation in optical phonon damping ne
TN can be induced from the interaction between the s
ordering and phonons at or near the Brillouin zone bound
However, the lack of an observable anomaly nearTN in
MnF2 and FeF2 indicates that these additional decay mec
nisms are not favored for the four optic modes. However
NiF2 there exists the low frequency ‘‘ferromagnetic’’ branc
which approximates an acoustic phonon type dispersion
wave vectors away from the Brillouin zone center. It is th
possible that phonon decays into this branch are respon
for the observed changes in linewidth of theA1g , B2g , and

TABLE I. Spin–phonon coupling coefficientsl ~cm21! in rutile-structure
antiferromagnets.

Phonon FeF2 MnF2
a NiF2

A1g 1.3a/1.49b 20.4 21.6
B1g 20.4a 20.3 22.9
B2g 20.3a 20.3 20.8
Eg 0.5a/ 0.54b 0.2 0.9

Notes: aFrom Ref. 8;bFrom Ref. 9.
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Eg modes in NiF2 nearTN . On the other hand, theB1g mode
is too low in energy to avail itself of this extra decay pa
and thus exhibits no observable anomaly.

Phonon intensities

An expression for the phonon Raman intensities can
obtained in a similar way to that of the phonon frequenci
by expanding the Raman polarizability tensor in terms
spin operators and the F2 ion displacements. The Stoke
integrated intensity can be written as7

I 5~nph11!@ uA1B^Si•Sj&u21C2^SZ&2#, ~6!

wherenph is the Bose population factor for phonons, andA,
B, andC are constants. CoefficientA represents the intensit
behavior in the absence of spin–phonon coupling.

It is not possible at this stage to separate out the
spin-dependent contributions to the Raman intensity, as
relative weights ofB and C are not known. However, by
using Eq.~5! and taking the mean field approximation, whe
f(T)5(^SZ&/S)2, Eq. ~6! can be approximated by

I 5~nph11!@ uA1BS2f~T!u21C2S2f~T!#. ~7!

At T50 we havef(T)51, and forS51 Eq. ~7! becomes

I 5~nph11!@ uA1Bu21C2#. ~8!

The integrated intensity data for the four phonons giv
in Fig. 3 all exhibit an increase with decreasing temperat
below TN , and reach a saturation value atT50 for theB1g

mode and maxima for the other modes. This indicates
the net contribution of coefficientsB andC in Eq. ~8! must
be positive. These coefficients can, in principle, have eit
sign. To have some indication of the magnitude of these
efficients, we consider the case of theA1g phonon. From Fig.
3 we estimate atT50 that A2.9 and thatuA1Bu21C2

.13.5 ~ignoring the 104 multiplicative factor and the Bose
factor!. ThusA.3, andB.236A13.52C2. Taking the ex-
treme case ofB50, we then haveuCu.2. At the other ex-
treme ofC50, thenB.0.7 or27. ForC to be a real quan-
tity, we see thatB cannot be less than about27 or greater
than about 0.7. Likewise forB to be real, uCu cannot be
greater than about 2. Thus althoughB and C cannot be
uniquely determined at present, their magnitudes can b
the same order asA.

In the other rutile antiferromagnets FeF2 and MnF2, the
A1g and Eg modes exhibit the same marked increase in
tensity with decreasing temperature belowTN as in NiF2

~Refs. 5 and 7!. The intensities of theB1g andB2g phonons
in MnF2 are not as sensitive to the magnetic orderin7

whereas theB1g phonon in FeF2 exhibits a pronounced de
crease in intensity.5 Clearly there is a variation in the mag
nitudes and signs ofB andC for the various phonons in the
different rutile-structure antiferromagnets.

5. B 1g MODE SOFTENING

The anomalous behavior of theB1g mode frequency
vB1g

with temperature~see Fig. 1! or pressure in rutile-
structure compounds such as TiO2 , SnO2, MnF2 , and FeF2
has been noted previously.5,6,18 It was postulated earlier tha
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theB1g mode softening might be the precursor of a structu
phase transition19 with vB1g

2 }(T2TC), where TC is the

phase transition temperature. Indeed the frequency data
the B1g mode in NiF2 are an excellent fit to such a law fo
T.100 K:

vB1g

2 @cm22#5aT1v0
2 ~9!

with a52.56 andv0
254353. Extrapolation ofvB1g

2 to zero

results in a virtual transition temperatureTV of 21700 K. A
comparison of these NiF2 results with those obtained earlie
for FeF2 and MnF2 is given in Table II~Refs. 5 and 6!. This
Table shows that the results obtained for NiF2 and FeF2 are
remarkably similar and not too different from those
MnF2. The parameterTV is a large negative number in a
cases, and thus it is unlikely that such a mode soften
could ever result in a structural phase transition, even
were highly first-order in nature.

More recently, Merleet al.20 have demonstrated that th
pressure-dependent softening of theB1g phonon in TiO2

does not exhibit a special sensitivity to an orthorhombic d
tortion and that it arises from atomic displacements ass
ated with pure rotations of anions around the central cat
Similarly, a detailed analysis of the temperature-depend
softening of theB1g phonon in FeF2 led to the conclusion
that it results from the lattice thermal contraction, which d
proportionally influences the forces between neare
neighbor fluorine ions in adjacent planes perpendicular to
c axis.5 Although a structural transition mechanism cann
strictly be ruled out, it is thus most likely that theB1g pho-
non softening in NiF2 , which is so similar to that in FeF2 , is
also a consequence of changes in the anion force cons
with lattice contraction. Unfortunately, lattice dynamic
models16 for rutile-structure antiferromagnets are not reliab
enough to test this proposition.5 However, further support for
this viewpoint comes from a recent thorough analysis of
B1g phonon temperature and pressure dependence in
tructural MgF2 . This study has confirmed that the anomalo
mode softening observed with decreasing temperature in
compound is indeed caused by the thermal contraction of
lattice.21

TABLE II. Parametersv0 anda from Eq.~9! for theB1g mode softening in
rutile structure compounds and the virtual transition temperatureTV .

Compound
v0 ,
cm21

a,
cm22/K

TV ,
K

MnF2
a 54.2 2.37 21240

FeF2
b 67.6 2.56 21780

NiF2 66.0 2.56 21700

Note: aFrom Ref. 6; bFrom Ref. 5.
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CONCLUSIONS

From a study of the temperature dependences of the
Raman-active modes in NiF2 , considerable spin–phono
coupling has been revealed from the phonon line parame
of frequency, linewidth, and intensity. Coupling paramete
were deduced from the phonon frequencies and found to
larger than those for the isostructural antiferromagnets F2

and MnF2. Large intensity coupling parameters were al
deduced. The anomalous softening of theB1g mode with
decreasing temperature is ascribed to lattice thermal con
tion rather than evidence for some~virtual! structural phase
transition.

The expert technical assistance of H. J. Labbe in
Raman measurements is gratefully acknowledged.
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Electronic Raman scattering through a stripe ordering transition in La 2ÀxSrxNiO4
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We describe the results of electronic Raman scattering experiments in two differently doped
single crystals of La22xSrxNiO4 ~x50.225 and 1/3!. In B1g symmetry a crossover from weakly
interacting to pseudogap-like behavior is observed at a charge-ordering temperatureTco . In
B2g symmetry a redistribution of electronic continua with decreasing temperature is accompanied
by a loss of spectral weight belowTco in the low-frequency region due to opening of a
pseudogap. The slope of the Raman response at vanishing frequencies is investigated, too. Its
temperature behavior inB2g symmetry, which predominantly selects charge carriers
with momenta along the diagonals of the NiO2 bonds, provides clear evidence for one-
dimensional charge transport in the charge-ordered phase. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Stripe ordering of charge and spin in transition-me
oxides has been of intense interest to condensed-matter p
ics from the theoretical and experimental points of view
an example of a nontrivial ordering phenomenon that or
nates from the interplay between charge hybridization
interaction. The first evidence for unusual magnetic corre
tions was obtained in a neutron diffraction study on a sin
crystal of La1.8Sr0.2NiO3.96.1 Indications of charge order in
La22xSrxNiO4 were found in electron diffraction2 and trans-
port measurements3 on ceramic samples. Neutron diffractio
studies4,5 of a La2NiO4.125 crystal were the first to detec
diffraction from both the magnetic and charge order in
same sample. In the first studies of La22xSrxNiO4 it has been
suggested that ordering of the dopant-induced holes oc
only commensurately at special values ofx, such as 1/2 and
1/3 ~Refs. 2 and 3!. Later it was found that a single crysta
with x50.2, although not at a special value ofx, shows
commensurate order,6 albeit with a short in-plane correlatio
length of ;40 Å. In contrast, the stripe order i
La2NiO41d

4,5 and La1.775Sr0.225NiO4
7 was found to be in-

commensurate, with the wave vector varying significan
with temperature.
5101063-777X/2002/28(7)/6/$22.00
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The stripe order in Sr-doped nickelates has been cha
terized in detail by neutron diffraction, and some summary
the results is given in Ref. 8. While many features of t
ordering are now clear, some questions remain. One of th
is the question of the possibility of finite conductivity in th
stripe-ordered state. One can expect two possible scena
which could lead to conductivity. According to the first on
the stripes themselves are insulating but the system ca
metallic due to fluctuations and motion of stripes.9 Alterna-
tively, metallic conductivity may exist along the charg
threads without a violation of stripe ordering as a whole.
the latter case, Coulomb interactions between neighbo
stripes should lead to charge-density-wave order al
stripes at sufficiently low temperatures and in the absenc
stripe fluctuations.10 In our previous optical conductivity
study of a La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 single crystal a strong Fan
antiresonance was observed in the optical conducti
spectra.11 Based on a careful analysis of the phonon spec
we concluded that the energy of the antiresonance co
sponds to Ni-O bond stretching motions along the stripes
was concluded that the antiresonance, which results f
electron-phonon coupling, provides strong evidence for fin
conductivity along the stripes in the incommensurat
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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stripe-ordered sample, at least at optical-phonon frequen
Raman scattering~RS! is a powerful method for study

ing the excitations of charge carriers in solids. In recent ye
this method has been widely applied to study the scatte
of electrons in metals, insulators, semiconductors, and su
conductors. Via light’s coupling to the electron’s charge,
elastic light scattering reveals symmetry-selective proper
of the electron dynamics over a wide range of energy sc
and temperatures. In this work we report on electronic R
man scattering spectra of two La22xSrxNiO4 single crystals
with x50.225 andx51/3 and with charge ordering temper
turesTco5150 K and 240 K, respectively.7,12 The hole den-
sity per Ni site in the sample withx50.225 is less than 1~in
contrast tox51/3, where the density is exactly 1!. It is
known that in-plane resistivityrab of Sr-doped lantanium
nickelates is doping-dependent: it increases with hole c
centration decreasing. And independently of the dop
level, the resistivity increases by several orders be
Tco ,3,13,14 which indicates quenching of the charge degre
of freedom due to the ordering. At first glance the increase
the resistivity belowTco is incompatible with possible con
ductivity along the threads of the stripes, which remain in
charge-ordered state. This contradiction can be remove
stripe domain formation, which occurs belowTco . One can
expect the appearance of two type thermodynamical str
domains in which stripes run perpendicular to each oth
Thus, only a small part of the threads of charges can par
pate in the charge transfer. Three principal symmetriesA1g ,
B1g , and B2g , were examined. As has been described
detail in other publications,15–19 there exists a relationshi
between the charge-carrier momenta and light polariza
through the symmetry properties of the Raman vertex. InB1g

and B2g symmetry the charge carriers with momenta alo
the principal axes and the diagonals, respectively, are pre
entially weighted.A1g is a weighted average over the enti
Brillouin zone.

EXPERIMENT

Raman spectra were measured on fresh chemic
etched surfaces in a quasi-backscattering configuration u
ing a triple monochromator~DILOR XY !, a liquid nitrogen
cooled CCD detector, and a 514.5-nm Ar-ion laser. The la
beam of 20 mW was focused on an area of 0.1 mm2 on the
ab plane of the mirrorlike polished crystal surface. The o
entation of the crystals in theI4/mmmsetting was monitored
by x-ray Laue diffraction.

All measurements were performed with the polarizat
of incident and scattered light as (Êi ,Ês)5(xx), (xy), and
(ab), respectively. Herea5@100# and b5@010# are direc-
tions along the Ni–O–Ni bonds; thex and y directions are
parallel to@110# and@11̄0#. Such geometries allow measu
ing the A1g1B2g , B1g , andB2g symmetry components o
the Raman-scattering cross section. The Raman resp
functionsx9(v) were obtained by dividing the original spe
tra I (v,T) by Bose–Einstein thermal factor, since th
are related to each other throughI (v,T);@12exp
3(2\v/kB)#21x9(v,T).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Raman scattering spectra of La22xSrxNiO4 (x51/3,
0.225) and La2NiO4.125 in the xx and xy scattering geom-
etries are presented elsewhere.11,20–22The average symmetry
of the lattice is described by space groupI4/mmm. The cor-
responding Raman-active phonons are distributed among
irreducible representations of the space group as 2A1g

12Eg . At room temperature all the observed modes
weak and broad. Conspicuous changes were observed i
phonon spectra below the charge-ordering temperatureTco .
The occurrence of stripe order, with a characteristic wa
vector Qc , lowers the translational symmetry and leads
the appearance of extra lines both in thexx and xy spectra.
Low-temperature scans in thexy geometry reveal also two
wide bands that were interpreted as two-magnon excitat
within the antiferromagnetic domains and across the dom
walls.11,20–22Phonon and two-magnon excitations are sup
posed on top of a significant electronic background t
changes its shape with changing temperature.

As was noted in Ref. 23, RS experiments in strong
correlated systems~ranging from mixed-valence materials t
Kondo insulators to high-temperature superconductors! show
temperature-dependent electronic Raman spectra that
both remarkably similar and quite anomalous, suggestin
common mechanism governing transport. While theories
describe RS in weakly correlated metals18 and band
insulators24 have been known for some time, a theory th
connects the metallic and insulating states and describes
terials near the metal-insulator transition has been develo
only recently.23 The theoretical model contains two types
electrons: itinerant band electrons and localized~d or f! elec-
trons. The band electrons can hop between nearest neigh
~with hopping integralt* /(2Ad) on a d-dimensional cubic
lattice!, and they interact via screened Coulomb interact
with the localized electrons~which is described by an inter
action strengthU between electrons that are located at t
same lattice site!. The Hamiltonian is written as

H52
t*

2Ad
(
~ i , j !

di
†dj1Ef(

i
wi2m(

i
~di

†di1wi !

1U(
i

di
†diwi ,

where di
†(di) is the spinless conduction electron creati

~annihilation! operator at lattice sitei and wi50 or 1 is a
classical variable corresponding to the localizedf-electron
number at sitei. Both Ef and m were adjusted so that th
average filling of thed electrons is 1/2 and the average fillin
of the f electrons is 1/2~m5U/2 andEf50!. For half-filling,
U,0.65 corresponds to a weakly correlated metal, whil
pseudogap phase appears for 0.65,U,1.5, passing through
a quantum critical point atU51.5 to the insulator phase
U.1.5 ~the values ofU are presented in units oft* !.

Figures 1a and 2a show theA1g experimental Raman
spectra for the samples under study at different temperatu
that were obtained by subtracting the~ab! spectra from the
~xx! ones. Figures 1b and 2b present the electronic Ram
response for theA1g channel evaluated at different temper
tures by fitting the experimental curves and it is seen that
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general behavior of theA1g response is similar for both
samples. As follows from the theory,23 the A1g Raman re-
sponse has a bell-like shape at all values ofU and increases
and sharpens asU increases. The peak of the response
comes more symmetric in shape and moves to higher e
gies also. AboveTco , our samples display behavior consi
tent with the theory23 and resistivity measurements:3,13,14 ~i!
the Raman response function has an asymmetric line s
characteristic forU,1.5; ~ii ! the peak position shifts to
lower energy with increasing hole concentration~decreasing
resistivity!.

Below Tco , the A1g Raman responses change to sha
composed of a rapidly increasing part fromv;0 to the lead-
ing edge energies and a weaklyv-dependent part abov

FIG. 1. ExperimentalA1g Raman response of La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 at different
temperatures~T55, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 295 K from top to bottom!. The
spectra are plotted on the same scale but are displaced vertically for c
~a!. ElectronicA1g Raman response at the same temperatures evaluated
the experimental spectra~b!.

FIG. 2. ExperimentalA1g Raman response of La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 at different
temperatures~T55, 50, 100, 150, 250, and 295 K from top to bottom!. The
spectra are plotted on the same scale but are displaced vertically for c
~a!. ElectronicA1g Raman response at the same temperatures evaluated
the experimental spectra~b!.
-
er-

pe

s

them. The position of the leading edge depends on the t
perature and shifts to higher energy as the temperature
creases.

In Figures 3a and 4a we plot~xy! spectra versus tempera
ture. Figures 3b and 4b present the electronic Raman
sponse for theB1g channel evaluated from the experimen
spectra. In the charge-disordered state~aboveTco! the B1g

electronic Raman spectra for both samples are close to
ideal ‘‘bad metal’’ spectra. Note that the magnitude of res
tivity above Tco corresponds to a ‘‘bad metal’’ also. As th
temperature crossesTco , dramatic changes are observed
the spectra: the low-frequency response depletes and

ity
m

ity
m

FIG. 3. ExperimentalB1g Raman response of La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 at different
temperatures~T55, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 295 K from top to bottom!.
The spectra are plotted on the same scale but are displaced verticall
clarity ~a!. ElectronicA1g Raman response at the same temperatures ev
ated from the experimental spectra~b!.

FIG. 4. ExperimentalB1g Raman response of La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 at different
temperatures~T55, 50, 150, 200, 250, and 295 K from top to bottom!. The
spectra are plotted on the same scale but are displaced vertically for c
~a!. ElectronicA1g Raman response at the same temperatures evaluated
the experimental spectra~b!.
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spectral weight shifts into a charge-transfer peak. The p
tion of the charge-transfer peak for the sample withx
50.225 was estimated as;840 cm21 at T55 K. The same
charge gap value was obtained from the optical conducti
spectra.11 For the sample withx51/3, a surprisingly lower
position ~;900 cm21! of the charge transfer peak was o
served in our Raman experiments in comparison with

FIG. 5. Low-frequencyB1g Raman response of La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 ~a! and
La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 ~b! single crystals obtained at temperatures 5, 50, 100, 1
200, 250, and 295 K~from top to bottom!. The dashed lines in the figure
represent the slope ofx9(v) asv→0.

FIG. 6. Inverse slope of theB1g ~a! andB2g ~b!. Raman response obtaine
from the experimental spectra of La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 and La5/3Sr1/3NiO4

single crystals.
i-

y

e

value of 2090 cm21 for the charge gap from the optical con
ductivity measurements.25

Summarizing the comparison of our results with the th
oretical calculations,23 one may conclude that theB1g re-
sponse for both measured samples belowTco has a line
shape that is closer to the pseudogap phase than to the s
insulator phase. Concerning the temperature behavior,
decreasing of the spectral weight and the shift of the p
position to a higher energy with a decreasing temperature
contrary to the theoretical predictions. It seems that the

,

FIG. 7. ExperimentalB2g Raman response of La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 ~a! and
La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 ~b! single crystals measured at temperatures above and be
charge-ordering temperature in the frequency region 0–1300 cm21.

FIG. 8. B2g spectra for La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 . The upper panel shows spectra
T.Tco ~a!. The spectra are displaced for clarity and their zeros are indica
by a tick on the vertical axis. The lower panel shows spectra atT,Tco ~b!.
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clusion of a strong interaction between electrons and s
fluctuations26 or the scattering of electrons on extend
impurities27 into the theory could resolve this discrepancy

Additional information on charge dynamics can be o
tained from the slope ofx9(v) at vanishing frequencies
This slope can be denoted asGl5 lim

w→0
w/xl9(v), wherel

5B1g or B2g . As is clearly seen in Fig. 5, the slope of th
low-energy continua for both samples changes with decr
ing temperature. The inverse Raman slope characterize
quasiparticle lifetime at regions of the Fermi surface selec
by the light polarization orientations. In earlie
publications23,28 it was shown that the inverse slope 1/Gl

shows qualitatively different behavior for different dopin
regimes of various cuprate materials. AtB1g symmetry a
strong doping dependence of the inverse slope
observed.28 In Fig. 6a we plot the inverse slope of the Ram
response obtained from theB1g experimental spectra. Th

FIG. 9. B2g spectra for La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 . The upper panel shows spectra
T.Tco ~a!. The spectra are displaced for clarity and zero for the spectr
295 K is indicated by a tick on the vertical axis. The low panel sho
spectra atT,Tco ~b!.

FIG. 10. The pseudogap as a function of temperature. Shown in the fi
are differences between the response functions atT,Tco and response func-
tion just aboveTco .
in

-

s-
the
d

s

variation of the inverse slope with temperature for thex
50.225 sample clearly shows the pseudogap phase beha
while for the x51/3 sample the low-temperature inver
slope increases dramatically, as is characteristic for a m
insulating system.

We turn now to the temperature dependence of theB2g

response in our samples. Our interest is connected with
attempt to observe a pseudogap in the RS spectra. The
pseudogap denotes a partial gap. An example of such a
tial gap would be a situation where, within the band theo
approximation, some regions of the Fermi surface beco
gapped while other parts retain their conducting propertie29

A number of families of high-temperature cuprate oxid
demonstrate evidence of the presence of a pseudogap i
normal state. As was convincingly proved in Ref. 30, t
pseudogap is a signature of the electronic interactions ab
Tc and is not directly related to the superconducting pair
correlations. In the RS experiments on high-Tc cuprates the
pseudogap state is characterized by a loss of spectral we
in the frequency range between zero and approximately
cm21 and is clearly seen inB2g symmetry in underdoped
materials. The change of the spectra in the pseudogap
becomes very small for higher doping levels.

Figure 7 shows the B2g Raman response in
La22xSrxNiO4 at two doping levels, obtained at temperatur
of 295 K and 5 K. The loss of spectral weight in the low
frequency region on cooling is seen. To make things m
quantitative we carried out measurements at different te
peratures, and the results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
clarity the two temperature ranges are plotted separa
Above the charge-ordering temperature no intensity ano
lies occur~Figs. 8a and 9a!. For T,Tco spectral weight is
lost in the low-frequency region. In Fig. 10 we plot the d
ferenceDx9(v,T)5x9(v,T)2x9(v,T.Tco) between the
spectra measured at different temperatures belowTco and the
spectrum obtained just aboveTco . We observe the maxima
amplitude of the spectral change at approximately 300 cm21

at

re

FIG. 11. Low-frequencyB2g Raman response of La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 ~a! and
La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 ~b! single crystals obtained at temperatures 5, 50, 100, 1
200, 250, and 295 K~from top to bottom!. The dashed lines in the figure
represent the slope ofx9(v) asv→0.
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(x50.225) and 250 cm21 (x51/3) ~Figs. 8b and 9b!. How-
ever, for a detailed analysis of the pseudogap state it wo
be more physical to relate the ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘pseudoga
spectra at the same temperature as was done in Ref
where the ‘‘normal’’ spectra at the respective temperatu
were constructed. Although the pseudogap has been
served and investigated by various methods, its interpreta
is still an open issue at present. In Refs. 30 and 31 it w
speculated that as the energy scale of the pseudogap is
parable to that of the exchange interactionJ, the driving
force is magnetic.

While the B1g data cannot be linked to ordinary tran
port, the inverse slope observed in theB2g channel was
found to track the temperature dependence of the
resistivity.28,30 Moreover, theB2g response is expected to b
sensitive to properties of charge stripes running along
diagonal directions between in-plane Ni–O bonds. In Fig.
the low-frequencyB2g spectra at different temperatures a
shown. It is seen that the slope of the Raman response
both samples is temperature dependent. The temperatur
pendences of the inverse slope in theB2g channel are pre-
sented in Fig. 6b, which indicates that belowTco , 1/Gl de-
creases with decreasing temperature for both samples.
metal-like behavior of the inverse Raman slope demonstr
the existence of finite conductivity within the charge strip
A crossover from two-dimensional to one-dimensional tra
port behavior due to the formation of stripes was propo
by Moshalkovet al.32 Direct evidence for one-dimensiona
transport in the stripe-ordered phase was demonstrate
Hall coefficient measurements on neodymium-doped lan
num strontium cuprate.33

In summary, channel-dependent Raman scattering m
surements of La22xSrxNiO4 (x50.225, 1/3) samples wer
carried out over a wide range of temperatures. It was fo
that the scattering on charge carriers for both samples is q
similar. For A1g , B1g , and B2g symmetries a temperature
dependent redistribution of the electronic continua was
served for both compounds.

In theB1g channel a crossover from the weakly intera
ing to pseudogap-like behavior of the electronic contin
was found at the charge-ordering temperature. From the l
frequencyB1g spectra we have estimated theB1g inverse
Raman slope. Its temperature behavior is in agreement
the theoretical one for the pseudogap phase.

The pseudogap state that is characterized by a los
spectral weight in the low-frequency region was directly o
served in theB2g symmetry belowTco . The decrease of the
inverse Raman slope belowTco and its metal-like behavio
provides evidence for one-dimensional finite conductiv
within the charge stripes.

We are grateful to Prof. V. V. Eremenko for permane
interest and support of our activity and for useful discu
sions. This work was supported by the NATO Science P
gram under Grant No PST.CLG 977766.
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Light scattering on phonons in quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnet CsFeCl 3"2H2O
induced by magnetic ordering
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The appearance of new phonon lines in the Raman spectrum of the quasi-one-dimensional
antiferromagnet CsFeCl3•2H2O as a consequence of magnetic ordering with a change of the unit
cell volume was detected experimentally. An analysis of the possible mechanisms that
might lead to the observed spectral features is done. A new mechanism of inducing Raman
scattering on phonons from the boundary of the paramagnetic Brillouin zone is hypothesized.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496660#
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INTRODUCTION

The compound CsFeCl3•2H2O under consideration is
representative of a family of quasi-one-dimensional chai
orthorhombic magnets with a general chemical form
AMX 3•2H2O, where A5Cs, Rb, M5Mn, Fe, Co and X
5Cl, Br. All these crystals haveD2h

8 ~Pcca! symmetry in the
paramagnetic phase.1–3 The magnetically ordered phases
crystals of this series are described by different magn
space groups. The magnetic cell is commonly doubled al
the crystallographic directionb compared to the paramag
netic one.1,4,5 The CsFeCl3•2H2O and RbFeCl3•2H2O
crystals are attracting interest because they are an Ising
of antiferromagnet, unlike the Heisenberg type obser
in CsMnCl3•2H2O ~Ref. 1!. Moreover, the Dzyalo-
shinski–Moriya interaction produces a considerable can
of the spins in the antiferromagnetic phase~AF! of
CsFeCl3•2H2O and RbFeCl3•2H2O, resulting in an uncom-
pensated magnetic moment within each of the paramagn
ion chains. The total momentum of the crystals remains z
because of the alternating direction of the moments in ne
boring chains. The magnetic moments of the chains are
ented in parallel with the crystallographic axisc of the crys-
tals, and therefore, application of an external field along
direction can induce a first-order phase transition~PT! to a
weak ferromagnetic~WF! phase.1 A specific feature of this
PT is the fact that the flip-flop of all the spins of the par
magnetic ions in each separate chain occurs through the
tion of a magnetic soliton along the chain. Besides, this
occurs with the passage of the crystal through a numbe
metastable intermediate phases which are characterize
different ratios between the numbers of chains with the
romagnetic moment oriented along and opposite to the
plied field.1,6,7

Despite the great number of experimental studies
CsFeCl3•2H2O motivated by its interesting magnetic pro
erties, very few of them were carried out using optical me
ods. Among the experiments known to the authors, only
5161063-777X/2002/28(7)/7/$22.00
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experiments on excitonic absorption of light in the visib
range have been performed in high magnetic fields~up to
those of the metamagnetic transition!.8–10 Since not all the
crystals of the above family undergo structure phase tra
tions, while their structures are almost similar, Raman and
spectroscopy measurements of their vibrational spectra h
not aroused particular interest. Moreover, the vibratio
spectra of one of the earliest representatives of the fam
namely, CsMnCl3•2H2O, have been previously studie
comprehensively, including by the authors of the pres
paper.11–13 The experiments reported here were motiva
by the authors’ interest in the specific features of t
Raman scattering in the magnetically ordered phase
CsFeCl3•2H2O ~referred to below as CFC!. Foremost among
these is light scattering by magnons, quite possibly by s
tons. Besides, the fact that an Fe21 ion has low-energy elec
tron levels generated due to the splitting of its ground te
5T2 in a low-symmetry crystal field suggests the occurren
of electronic transitions active in the Raman scattering in
low-frequency spectrum.

The experiment performed demonstrated that at the t
peratures below the Ne´el point ~TN512.75 K @Ref. 7#! the
Raman spectrum of the crystal was much richer than tha
CsMnCl3•2H2O ~CMC!. But at temperatures much abov
the magnetic ordering points in CMC and CFC these spe
are quite similar. The low-temperature Raman spectrum
CFC displays additional lines as against the spectrum
CMC, the lines being differently sensitive to variations
temperature of the crystal and external magnetic field. So
of the lines have intensity comparable to the intensity of
strongest lines of the original phonon spectrum of CF
which disappear on transition of the crystal to a param
netic ~PM! ~in temperature! or a WF ~in field! phase. The
present paper concerns mainly the nature of these lines
the physical reasons for their occurrence in the Raman s
trum.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The transparent pale brown single crystals of CFC w
grown from an aqueous solution of CsCl and FeCl2•4H2O
by slow evaporation atT537 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere t
prevent Fe21 oxidation.1,9 The single crystals keep well in
oxygen-free gaseous atmospheres. The adjustment of
crystallographic directions was made according to a w
defined habit, similar to that of CMC.4 Samples in the form
of rectangular parallelepipeds with dimensions of 635
32 mm were cut from the single crystals and polished up
optical quality of the surface. The sample faces were orien
in parallel with the principal crystallographic planes of t
crystal. The Cartesian coordinate system used was relate
the crystallographic directions asxia, yib, zic.

The measurements were carried out in two types of
tical cryostats:~i! one type permitted the experiments to
done in a wide temperature range of 4.2 to 300 K, and~ii ! the
other one had a two-section Helmholtz superconducting
lenoid for performing the measurements in an exchange
of liquid helium at;4.2 K at magnetic field strengths up t
30 kOe. The Raman scattering was excited by He–Ne
Ar1 laser radiation~wavelength 6328 Å, power 40 mW, an
wavelength 4880 Å, power 120 mW!. The 90° scattered ligh
was analyzed with a computerized Raman spectrom
based on a Jobin Yvon U-1000 double monochromator wh
was equipped with a cooled photomultiplier and a pho
counting system. The signal-noise ratio was improved by
spectrum acquisition method with a multiple scanning of
frequency range studied.

The use of the two light sources was dictated by sev
reasons. In experiments with Raman scattering the illum
tion of a sample by a focused laser beam produces a hi
overheating in the laser beam zone, relative to the sam
surface, the higher the absorption at the laser wavelen
Since the crystal optical transmission at the He–Ne la
wavelength of 6328 Å is higher, that source appeared to
more attractive for the experiments. Despite the fact that
argon laser produces a much more intense overheating o
sample, it was used for the measurements in magnetic
because the solenoid drastically confines the angular ape
of the scattered light and hence, decreases significantly
intensity of the signal detected. In that case the benefit
permitted us to compensate the aperture loss consisted o
components: first, a high radiation power, and second,
Rayleigh 1/l4 law for the Raman scattering intensity.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Raman scattering spectrum of the CFC crystal s
ied at temperatures belowTN revealed two intense~182 and
501 cm21! and four weak~125, 130, 140, and 607 cm21!
lines, with polarization corresponding to the diagonal co
ponents of the scattering tensor. The distinguishing featur
these lines is the fact that their intensities decrease rather
with increasing temperature in the immediate vicinity ofTN

and that they almost disappear at higher temperatures~Fig.
1!. But the ‘‘additional’’ lines undergo no noticeable varia
tions in frequency and width. It should be noted that lin
‘‘additional’’ to the original phonon spectrum can be al
observed in the spectrum with off-diagonal components
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the Raman tensor at temperatures belowTN . Those lines,
however, are all of low intensity compared to the lines of t
original phonon spectrum and do not exhibit distinctly t
above-mentioned temperature dependence.a!

The temperature evolution of the most intense lines,
frequencies 182 and 501 cm21, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3
The 488 and 177 cm21 lines in the spectra correspond to th
phonons of the original vibrational spectrum of the crys
and show no anomalous behavior in the temperature ra
given in the figures. The temperature dependence of the
cm21 line area correlates well with the Ne´el temperature
~Fig. 4!. The temperature in these experiments was de
mined by the ratio of intensities of Stokes and anti-Stok
scattering at the lowest-frequency phonon~;30 cm21! in the
crystal. This ratio satisfies the relation:

FIG. 1. Parts of the Raman spectrum of CsFeCl3•2H2O corresponding to
scattering tensor componentsyy ~a! andzz ~b! at temperatures, K:5~1!, 25
~2!, and 80~3!. The ‘‘additional’’ lines ~see the text! are marked by arrows.
The spectral resolution is 2 cm21.
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I s /I a5exp
\v

kT
,

whereI s and I a are the Stokes and anti-Stokes compone
of the scattering on a phonon of energy\v; T is the tempera-
ture, andk is the Boltzmann constant.

The measurements with the magnetic field direc
along the crystal axisc show that the 182 cm21 line intensity
decreases rapidly as the magnetic field strength approac
critical value, at which one can observe a PT to a new m
netic phase1,6 ~Fig. 5!. The relation between intensity of th
line and cyclic variations in intensity of the applied magne
field is illustrated in Fig. 6.

DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To account for the experimental results, some spec
features of the crystallographic and magnetic structures
CFC should be considered.

Magnetism of CFC

In the magnetically ordered phase of CFC an octasub
tice structure~Fig. 7a!, the symmetry of which is describe
by magnetic space groupP2bcca8, is realized.1 The avail-
able literature data1,6,7 suggest that the magnetic structure
CFC is formed under the action of dominant antiferroma
netic superexchange interaction along the chains consis
of cis-octahedra of FeCl4O2 bound together by common ap
cal ions Cl2. The chains in the structure of the crystal a
oriented along thea direction. The orbital and spin degen

FIG. 2. The temperature evolution of part of the Raman spectrum w
scattering tensor componentzz for CsFeCl3•2H2O.
ts

d

s a
g-

c
of
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ng

eracies of the ground state5T2 of the Fe21 ion are com-
pletely lifted the by crystal-field effect of low symmetryC2

and the spin-orbit interaction.
The three-dimensional ordering of the magnetic m

ments~antiferromagnetic in all directions to nearest neig
bors! is brought about by the interchain superexchan
which is at least two orders of magnitude weaker than
intrachain one.1 As a result, the magnetic cell appears to
doubled along the crystallographic directionb as compared
to the paramagnetic one. Also noteworthy is the high va
of the Dzyaloshinski–Moriya interaction, which causes t
spins to be canted from thea direction by an angle of 15° in
the ac plane.1 This canting results in a ferromagnetic m
ment of each individual chain in the crystal which is direct

h

FIG. 3. The temperature evolution of part of the Raman spectrum w
scattering tensor componentyy for CsFeCl3•2H2O.
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collinearly with thec axis. The moments of all chains in th
crystal compensate each other due to antiferromagnetic
dering of nearest spins of neighboring chains, so that
total magnetic moment of the crystal is zero.

On application of an external magnetic field of intens
;9.5 kOe along thec axis, the crystal undergoes a PT
temperatures belowTN .1,6,7 As a result, the ferromagneti
moments of all chains become oriented along the field dir
tion ~Fig. 7b!. It should be emphasized that in the new pha
the neighboring chains along theb direction are found to be
translationally equivalent once again, and the magnetic
volume reverts to the volume of the paramagnetic cell. T
WF phase symmetry is described by space groupPc8c8a.
During ‘‘magnetization’’ the crystal actually undergoes
number of transitions through the multitude of intermedi
phases with a different specific number of chains with ‘‘i
verted’’ ~compared to the normal AF phase! ferromagnetic
moments.7 The moderate intensity of the magnetic field
which this PT occurs is accounted for by the small values
the interchain exchange interaction integrals along thec and
b directions. As for the magnetic structure inside the chain
remains almost unchanged in such weak fields, because
stabilized by the high single-ion anisotropy and intrach
exchange.

In terms of the Heisenberg approximation, the magne
parameters can be described by the following values of
change integralJa /k56.060.5 K and single-ion anisotropy
constantD/k5240620 K with total spin S52 ~Ref. 6!.
With these relations of the model parameters, the magne
low temperatures may be approximated by the Ising mo
with effective spinSeff51/2 and effective exchange integr
Jeff /k54265 K ~Ref. 6!.

Analysis of the Raman spectrum

The specific features of the Raman spectrum of CF
manifesting themselves as additional~to the original phonon
spectrum! lines in the magnetic phase, may be brought ab
by different mechanisms.

First, it should be noted that according to all the ava
able published data, CFC, along with other representative
this family of crystals, undergoes no structural PT. The f
is evidenced by the authors’ observations. No peculiaritie
the temperature behavior of the Raman spectrum which
accounted for by a structural phase transition followed b

FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of relative area of the 182 cm21 line in
CsFeCl3•2H2O. To make the figure more pictorial, the dashed line is plot
by eye.
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multiplication of the unit cell volume were found. The so
mode usual at such PTs is not observed in the lo
temperature phase. In the following, the authors will proce
from the fact that there are no phase transitions in CFC.

As mentioned in the Introduction, aside from the phon
excitations, the low-frequency Raman spectrum of CFC
contain lines caused by a scattering owing to the transi
between crystal-field-split levels of the ground state term
the Fe21 ion, and scattering by magnons. Turning back to
main point of the present paper, namely, to the treatmen
the anomalous behavior of the additional scattering lines
frequencies 125, 130, 140, 182, and 501 cm21 ~Fig. 1!, we
should consider some possible mechanisms. To do this

FIG. 5. The part of the Raman spectrum with scattering tensor compo
yy as a function of the external magnetic fieldHZ in CsFeCl3•2H2O. The
sample temperature is;11 K. The spectral resolution is;3 cm21.
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should first estimate the energy range within which the m
non scattering may be observed.

In terms of the Heisenberg approach for a on
dimensional chain of spins, the magnon energy dispers
within the one-dimensional Brillouin zone~BZ! can be given
as follows:

E~w!52JSF S 11
uDu
2JSD 2

2cos2 wG1/2

,

wherew is the spatial phase of a spin wave in thea direction.
Using this equation, one can obtain the following estima
of magnon energies at the center and at the boundary o
one-dimensional BZ:E(0)542 cm21, E(p/2)546 cm21.
In terms of the Ising model, the magnon energy at the
boundary,E(p/2)54JeffSeff , is estimated as being equal
58 cm21. Besides the energy of the optical magnon, the tr
sition from the lowest component of the electron pseu
doublet, with a total momentum projection of61, to the first
excited singlet level, with a projection of 0, is estimated to
80 cm21 ~Ref. 10!. All these simple estimates are rath
rough, but they make it possible to place an upper limit
the energy range in which the magnon spectrum may m

FIG. 6. The plot of the area ratio of the 182 and 177 cm21 lines shown in
Fig. 5 versus magnetic field. The branches with increasing and decre
field are denoted by squares and triangles, respectively.

FIG. 7. The magnetic structure of CsFeCl3•2H2O in antiferromagnetic~a!
and weak ferromagnetic~b! phases.
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fest itself: to 100 cm21. Therefore, it is hardly probable tha
additional lines disappearing from the scattering spectrum
temperatures aboveTN are accounted for by the magno
scattering. The two-magnon scattering, which may fall j
within the frequency range studied, rarely, if ever, is of hi
intensity in the diagonal components of the scattering ten
Besides, it is primary conditioned on the strong exchan
along the chains which is essentially unaffected by the m
netic field applied in our experiments~see above!.

The electron transitions also evident in the Raman sp
trum of CFC exhibit a somewhat different~compared to the
lines considered! evolution with increasing temperature. Th
electron lines in the Raman spectrum also show the decr
in area with increasing temperature, but this occurs at m
higher temperatures~above 70 K in CFC! and is followed by
a drastic broadening of the lines. The latter fact does
allow the suggestion that the lines are unobservable bec
the integral intensity vanishes. Thus the additional lines
der consideration cannot be ascribed to scattering by elec
transitions either.

Another feature of the magnetic structure of CFC me
tioned above is the double volume of the unit cell compa
to the paramagnetic one. This doubling, determined by n
tron scattering,1 is solely of a magnetic nature without an
structural distortion. A double-unit-cell crystal is thought
exhibit a larger number of phonon modes in the Raman sp
trum, the additional lines appearing at the magnetic BZ c
ter from the paramagnetic BZ boundary. Despite this form
concept, there are very few experimental works on Ram
scattering by phonons generated from the paramagnetic
boundary under magnetic ordering with a unit cell multip
cation.

In the case of CFC two facts have permitted the auth
to suggest that the additional lines under consideration
indeed related to scattering by phonons generated from
paramagnetic BZ boundary. These are, first, the tempera
dependence, showing a fast decrease in intensity of the l
in the vicinity of TN and their absence at higher temper
tures, and, second, the field dependence of the intensit
these lines. The latter for the most intense line of freque
177 cm21 demonstrates a behavior similar to the temperat
dependence. When the unit cell volume returns to the p
magnetic volume, either as a result of the temperature
creasing or as a result of a PT in an external magnetic fi
the additional lines disappear from the Raman spectrum

A formal increase in the number of Raman-acti
phonons resulting from the doubling of the unit cell volum
in the magnetically ordered phase cannot explain the ph
cal mechanisms which are responsible for the additional p
non lines in the Raman spectrum. There must be a rea
causing nonequivalence of the polarizabilities associa
with vibrations of the same ions from neighboring ce
along the doubling direction. Otherwise, because the vib
tions of identical ions in the modes from the BZ bounda
are opposite in phase, the intensity of Raman scattering
them should be zero due to the complete interference da
ing. As a matter of fact, this is an example of the wave-vec
k selection rule for light scattering or absorption~the k50
rule!.

ing
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TABLE I. Irreducible spin combinations~ISC! in CFC at pointsk195(0,0,0) andk21(0,p/b,0) of the paramagnetic BZ and at the cent
of antiferromagnetic BZ reduced alongb ~the symbols are taken from Ref. 14 and spin numbers from Fig. 7!.
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Symmetry analysis of polarizability

The phase transition to a magnetically ordered ph
P2bcca8 ~see Table I! occurs at the pointk21 of the paramag-
netic BZ and is described by the order parameterL3x(k21) or
L1z(k21) which transforms according to the irreducible re
resentationt3(k21). For the required polarizabilitya i j

n to be
obtained, the dielectric permittivity tensor« i j should be ex-
panded in normal coordinates of the vibrational modesUn at
the paramagnetic BZ pointk21 and in the magnetic vectorhm

corresponding to the order parameter. The latter describe
static perturbation of the medium due to the PT. The
called ‘‘Faraday’’~linear in magnetic vector! term in the ex-
pansion is of the following form atk1950:

a i j
n 5 K ]2« i j

]h]U
hm~k21!Un~2k21!L ,

wherehm(k21)[L3x(k21)/t(k21).
The nonzero polarizability tensors correspond only

the vibrational modes transforming according to the irred
ible representationst6(k21) andt7(k21) and are of the forms

at6~k21!5S . d .

2d . .

. . .
D , at7~k21!5S . . f

. . .

2 f . .
D .

As is evident from the above analysis, under magne
ordering the paramagnetic BZ boundary may induce o
those lines which in the low-temperature phase are relate
phonons of symmetriesB1g and B2g , while the observed
additional lines show symmetryAg and occur in the diagona
components of the scattering tensor. Hence, the first orde
perturbation theory cannot explain the anomalies under c
sideration.

Another mechanism that permits one to derive the
quired polarization selection rules for phonon modes gen
ated from the paramagnetic BZ boundary under magn
ordering can be illustrated as follows.

Since there exists a nonzero local magnetic field
ligands surrounding the paramagnetic ion, then during m
tion in the vibrational mode there may occur a Lorentz fo
e

the
-

-

ic
y
to

of
n-

-
r-
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n
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e

perpendicular to the direction of the ion displaceme
Hence, the linear trajectory of the ion motion transforms
an elliptical one. In this case the directions of traversing
ellipse are opposite because the identical ions from neigh
ing unit cells along the direction of doubling in the magne
cell are connected by the antitranslation operation. Thus,
the phonon mode originating from the paramagnetic
boundary, where the displacements, of ions with no lo
magnetic field are opposite in phase, the perpendicular c
ponents of the displacements, generated by the Lore
force, appear to be in-phase. This mechanism is illustra
schematically in Fig. 8.

As the Lorentz force is of relativistic origin it is hard t
suggest that it may produce a sufficient degree of elliptic
to induce intense lines of light scattering comparable w
those of the original spectrum. This hypothesis, howev
does have meaning if it is remembered that the mixing
different-symmetry vibrational modes corresponding to
paramagnetic BZ boundary and center occurs just in

FIG. 8. The trajectory ellipticity of identical ions from neighboring-in
direction b cells in local magnetic fieldsH1 and H2 . U1 and U2 are an-
tiphase displacement components for the mode from the paramagneti
boundary,V1 andV2 are in-phase displacement components induced by
Lorentz force.
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way. If the modes are close in frequency, this channel m
enhance the intensity of the additional lines at the expens
the original ones. At least, this mechanism appears to
appropriate for description of the 177 and 182 cm21 modes.
They have close frequencies, and the 177 cm21 line of the
original phonon spectrum is sufficiently wide, even at lo
temperatures, to overlap 182 cm21 line resonantly~Fig. 3!.
The resonance effects are also supported by the asymm
complex shape of the 177 cm21 line at low temperatures
which becomes symmetric in the PM and WF phase in
ternal magnetic fields~Figs. 3 and 5!.

At the moment the authors propose the above mec
nism as a possibility. Verification of its adequacy require
further, more comprehensive study into the anomalies of
scattering spectrum of CFC and a development of mic
scopic theoretical models which would enable the ab
spectral features arising upon magnetic ordering to be e
mated numerically.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments with the quasi-one-dimensio
chained antiferromagnet CsFeCl3•2H2O revealed additional
quite intense lines in the Raman spectrum at the phase
sition to a magnetically ordered phase, followed by chan
in the volume of the crystal magnetic cell.

It is found that in an external magnetic field the mo
intense additional line of 182 cm21 disappears at the phas
transition to a weak ferromagnetic phase.

Analysis of the symmetry of the paramagnetic, antif
romagnetic, and weak ferromagnetic structures of the cry
suggests that the new lines result from the magne
ordering-induced light scattering by phonons originati
from the paramagnetic BZ boundary.

Analysis of the magnetic contribution to the phonon p
larizability of the crystal made in the first order of perturb
tion theory showed no correlation with the experimental p
larization selection rules for the additional lines.
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A new mechanism of inducing light scattering by vibr
tional modes corresponding to the phonons from the pa
magnetic BZ boundary is hypothesized. It is based on
mixing of different-symmetry modes from the BZ center a
boundary due to the ellipticity of the ion trajectory of vibra
tions in their local magnetic field.
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sion.
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a!The nature of these excitations will be considered in a separate pape
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Second and third harmonic optical spectra are studied in epitaxial magnetic thin films in the
spectral ranges 1.7–3.2 eV and 2.4–4.2 eV, respectively. No significant increase of the intensity of
the nonlinear spectra is found above the bandgap near 3.2 eV, where the linear absorption
increases by two orders of magnitude. Large magnetic contributions to the second harmonic spectra
and magnetic contrast as high as 100% are observed at selected photon energies. Contrary
to that, no magnetic contribution to the third harmonic spectra is found. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496661#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bulk magnetic garnets and epitaxial magnetic gar
films are two well-known groups of materials characteriz
by a large variety of very useful magnetic, acoustic, optic
and magneto-optical properties.1–4 For more than four de-
cades they have remained one of the most actively stu
magnetic dielectrics, both from the fundamental point
view as multi-sublattice ferrimagnets and for the purpose
technological applications. The prototype material of bu
crystals and thin films is yttrium iron garne
$Y%3@Fe#2(Fe)3O12 ~YIG!. The unit cell contains eight for
mula units. The rare-earth ions R31 enter 24c dodecahedra
positions 8$...%3 , while the Fe31 ions enter 16a octahedral
positions 8@ ...#2 and 24d tetrahedral positions8(...)3 . The
superexchange interaction between the magnetic Fe31 ions
leads to antiparallel ferrimagnetic ordering of the magne
moments of the octahedral and tetrahedral iron sublatti
This strong interaction leads to a Curie temperature in
range of TC5500– 600 K. The superexchange interacti
between the rare-earth magnetic ions and the iron sublat
leads to an antiparallel orientation of the rare-earth magn
moments with respect to the magnetization of the tetrahe
sublattice. A remarkable feature of magnetic garnets is
possibility of substituting ions in all three magnetic subl
tices by many other magnetic and nonmagnetic ions from
periodic table of the elements. This degree of freedom allo
one to vary practically all of the physical properties of bu
crystals and epitaxial films over a very wide range.

The magnetic iron garnets are highly transparent in
near infrared range 0.2–1.0 eV~Ref. 5!. At lower energy the
absorption rapidly increases due to lattice vibrations. T
absorption increases progressively at photon energies hi
than about 1 eV due to the intrinsic localized electronic tr
sitions between the (3d)5 levels of the Fe31 ions and, sub-
sequently, above 3.2 eV due to intense charge-transfer
interband transitions, finally approaching absorption coe
cients as high as 53105 cm21 above 5 eV.6 The linear
magneto-optical properties of garnets, and in particu
bismuth-substituted garnets, have attracted a lot of inte
5231063-777X/2002/28(7)/5/$22.00
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due to the fact that very high values of the specific Fara
rotation up to 105 deg/cm were observed at room tempe
ture. To our knowledge, these values are probably the hig
ever observed at room temperature due to a spontan
magnetization.

Bulk crystals of magnetic garnets belong to the ce
trosymmetric cubic point groupm3m ~space groupIa3d!. In
the thin films, however, the observation of a linear magne
electric effect proved that the inversion symmetry is broke7

This is related to the fact that the films, which are grown
a liquid-phase epitaxial method on substrates cut from b
cubic crystals of gadolinium gallium garnet Gd3Ga5O12

~GGG! or substituted GGG~SGGG!, possess a lattice param
eter different from that of the substrate, which leads to
distorted noncubic crystal structure. Previous studies of s
ond harmonic generation~SHG! in magnetic garnet films
were restricted to a few selected photon energies determ
by the pump lasers, such as 1.17 eV~Nd:YAG lasers! or
.1.5 eV~Ti-sapphire lasers!.8 Though breaking of inversion
is not important in the analysis of the magnetic properties
plays an essential role for the electro-optical and nonlin
optical properties. In particular, it allows crystallograph
and the magnetic contributions to SHG in the electric dip
approximation. Obviously, studies at selected photon en
gies could not clarify relations between observed SHG s
nals and particular features of electronic structure, absorp
spectra and magneto-optical spectra. In the present pape
report first results on a spectroscopic study of SHG and th
harmonic generation~THG! in magnetic garnet films below
and above the fundamental band gap near 3.2 eV.

2. ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS IN IRON GARNETS

Optical absorption and reflection spectra of concentra
and diluted iron garnets have been studied in a large num
of publications and the most important data are summari
in Ref. 4. In spite of numerous publications along these lin
the assignments of spectral features remain doubtful in m
cases due to the complexity of the spectra. Experimental
and crystal field calculations are summarized in Fig. 1. In
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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middle part Fig. 1 shows experimentally observed transit
energies in YIG as reported in several papers.5,6,9–15 The
electronic structure of iron garnets has been a subject of
culations based on crystal field theory and molecular orb
theory.5,9,14,16–18The left panels of Fig. 1 show the localize
states of the Fe31 ions in the tetrahedral and octahedral su
lattices. These states are given according to crystal field
culations which take into account tetragonal distortions
the tetrahedral sublattice and trigonal distortions in the o
hedral sublattice.18 The calculations show that the releva
splittings and shifts of the electronic states may of the or
of 0.5 eV and therefore comparable to the splitting of t
states in the cubic crystal fields ofTd andOh symmetry.

Below the band gap the electronic transitions could
studied by transmission methods based on optical
magneto-optical techniques, whereas for transitions ab
the band gap of'3.2 eV reflection methods are in gener
more favorable.9,11,12 With the use of very thin YIG films
(t50.26mm) absorption spectra could be obtained up to
eV.6 It should be noticed that all optical transitions betwe
the localized states of the Fe31 ions are spin-forbidden. In
addition, the transitions in the octahedral sublattice
parity-forbidden in the electric-dipole approximation and b
come allowed due to interaction with odd phonons.

Optical absorption of YIG in the near infrared spect
range commences at about 1.2 eV and is due to the loca
electronic transition6A1g→4T1g between the (3d)5 levels of
the Fe31 ions in the octahedral sublattice. This transition
magnetic-dipole-allowed and leads to two very weak abso
tion lines.10 It is readily seen from Fig. 1 that at higher e
ergy the transitions in the octahedral and the tetrahedral
lattices are overlapping, so that the unambiguous assignm

FIG. 1. The two columns on the left show the crystal field energy state
the Fe31 ion in the distorted tetrahedral and octahedral positions in
garnet structure. The column in the middle shows the experimentally
served electronic transitions and the continuous absorption at higher ph
energy. The right part of the figure shows the energy range of the p
beam and that of the SH and TH spectra.
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of the states becomes difficult. In fact, the experimenta
observed spectrum of YIG is characterized by a more co
plicated structure than expected from theory even if the c
of very low symmetries is taken into account. Aside fro
their dependence on the cubic and noncubic crystal field
rameters, the positions of the electronic levels are also s
ject to several other parameters, such as the intra-atomic
teraction parameters, spin-orbit coupling, exchan
interaction, etc. In strongly correlated systems like iron g
nets, paired transitions may lead to additional absorpt
bands in the optical spectra. For example, absorption ba
in the spectral range around 2.5 eV are at least in part du
paired transitions. These factors, being sometimes of com
rable magnitude or not exactly known, complicate the uniq
assignment of optical absorption bands. Low-temperat
optical and magneto-optical studies resolve the splittings
the transitions, revealing a rather complicated energy-le
structure.

The exact position of the band gap remains not w
defined and is usually assumed to lie near 3.2–3.4 eV, wh
the absorption coefficient of YIG starts to increase more r
idly, approaching values ofa55•105 cm21 above 5 eV
~Ref. 6!. This absorption value is typical for interband tra
sitions in transition-metal oxides. The substitution of Bi31

for Y31 in iron garnets leads to a shift of the strong abso
tion edge to lower energy and to a huge increase of magn
optical effects in the visible and ultraviolet spectral rang
The suggested microscopic mechanisms of the enhan
magneto-optical Faraday and Kerr effects are assume
originate in an increase of the spin-orbit interaction due
the formation of a molecular orbit between the 3d orbitals of
the Fe31 ions and the 2p orbitals of O22. This is further
mixed with the 6p orbitals of Bi31, which has a large spin
orbit interaction coefficient. A recent analysis shows that
most important electronic transitions responsible for the F
aday rotation in bismuth-substituted garnets lie at 2.6, 3
and 3.9 eV~Ref. 19!.

3. EXPERIMENT

In the present study we used thin films of magnetic g
nets grown by a liquid-phase epitaxial method. Films we
grown on transparent nonmagnetic substrates cut from b
cubic crystals of gadolinium gallium garnet Gd3Ga5O12 or
substituted GGG. The films were grown on substrates w
the four different orientations~001!, ~110!, ~111!, and~210!
and differed in their compositions, lattice parameters, a
thicknesses.8 Optical absorption spectra were measured us
a Cary 2300 spectrophotometer and were found to be
agreement with published data. Absorption spectra meas
at T515 K in three films are shown in Fig. 2. Optical de
sities higher thanD54.5 are above the working range of th
spectrophotometer and could not be measured.

The setup for the SHG and THG experiments is sho
in Fig. 3. A Nd:YAG laser system and ab-BaB2O4 operated
optical parametric oscillator~OPO! were used as the ligh
source, the performance of which was monitored with
wavemeter. The pulse energy was measured for normali
the observed SH and TH intensities. For proper normali
tion it was necessary to measure the absorption of the
damental beam by placing a photodiode behind the sam
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since in all samples the absorption varies strongly as func
of the photon energy. Wave plates, polarizers, and opt
filters were used to set the polarization of the fundame
light, analyze the polarization of the SH and TH light, a
separate the fundamental light from the SH and TH lig
behind the sample. In some cases, a monochromator
included in the setup in order to exclude the possibility
two-photon luminescence contributions to the observed
nals. By a telephoto lens the signal light was projected o
cooled CCD camera or a photomultiplier. The data were c
rected for the spectral response of the filters and the detec
system. The magnetic contrast was determined from the
malized difference between the SH intensity for opposite
entations of the saturating transverse magnetic field.

4. NONLINEAR OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES

In magnetically ordered materials the relation betwe
the induced polarizationP and the electric fieldE(v) of the
fundamental beam in the electric dipole approximation c
be written as

P5«0~ x̂~1!E~q!1x̂~2!E~v!E~v!

1x̂~3!E~v!E~v!E~v!...!. ~1!

FIG. 2. Optical absorption spectra in the three garnet films studied in
paper. The films differ in their compositions and thicknesses. Optical de
ties higher thanD54.5 are out of the range of the spectrophotometer a
could therefore not be measured.

FIG. 3. Transmission setup for SH/TH spectroscopy. SHG/THG: sec
harmonic/third harmonic generation; OPO: optical parametric oscilla
WP: wave plate; F: filter; S: sample; EM: electromagnet; PM: photomu
plier; PC: personal computer; M: mirror.
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In the electric-dipole approximation, odd tensorsx̂ (1),
x̂ (3),... areallowed in all media, whereas even tensorsx̂ (2),
x̂ (4),... areallowed only in noncentrosymmetric media. F
crystals with a spontaneous or a magnetic-field-induced m
netizationM the optical susceptibility tensors contain cry
tallographic~nonmagnetic! contributions and magnetic con
tributions:

x̂~n!5x̂cr1x̂mM . ~2!

The intensity of SH and TH signals can be written as

I ~2v!}E0
4ux̂cr~22v;v,v!6x̂m~22v;v,v,0!M u2,

I ~3v!}E0
6ux̂cr~23v;v,v,v!6x̂m~23v;v,v,v,0!M u2,

~3!

where the crystallographic and magnetic contributions
described by polar tensorsx̂cr and axial tensorsx̂m, respec-
tively. The sign6 refers to the opposite projections of th
magnetizationM . The symmetry properties of the tensorsx̂cr

and x̂m are strictly defined by the crystallographic poi
group. Nonzero components ofx̂cr and x̂m are given in Ref.
8 for SHG and in Table for THG for the case of 3m symme-
try. If nonlinear optical waves of crystallographic and ma
netic origin are both present, their interference will lead
different SH and TH intensities for opposite orientations
the magnetization and thus to a magnetic contrast betw
oppositely magnetized regions.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the SH spectra in a YIG/GGG~111! film
for two opposite orientations of the magnetizationM in
transverse geometry. The upper and lower panels show
results for the two cases with the SH signal being emit
directly from the free film surface~film-to-photodetector

e
i-

d

d
r;
-

FIG. 4. SH spectra in the YIG/GGG~111! film for opposite orientations of
the transverse magnetic field. The upper and lower panels depict SH sp
for two sides of the film.
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case! and from the surface of the film attached to the su
strate~film-to-laser case!. The two geometries lead to differ
ent SH spectra. In particular, a split transition near 2.4 eV
well resolved for the free film surface and smeared out
the more strained surface attached to the substrate. Note
magnetic contrast varies from 0 to 100%. According to
energy level diagram in Fig. 1, some features in the SH sp
trum can be assigned to the crystal-field transitions in
two iron sublattices. Two other sharp absorption featu
near 2.57 eV~presumably due to the6A1→4E, 4A1 transition
in the tetrahedral sublattice! and 2.66 eV~presumably due to
the 6A1→4E, 4A1 transition in the octahedral sublattice! are
also observed in the SH spectrum. Two more spectral
tures in the absorption spectrum are observed at 2.9 and
eV, with oscillator strengths an order of magnitude high
than those for the tetrahedral transitions. However, the
evant features in the SH spectrum are of the same orde
magnitude as for the transitions with the lower optical a
sorption.

Figure 5 shows the SH spectra of a bismuth-substitu
Bi–YIG/SGGG~210! film. As a rule bismuth-substituted
films show the strongest SH signals.8 The present sample
was studied in a spectral range beginning at 1.7 eV an
low temperatureT56 K. It shows a well-resolved structur
with five strong bands of varying magnetic contrast. We n

FIG. 5. SH spectra in the Bi–YIG/SGGG~210! film.
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that the spectra for two sides of the film are different, as
was the case for the YIG/GGG~111! film. As in the previous
case, the increase of the linear optical absorption does
lead to a noticeable increase of the SH intensity.

Figure 6 shows the third harmonic spectra in the th
magnetic films. Note that even in the electric-dipole appro
mation a breaking of space inversion symmetry is not
quired for the observation of a TH signal. Although the o
tical absorption and the magnitudes of the linear magne
optical signals are very different in the three films, their th
harmonic spectra are similar. The tetrahedral transition6A1

→4T2 centered near 2.4 eV is well resolved in the TH spe
trum, and in particular in the YIG/GGG~111! film. Note that
the strong increase of the linear absorption above 3 eV is
accompanied by a similar increase of the TH spectra. C
trary to the SH spectra, no difference in the TH spectra
observed within the experimental accuracy upon a reorie
tion of the magnetization or upon a variation of the magne

FIG. 6. TH spectra in YIG/GGG~111!, Bi–YIG/GGG~111!, and Bi-YIG/
SGGG~210! films.
TABLE I. Nonzero components of the nonlinear optical tensorsx i jkl
cr andx i jklm

m relevant for the point group 3m(m'x) in the geometry
kiz ~films of ~111! type!.
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field. This is surprising, because according to a phenome
logical analysis a magnetic contribution to the THG is
lowed both in the longitudinal and transverse geometries

In conclusion, the SH spectra of various anisotro
magnetic garnet films were measured in a range of pho
energies stretching from 1.7–3.2 eV and thus, below the f
damental band gap at'3.2 eV. The spectra revealed cont
butions of nonmagnetic and magnetic type to the total
intensity. We also report the TH spectra in the range of 2
4.2 eV and thus, below and above the band gap. No stu
along these lines for the magnetic transition-metal oxi
have been reported so far with the only recent exception
third harmonic spectroscopy of La2CuO4 ~Ref. 20!. While
the intensity of linear absorption grows progressively a
function of photon energy, the intensity of the SH and T
spectra does not show a similar behavior. We may ass
that this is due to the fact that only localizedd–d transitions
contribute to the nonlinear spectra, with the relevant con
bution vanishing for charge-transfer and interband tran
tions. A very interesting and puzzling result is the obser
tion of a very large magnetic contribution to the SH spec
with a magnetic contrast of up to 100%. By contrast,
magnetic contribution is found in the TH spectra. All the
observations demonstrate a strong necessity for further
perimental and theoretical studies of nonlinear optical pr
erties of magnetic garnet materials.

This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschun
gemeinschaft, the Russian Foundation for Basic Resea
and the Alexander-von-Humboldt-Stiftung. We thank H.
Weber for the help in optical absorption measurements.
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Optical study of 4 f excitations in rare earth cuprates
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Several recent examples are used to demonstrate that Raman and infrared spectroscopy can be
successfully used as a novel experimental tool to study microscopic processes involving
4 f electrons in rare earth~RE! cuprates. Raman-active crystal field~CF! excitations in Nd2CuO4

were measured under hydrostatic pressure up to;7 GPa. The observed pressure-induced
shifts of the CF levels were interpreted using density-functional-theory-basedab initio calculations
and the superposition model. An infrared transmission study of the4I J , J59/2, 11/2, 13/2
multiplets of Nd31 in Nd2CuO4 reveals a splitting of the Kramers doublets of the order of a few
cm21 due to the Nd-Cu exchange interaction. This study shows that these splittings can be
described by an effective anisotropic exchange Hamiltonian for the Nd31 ion expressed in terms
of spherical tensor operators up to the sixth order. The isotropic term in the exchange
Hamiltonian vanishes for symmetry reasons in this case. An analysis of the infrared transmission
spectra in RE11xBa22xCu3O61d (RE5Nd,Sm) up to; 10 000 cm21 indicates that,
besides the regular sites, the RE ions also occupy Ba sites, even in the samples with the cation
stoichiometry1–2–3. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496662#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of magnetic rare earth~RE! ions has no
detrimental effect on superconductivity of the high-Tc cu-
prates. Therefore, the 4f states in RE cuprates have be
widely used as a noninteracting probe for examination
superconductivity-related phenomena, including the dopi
induced charge transfer from the charge reservoir to the ‘
perconducting’’ CuO2 planes, the phase-separation-rela
charge inhomogeneities and local structure deformatio
and the pseudogap openings~for recent surveys see Refs.
and 2!. The RE subsystem also exhibits interesting magn
properties, including strongly anisotropic magnetic mome
Ising-like antiferromagnetism, magnetostriction, or carri
concentration-dependent spin and lattice dimensionality
the magnetic order.3–7

An important prerequisite for the study of physical pro
erties of the RE cuprates is an understanding of the mi
scopic interactions involving 4f electrons: the crystal field
~CF! interaction, the magnetic exchange interaction, and
coupling of 4f excitations and phonons. The principal e
perimental tool for examining these interactions, by m
surements of the 4f excitation spectra, has been inelas
neutron scattering.1,2 Despite the widespread belief that o
tical methods are not appropriate in opaque materials, s
and well-resolved 4f excitations in RE cuprates have be
revealed by infrared~IR!8 and Raman9 spectroscopies. Sur
veyed in this article are recent results illustrating how th
two techniques have been used to study microscopic
cesses involving 4f electrons in RE cuprates.

This article is organized as follows. The effect of hydr
static pressure on the Raman active 4f state excitations in
Nd2CuO4 is studied in the next Section. The splitting of th
Kramers doublets in this compound, revealed using the
spectroscopy, are described in terms of the anisotro
5281063-777X/2002/28(7)/5/$22.00
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Nd-Cu exchange Hamiltonian in Sec. 3. The 4f excitations
spectra in REBa2Cu3O61d (RE5Nd,Sm) are discussed in
Sec. 4.

2. 4f SPECTRA IN Nd2CuO4 UNDER PRESSURE

An interaction with the crystal field produced by th
neighboring core charges and valence electronic densit
the strongest perturbation of the free ion 4f -shell state of
trivalent RE ions in cuprates. The CF interaction Ham
tonian is usually considered in the form:10

HCF5(
k,q

Bkq~Cq
@k#1C2q

@k# !, ~1!

where the functionsCq
@k# transform as tensor operators und

simultaneous rotation of the coordinates of all thef electrons,
Bkq are the so-called CF parameters.

The above-mentioned optical methods have made p
sible the determination of a sufficient number of CF ene
levels in Nd2CuO4 to ensure reliability of the phenomeno
logical parametersBkq calculated by solving numerically th
inverse secular problem.9,11

Recently, CF excitations of the Nd31 ions in Nd2CuO4

were measured under hydrostatic pressure using Ra
spectroscopy.12 Two relatively intense CF peaks near 75
cm21 and 1995 cm21 were detected in applied pressure up
;7 GPa. The energy of the 750 cm21 CF excitation within
the ground stateJ multiplet increases nearly linearly as
function of pressure at an average rate of 12.9~5! cm21/GPa
~Fig. 1!. It shows much larger pressure dependence than
transitions at 1992/1997 cm21 from the ground state to the
exchange-split Kramers doublet within the first excitedJ
multiplet ~Fig. 2!. The energies of this doublet increase
rates of 1.7~2! cm21 and 2.0~2! cm21/GPa.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Two theoretical methods were used to interpret the p
sure dependence of the CF interaction. Thek54 and 6 CF
parameters were predicted using the superposition mod13

that has proved to be efficient in the CF modeling
cuprates.4 The model makes it possible to describe the
rametersBkq in Eq. ~2! in terms of intrinsic~pair! CF param-
etersbk(R):

Bkq5(
i

Skq~ i !bk~Ri !, ~2!

where Skq( i ) is the geometrical factor determined by th
angular coordinates of the ligands at the same distancRi

from the RE ion.
The superposition model does not apply to thek52 pa-

rameters, where the long-range electrostatic contribu
dominates. Therefore, the CF parameterB20 was calculated
using theab initio method, in which the electronic structur
and related distribution of the ground state charge density
obtained from calculations based on the density functio
theory~DFT!. Within the DFT, the CF parameterB20, origi-
nating from the effective potentialV inside the crystal, can
be written as:14

FIG. 1. ~a! Raman spectra of Nd2CuO4 in the spectral range of the 75
cm21 CF excitation for pressures of 0.8–5.8 GPa (T55 K). ~b! Experimen-
tal ~j, solid line! and calculated~s, dashed line! pressure dependences o
the peak position of the CF excitation. The lines in~b! are guides to the
eye.12

FIG. 2. ~a! Raman spectra of Nd2CuO4 in the spectral range of the
1995-cm21 CF excitation for pressures of 0.8–5.8 GPa (T55 K). ~b! Ex-
perimental and calculated pressure dependences of the peak positions
CF excitations. The filled and unfilled triangles represent peak posit
measured at 5 and 44 K, respectively. The lines represent linear regres
of the data.12
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uR4 f~r !u2V2
0~r !r 2dr, ~3!

where nonspherical componentsV2
0(r ) reflect not only the

nuclear potentials and Hartree part of the inter-electronic
teraction but also the exchange correlation term, which
counts for many-particle effects. The radial wave functi
R4 f describes the radial shape of the localized 4f charge
density of the RE31 ion in the compound studied.

The calculation of the pressure dependence of the
parameters included two steps. First, Eqs.~2! and ~3! were
used to calculate the theoretical ratioBkq(P)/Bkq(0) with
allowance for the data on the pressure evolution of
Nd2CuO4 crystal structure measured by synchrotron x-r
powder diffraction15 and the available superposition mod
parameters.4 The effect of pressure on the underlying ele
tronic density of states~DOS! is shown in Fig. 3. It is worth
noting that the DOS curve is broadened by;0.5 eV at an
applied pressure of 7 GPa. This broadening is connected
a slight redistribution of the charge density, which results
an increase of the absolute value of the calculated param
B20. In the second step each phenomenological param
Bkq

11 was multiplied by the theoretical ratioBkq(P)/Bkq(0).
As an illustration, the CF parameters obtained in this way
the applied pressure 7 GPa are compared with the amb
pressure parameters in Table I. The absolute values of
individual CF parameters are increased by;6–18% at 7
GPa compared to those at zero pressure.

The theoretical approach described above gives tra
tion frequencies increasing nearly linearly at rates of;11.7
and;0.7 cm21/GPa for excitations near 750 and 1992~1997!

the
s

ons

FIG. 3. Total density of electron states~DOS! of Nd2CuO4 calculated at
ambient pressure and at 7 GPa~Ref. 12!.

TABLE I. CF parametersBkq in Nd2CuO4 ~in cm21! obtained from a fit to
IR absorption data at ambient pressure11 and calculated at 7 GPa using th
superposition model and the DFT basedab initio method~see text!.

Parameter
P50

~Ref. 11! P57 GPa~Ref. 12!

B20 2335 2373
B40 22219 22574
B44 1634 1935
B60 224 246
B64 1494 1584
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cm21, respectively. Regarding the lower-energy transitio
very good agreement is achieved with the experimental
sult of 12.9 cm21 ~Fig. 1!. The calculated value of the pres
sure dependence of the higher energy transitions is sm
than the experimental values of;1.7 and 2.0 cm21 for the
peaks at 1992 and 1997 cm21 ~Fig. 2!, respectively. It bears
noting that these transitions include the ground-state le
and the lowest energy level in theJ511/2 multiplet. The CF
calculation shows that the pressure dependences of these
els are very similar,24.5 and23.8 cm21/GPa, respectively
This explains why the resulting pressure-induced shift of
transition energy is small. The remaining discrepancy
tween the experimental and calculated values is ascribed
small pressure-induced shift of the free ion levels, not ta
into account in the above calculations.

FIG. 4. Nd2CuO4 IR transmission as a function of temperature~Ref. 16!.

TABLE II. Splitting of the Nd31 Kramers doublets in Nd2CuO4 as mea-
sured by infrared transmission16 and calculated using Eq.~4!19 ~all energies
in cm21!.

J
multiplet

CF level
~Ref. 10!

Observed
splitting

Calculated
splitting

9/2 Ground state 5.5 5.7

1995 3.5 3.7
2006 3.5 3.5

11/2 2013 4.0 3.7
2077 2.0 2.1
2414 3.0 2.9

13/2 3950 2.5 2.7

15/2 5868 2.0 1.3
,
e-

ler

el

lev-

e
-
a

n

A detailed analysis of the pressure-induced increase
the separation of the doublet near 1995 cm21 ~Fig. 2! indi-
cated that in addition to the CF parameters the parame
akq of the Hamiltonian of the anisotropic Nd–Cu exchan
interaction, Eq.~4!, are pressure dependent.12

3. ANISOTROPY OF THE Nd-Cu EXCHANGE INTERACTION
IN RE CUPRATES

The IR transmission study of the 4f spectra in the anti-
ferromagnet Nd2CuO4 yielded a splitting of the CF Kramer
doublets of the order of a few cm21 due to the exchange
interaction between Nd and Cu~see the third column of
Table II!.16 An example of the experimental spectra of t
transition from the ground state to an exchange-split Kra
ers doublet at;5870 cm21 is shown in Fig. 4. The exchang
anisotropy due to the orbital moments of thef electrons is
pronounced in this case: the isotropic Heisenberg-type
change alone appears to be completely incapable of exp
ing the observed doublet splittings.11 To account for these
splittings one has to consider the complete Hamilton

FIG. 5. IR spectra of CF transitions in NdBa2Cu3O6 from the ground state
multiplet 4I 9/2 to the second excited multiplet4I 13/2 ~ab andac platelets at
4.2 K!. The filled circles and asterisks indicate strong and weak absorp
bands, respectively. See Ref. 24 for additional details.

TABLE III. The best-fit values of the exchange parametersakq ~in cm21! in
Eq. ~4! ~Ref. 19!.

Exchange parameterakq

a00 27~4!
a20 2491~130!
a40 2177~33!
a44 2257~12!
a60 15~16!
a64 47~13!
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within the molecular field approximation describing the e
change interaction of the 4f electrons of an Nd ion with the
magnetically polarized Cu sublattice.17,18

The perturbation single-ion Hamiltonian under consid
ation then includes, besides the standard CF termHCF from
Eq. ~1!, an exchange termHexch:

Hexch522(
k,q

akq(
i

Tq
@k#~ i !s~ i !•n, ~4!

whereakq are the exchange parameters,T@k#( i ) are the irre-
ducible unit tensor operators which act on the orbital par
the Nd wave function,s( i ) is the spin of a Nd electron, an
n is the spin of a Nd electron, andn is the unit vector di-
rected along the magnetization of the Cu sublattice. Th
are six independent parametersakq in Hexch for Nd ions oc-
cupying the tetragonal symmetry sites in Nd2CuO4.

A least-squares procedure has been utilized to fit
splitting of the eight observed Kramers doublet splittings
ing the above-mentioned perturbation Hamiltonian.19 The re-
sults of the final fit are summarized in Table II; the corr
sponding best-fit values ofakq are given in Table III. It is
worthwhile to note that the contributions of the secon
andfourth-order terms to the splittings are two orders of m
nitude larger than that of the isotropic term (k5q50) in the
exchange operator. This finding is compatible with the sy
metry considerations indicating that the isotropic term in
exchange Hamiltonian vanishes when only the nearest
neighbors of Nd are considered.20 It also shows the impor-
tance of the higher-order terms in Eq.~4!, neglected in mag-
netic studies in which the anisotropic RE-Cu coupling
Nd2CuO4 ~Refs. 20 and 21! and PrBa2Cu3O61d ~Refs. 22
and 23! is represented by a pseudo-dipolar term.

FIG. 6. IR spectra of CF transitions (6H5/2→6H13/2) in
Sm11xBa22xCu3O61d in the 4800–5050 cm21 range. The dashed arrow
indicate CF transitions associated with Sm/Ba sites. See Ref. 25 for a
tional details.
-

-

f
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4. CRYSTAL FIELD STUDY IN RE 1¿xBa2ÀxCu3O6¿d

„REÄNd,Sm …

In this Section we report a systematic study of CF tra
sitions in NdBa2Cu3O61d (d;0) and Sm11xBa22xCu3O61d

3(x<0.01, x50.03, 0.05, and 0.11;d;0! by IR
absorption.24,25 The transitions involving Kramers double
within the lowest-energy4I term and6H term in the Nd and
Sm compounds, respectively, were determined. Example
these transitions are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The large n
ber of peaks in the experimental spectra indicates that th
exists more than one type of RE site. We observe that thef - f
transitions are electric-dipole forbidden for the RE ions
regularD4h-symmetry sites in ideal REBa2Cu3O6.

A phenomenological CF analysis of the IR data~Sec. 2!,
including the neutron scattering data for theJ59/2 multiplet
in NdBa2Cu3O6 ~Ref. 26!, allowed identification and fitting
of the CF spectra of Nd and Sm ions at regular sites. Deta
CF calculations using the superposition model and theab
initio method based on the density-functional theory d
scribed in Sec. 2 indicate27 that additional bands in the IR
spectra correspond to the RE31 ions in theC4n-symmetry Ba
sites. The sets of the CF parameters for regular as well a
sites obtained using the above-mentioned methods are s
marized in Table IV.

Concluding this part, we note that the CF transitions
RE/Ba sites have been observed in all RE11xBa22xCu3O61d

samples studied, including those withx50. This finding sup-
ports recent data indicating that the presence of a relativ
small quantity of the magnetic Pr31 ions at the Ba sites is the
main reason for anomalous behavior of PrBa2Cu3O7, includ-
ing the suppression of superconductivity as well as the
pearance of the antiferromagnetic ordering in the Pr sub
tice at a temperature at least one order of magnitude hig
than for other RE elements.28
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Electronic structure and magneto-optical Kerr effect in the compound UCuP 2
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The optical and magneto-optical~MO! spectra of the fernary compound UCuP2 are investigated
from first principles, using the fully relativistic Dirac linear-muffin-tin-orbital band structure
method and density-functional theory in the local spin-density approximation. Within a band-like
description of the 5f electrons, good agreement with the measured MO spectra is obtained.
The origin of the Kerr rotation in the compound is examined. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1496663#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Actinide compounds occupy an intermediate position
tween itinerant 3d and localized 4f systems,1,2 and one of
the fundamental questions concerning the actinide mate
is whether theirf states are localized or itinerant. This que
tion is most frequently answered by comparison between
perimental spectroscopies and the different theoretical
scriptions. Optical and magneto-optical~MO! spectroscopy,
like photoelectron spectroscopy and bremsstrahlung isoc
mat spectroscopy, supply direct information about the ene
states ~both occupied and unoccupied! around the Fermi
energy3 and can provide a means of discrimination betwe
the two theoretical limits.

Intensive experimental and theoretical study over m
than two decades4–8 has revealed that 5f magnetism is quite
complex because Coulomb, spin-orbit, crystalline field, a
exchange energies in 5f systems are of the same order
magnitude. Today it is well established that many unus
physical properties of the light actinide metals are a refl
tion of the particular nature of the 5f electrons. Friedel9 pro-
posed many years ago that the bonding in these mate
must involve the 5f electrons. The argument for 5f bonding
can be understood as a consequence of the extended n
of the 5f wave function relative to the rare-earth 4f wave
functions. This causes them to form in bandlike states.10

The itinerant nature of the 5f electrons in the light ac-
tinide metals is well known.4 Their electronic structure an
optical properties is well described by local spin-density
proximation~LSDA! band structure calculations.11,12 On the
other hand, the decreasingf-band width~W! and the increas-
ing intra-atomic Coulomb energy~U! results in a Mott local-
ization between plutonium and americium,5,13,14and the cor-
relation effects are not properly described in the LSDA.7,15

Actinide compounds are excellent subjects for MO
search. The participation of the 5f states in bonding is re
flected in strongly hybridized bands near the Fermi lev
5331063-777X/2002/28(7)/6/$22.00
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with a high density of states and significantd→ f oscillator
strengths for optical transitions. The 5f delocalization favors
higher magnetic ordering temperatures. In fact, many u
nium compounds have ordering temperatures which are
order of magnitude higher than those in similar lanthan
compounds.3,16 Regarding the magnitude of the MO effec
compared to rare-earth materials, an enhancement due t
larger spin-orbit energy can be expected and is in part
perimentally verified.3,16 For actinide compounds the figur
of merit AR(uK

2 1«K
2 ), whereR is the optical reflectivity and

uK and «K are the Kerr angle and Kerr ellipticity, respe
tively, is one order of magnitude larger than for the be
transition or rare-earth compounds.3 Besides the issue of ra
dioactivity ~minimal for depleted uranium! a hindrance for
successful application of actinide compounds in storage
vices is that the typical Curie temperatures are below ro
temperature. This is not a fundamental problem, and
probably be overcome by suitable alloying.

For actinide materials much of the MO experimental
fort up to now3,16 has been focused on binary UX NaCl-typ
uranium chalcogenides (X5S,Se,Te) and pnictides (X
5P,As,Sb), uranium compounds U3X4 (X5P,As) with the
Th3P4 crystal structure, and some ternary compounds suc
UAsTe, the tetragonal compounds UCuP2 and UCuAs2 , and
the hexagonal compounds UCu2P2 , UMn2Si2 , and
UMn2Ge2 .

There are quite a few first-principle calculations of t
MO spectra of uranium compounds.17–22The MO spectra of
such compounds as UAsSe19 and U3P4 ~Refs. 20 and 22! are
well described in the LSDA, and we can conclude that th
have at least partially itinerant electron behavior. On
other hand the MO spectra in US, USe, and UTe can be w
described only in the LSDA1U approximation21 supporting
the localized description for their 5f electrons.

In the present work we report a detailed theoretical
vestigation of the electronic structure and the optical and M
Kerr properties of the ternary compound UCuP2. The paper
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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is organized as follows. The computational details are
plained in Sec. 2. Section 3 presents the theoretical electr
structure and MO spectra of UCuP2. The results are then
compared to the experimental data. Finally, the results
summarized in Sec. 4.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Using straightforward symmetry considerations it can
shown that all MO phenomena are caused by the symm
reduction—compared to the paramagnetic state—cause
magnetic ordering.23 Concerning the optical properties th
symmetry reduction only has consequences when s
orbital ~SO! coupling is considered in addition. To calcula
the MO properties one therefore has to take into account
magnetism and SO coupling while at the same time dea
with the electronic structure of the material considered.
performing the corresponding band structure calculation
is normally sufficient to treat the SO coupling in a perturb
tive way. A more rigorous scheme, however, is obtained
starting from the Dirac equation set up in the framework
relativistic spin density functional theory:24

@cap1bmc21IV1Vspbsz#cnk5«nkcnk , ~1!

with Vsp(r ) the spin-polarized part of the exchang
correlation potential corresponding to thez quantization axis.
All other parts of the potential are contained inV(r ). The
434 matricesa, b, andI are defined by

a5S 0 s

s 0 D , b5S 1 0

0 21D , I5S 1 0

0 1D , ~2!

wheres represents the standard Dirac matrices, and1 is the
232 unit matrix.

There are quite a few band structure methods availa
now that are based on the above Dirac equation.25 In the first
scheme the basis functions are derived from the proper s
tion to the Dirac equation for the various single-s
potentials.26,27 In the second one, the basis functions are
tained initially by solving the Dirac equation without th
spin-dependent term28–30 and then this term is taken int
account only in the variational step.26,31,32 In spite of this
approximation used, the second scheme nevertheless
results in very good agreement with the first one,25 while
being very simple to implement.

Phenomenologically, optical and magneto-optical pro
erties of solids are treated by means of a dielectric ten
The dielectric tensor is composed of the diagonal compon
«xx and«zz and the off-diagonal component«xy in the form

«5S «xx «xy 0

2«xy «xy 0

0 0 «zz

D . ~3!

In the polar geometry, where thez axis is chosen to be
perpendicular to the solid surface and parallel to the mag
tization direction, the expression for the Kerr angle can
obtained easily for small angles and is given by:3
-
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uK~v!1 i«K~v!5
2sxy~v!

sxx~v!A11
4p i

v
sxx~v!

, ~4!

whereuK is the Kerr rotation and«K is the so-called Kerr
ellipticity. sab(a,b[x,y,z) is the optical conductivity ten-
sor, which is related to the dielectric tensor«ab through

«ab~v!5dab1
4p i

v
sab~v!. ~5!

The optical conductivity tensor, or equivalently, the d
electric tensor is the important spectral quantity needed
the evaluation of the Kerr effect.33 The optical conductivity
can be computed from the energy band structure by mean
the Kubo–Greenwood34 linear-response expression:35

sab~v!52
ie2

m2\Vuc

3(
k

(
nn8

f ~«nk!2 f ~«n8k!

vnn8~k!

Pn8n
a

~k!Pnn8
b

~k!

v2vnn8~k!1 ig
,

~6!

wheref («nk) is the Fermi function,\vnn8(k)[«nk2«n8k is
the energy difference of the Kohn–Sham energies«nk , andg
is the lifetime parameter, which is included to describe
finite lifetime of excited Bloch electron states. ThePnn8

a are
the dipole optical transition matrix elements, which in a fu
relativistic description are given by:36

Pnn8~k!5ma^cnkucaucn8k&, ~7!

wherecnk is the four-component Bloch electron wave fun
tion.

Equation~6! for the conductivity contains a double su
over all energy bands, which naturally separates into the
called interband contribution, i.e.,nÞn8, and the intraband
contribution,n5n8. The intraband contribution to the diag
onal components ofs may be rewritten for zero temperatur
as

saa~v![
~vp,a!2

4p

i

v1 igD
, ~8!

where vp,a are the components of the plasma frequen
which are given by

~vp,a!2[
4pe2

m2Vuc
(
nk

d~«nk2EF!uPnn
a u2, ~9!

andEF is the Fermi energy. For cubic symmetry, we furthe
more havevp

2[vp,x
2 5vp,y

2 5vp,z
2 . Equation~8! is identical

to the classical Drude result for the ac conductivity, w
gD51/tD , wheretD is the phenomenological Drude ele
tron relaxation time. The intraband relaxation time parame
gD may be different from the interband relaxation time p
rameterg. The latter can be frequency dependent,37 and, be-
cause excited states always have a finite lifetime, will
nonzero, whereasgD will approach zero for very pure mate
rials. Here we adopt the perfect crystal approximation, i
gD→0. For the interband relaxation parameter, on the ot
hand, we shall use, unless stated otherwise,g50.4 eV. This
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value has been found to be on average a good estima
this phenomenological parameter. The contribution of int
band transitions to the off-diagonal conductivity usually
not considered. Also, we did not study the influence of lo
field effects on the MO properties.

We mention, lastly, that the Kramers–Kronig transfo
mation has been used to calculate the dispersive parts o
optical conductivity from the absorptive parts.

3. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Self-consistent energy band-structure calculations
UCuP2 were performed by means of the fully relativisti
spin-polarized linear-muffin-tin-orbital~SPR LMTO! method
using the atomic sphere approximation with combined c
rections included.26,29–32The LSDA part of the energy ban
structure calculations were based on the spin-dens
functional theory with von Barth–Hedin parameterization38

of the exchange-correlation potential. Core charge dens
were recalculated at every iteration of the self-consiste
loop. Thek-space integrations were performed with the i
proved tetrahedron method39 and the charge was obtaine
self-consistently with 349 irreduciblek points. The basis
consisted of Us, p, d, f, andg; Cu s, p, d, andf; P s, p, and
d LMTOs. The energy expansion parametersEnRl were cho-
sen at the centers of gravity of the occupied parts of
partial state densities; this gives high accuracy for the cha
density.

UCuP2 belongs to the layered tetragonal ZrAl3 type
crystal structure~Fig. 1! with the space group I4/mmm~No.
139! with U at the 4e position, Cu at the 4d position, and P
at the 4c and 4e positions. The phosphorous atoms have t
nonequivalent positions: the plane with P1 atoms is situated
between uranium planes, while the plane containing the2

atoms lies between uranium and copper planes~see Fig. 1!.
The lattice constants area53.803 Å, c518.523 Å ~Ref.
40!. The corresponding Brillouin zone is shown in Fig.
The unit cell of UCuP2 contains 8 atoms.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The uranium pnictide ternary compounds with copper
nickel crystallize in a high-symmetry structure: UCuP2,
UCuAs2 , and UNiAs2 are tetragonal41 and UCu2P2 and
UCu2As2 are hexagonal.42 The U-Cu ternaries order ferro
magnetically, in contrast to the U-Ni ternaries, which are
antiferromagnets.3 The magnetic ordering temperatures a
among the highest known so far for uranium compoun
reaching 216 K for UCu2P2 ~Ref. 43!. The magnetic and
transport properties of UCuP2 were investigated by Kaszo
rowski et al.44 on single-crystal specimens. They found th
the compound is ferromagnetic below 75 K, with a spon
neous magnetic moment of 0.98mB , and in the magnetically
ordered region it exhibits large magnetocrystalline anis
ropy constants. The electrical resistivity of UCuP2 at low
temperature behaves asT2, while in the temperature rang
aboveTC the observed negative slope ofr(T) may point to
Kondo lattice behavior.44

The energy dependence of the Kerr rotation and ellip
ity of UCuP2 have been measured by Funagalliet al.45 The
measurements were done on a natural grown surface pe
of
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dicular to thec axis. Although UCuP2 has a lower uranium
concentration in comparison with UX and U3X4 (X5P,As)
compounds, its Kerr rotation reaches 1.6°~Ref. 45!.

The fully relativistic spin-polarized energy band stru
ture of ferromagnetic UCuP2, shown in Fig. 3, is rather com
plicated. It may, however, be understood from the total a
partial density of states~DOS! presented in Fig. 4. The band
in the lowest region between213.4 and27.2 eV have
mostly a Ps character with some amount of U and Cuspd
character mixed in. The energy bands between27.2 and
20.4 eV are P 3p states strongly hybridized with the Cu 3d
and U 6d states. There is a quasi-gap between Ps and p
states. The Cu 3d states are fully occupied and situate
around 5.0 eV below the Fermi level. The U 5f energy bands
are located above and belowEF at about20.4 to 3.0 eV. The
highest region above the Fermi energy can be character

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of tetragonal UCuP2 .

FIG. 2. Brillouin zone of tetragonal UCuP2 .
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as anti-bonding U 6d states. It is interesting to note that th
3p partial density of states for P1 and P2 sites differ from
each other significantly. This reflects the different positio
for the two phosphorus atoms. As we mentioned above,
plane with P1 atoms is situated between uranium plan
whereas the plane with P2 atoms lies between uranium an
copper planes~see Fig. 1!. The P1 atoms have as neighbor
four P1 atoms at a distance of 2.688 Å and four uraniu
atoms at 2.793 Å. On the other hand, the P2 atoms have four
Cu neighbor atoms at a distance of 2.423 Å and four uran
atoms at 2.898 Å. As a result, the 3p partial density of states
for the P1 site has one peak structure for occupied sta
reflecting strong hybridization between the P1 3p and U 6d
states, whereas the 3p partial density of states for the P2 site
has two peaks due to the hybridization of P2 3p states with
both Cu 3d and U 6d states.

After consideration of the above band structure prop
ties we turn to the MO spectra. In Fig. 5 we show the cal
lated and experimental45 MO Kerr spectra of UCuP2. There
exists rather good agreement between the experimental
spectra and theab initio LSDA calculated one. Overall, th
experimental features are reasonably well reproduced, ex
the theoretically calculated spectra have sharper feature

FIG. 3. Self-consistent fully relativistic, spin-polarized energy band str
ture and total DOS@in states/~unit cell eV!# of UCuP2 .

FIG. 4. Fully relativistic, spin-polarized total@in states/~unit cell eV!# and
partial densities of state@in states/~atom eV!# calculated for UCuP2 .
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comparison with the experimentally observed spectra. Th
is also a small red energy shift by about 0.1 eV in the po
tion of the main Kerr rotation and ellipticity peaks in com
parison with the experiment. We can conclude, therefore,
the spectral behavior of the MO Kerr spectra in UCuP2 is
well described by LSDA band-structure theory.

To investigate the origin of the Kerr spectra, we consid
the separate contributions of both the numerator of Eq.~4!,
i.e., sxy(v) and the denominator, D(v)
[sxxA11(4p i /v)sxx. In Fig. 5 we show how the separa
contributions of numerator and denominator bring about
Kerr angle and Kerr ellipticity of UCuP2. The imaginary
part of the inverse denominator~times the photon fre-
quency!, Im@vD#21, displays a strong resonance structure

-

FIG. 5. Calculated and experimental45 Kerr rotation (uK) and Kerr elliptic-
ity («K) spectra of UCuP2 as well as the theoretically calculated of
diagonal optical conductivitysxy and function Im@vD#21 ~see the explana-
tion in the text!.
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about 0.2 eV. However, the imaginary and real parts
vsxy , i.e., vs2xy andvs1xy , display a very small value a
this energy. Therefore the first minimum in the Kerr rotati
and Kerr ellipticity at around 0.2 eV results from a de
resonance structure of the denominator. Outside the infra
peak, for energies above 0.5 eV, the Kerr rotation and el
ticity spectra are fully determined by the shape ofsxy ,
which in turn are known to be due to the interplay of S
coupling and spin polarization. The two peaks at about
and 2.0 eV in the Kerr rotation spectrum originate mos
from U 6d→5 f interband transitions~see Figs. 3 and 4!. The
interband transitions from the Cu 3d to the U 5f band start
above 4 eV. In the 1 to 5 eV energy region the theoretical
experimental curves deviate from one another in some
tails.

The theoretically calculated figure of meritAR(uK
2 1«K

2 )
in UCuP2 has a maximum value of 1.2° at 0.7 eV, which
higher than that in PtMnSb~0.83° at 1.57 eV!46 but smaller
than that in U3As4 ~6.0° at 0.35 eV!.22

In spite of the reasonably close correspondence betw
the experimental and theoretical Kerr spectra, we find t
not all properties of UCuP2 are equally well represented. Fo
example, the calculated total magnetic moment of uranium
UCuP2 is only 0.262mB ~Table I! ~with spin moment
20.886mB and orbital moment 1.148mB!, which is consider-
ably smaller than the experimental moment of ab
0.89mB .44

The calculated moment is dominated by 5f states: the 5f
components of the spin and orbital moment are20.845mB

and 1.137mB , respectively. It is a well-known fact, howeve
that within the LSDA the total magnetic moment of uraniu
compounds in general comes out too small.47–51 Corrections
which simulate Hund’s second rule interactions in solids,
scribing orbital correlations absent in the homogeneous e
tron gas, such as the orbital polarization~OP!, are needed to
bring the magnetic moment into better agreement w
experiment.48–51 Interestingly, the fact that the OP is to
small within the LSDA does not preclude a reasonable
planation of the MO Kerr spectrum. The same conclus
was also reached previously for UAsSe~Ref. 19! and U3X4

~X5P, As, Sb, and Bi! ~Ref. 22! compounds.

5. SUMMARY

On the basis of the good agreement between experim
tal and theoretical MO characteristics we conclude that th
5 f electrons in the ternary UCuP2 compound are essentiall
itinerant. However, the difference in the main peak posit
of the Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra requires furth
investigation of the electron self-energies.

TABLE I. The experimental and LSDA calculated spin, orbital and to
magnetic moments~in mB! of UCuP2 . The experimental data are from Re
44.

Atom Ms M l Mtotal Experiment

U 20.886 1.148 0.262 0.89
Cu 20.009 20.002 20.011
P1 0.012 0.001 0.013
P2 20.006 20.001 20.007
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EXITATIONS IN STRONGLY CORRELATED SYSTEMS

Electronic excitations and correlations in quantum bars
I. Kuzmenko, S. Gredeskul,* K. Kikoin, and Y. Avishai

Department of Physics, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, P.O. Box 84105 Beer-Sheva, Israel
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The spectrum of boson fields and two-point correlators are analyzed in a quantum bar system
~a superlattice formed by two crossed interacting arrays of quantum wires!, with a short-
range interwire interaction. The standard bosonization procedure is shown to be valid, within the
two-wave approximation. The system behaves as a sliding Luttinger liquid in the vicinity
of the G point, but its spectral and correlation characteristics have either 1D or 2D nature
depending on the direction of the wave vector in the rest of the Brillouin zone. Due to
the interwire interaction, unperturbed states propagating along the two arrays of wires are always
mixed, and the transverse components of the correlation functions do not vanish. This
mixing is especially strong around the diagonals of the Brillouin zone, where the transverse
correlators have the same order of magnitude as the longitudinal ones. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1496664#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Diverse D21 dimensional objects embedded
D-dimensional structures were recently investigated exp
mentally and analyzed theoretically. Rubbers and vari
percolation networks are examples of such disorde
D21 objects, whereas self-organized stripes in oxicupra
manganites, nanotube ropes, and quantum Hall system
examples of ordered~periodic! structures of this kind. In
some cases, the effective dimensions of such structures
be intermediate, e.g., betweenD51 and D52. They are
especially promising candidates for studying novel electro
correlation properties, which, in particular, are relevant
the search of Luttinger liquid~LL ! fingerprints in two dimen-
sions. This challenging idea is motivated by noticing so
unusual properties of electrons in Cu-O planes in highTc

materials.1 However, the Fermi liquid state seems to
rather robust in two dimensions. In this respect, a 2D sys
of weakly coupled 1D quantum wires2–4 looks promising.
Indeed, a theoretical analysis of stable LL phases was
cently presented for a system consisting of coupled para
quantum wires5–7 and for 3D stacks of sheets of such wir
in parallel and crossed orientations.8 In most of these cases
the interaction between the parallel quantum wires is
sumed to be perfect along the wire,8 whereas the interaction
between the modes generated in different wires depends
on the interwire distance. Along these lines, generalization
the LL theory for quasi-2D~and even 3D! systems is re-
ported in Ref. 8, where the interaction between two cros
arrays of parallel quantum wires forming some kind of
network depends on the distance between points belon
to different arrays. As a result, the grid of crossed arr
retains its LL properties for propagation along both subs
of parallel wires, whereas the cross-correlations remain n
singular. This LL structure can be interpreted as a quan
analog of a classical sliding phases of coupledXYchains.9 A
5391063-777X/2002/28(7)/8/$22.00
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special case of 2D grid where the crossed wires are cou
by tunneling interaction is considered in Refs. 4 and 10.

In the present paper, a different course is elaborated.
ask the question of whether it is possible to encodeboth 1D
and 2D electron liquid regimes in the same system within
same energy scale. In order to unravel the pertinent physic
we consider a grid witha short-range capacitive interwire
interaction. This approximation might look shaky if applie
for crossed stripe arrays in the cuprates. On the other han
seems natural for 2D grids of nanotubes11,12 or artificially
fabricated bars of quantum wires with grid periodsa1,2

which exceed the lattice spacing of a single wire or the
ameter of a nanotube. It will be shown below that this int
action can be made effectively weak. Therefore, such a qu
tum bar ~QB! retain the 1D LL character for the motio
along the wires, similarly to the case considered in Ref. 8.
the same time, however, boson mode propagation along
diagonals of the grid is also feasible. This process is ess
tially a two-dimensional one, as are the shape of the B
louin zone and equipotential surfaces in the reciprocal
lattice.

Before developing the formalism, a few words about t
main assumptions are in order. Our attention here is ma
focused on charge modes, so it is assumed that there is a
for spin excitations. Next, we are mainly interested in ele
tronic properties of QBs which are not related to simp
charge instabilities like commensurate CDWs, so that
~for simplicity equal! periodsa15a25a are supposed to be
incommensurate with the lattice spacing. The Brillouin zo
~BZ! of the QB superlattice is two-dimensional, and the n
ture of excitations propagating in this BZ is determined
Bragg interference of modes with the superlattice wave v
tor. This interference~umklapp processes! is, of course de-
structive for LL excitations with both wave vector comp
nents close to multiple integers ofQ[2p/a. However, in
case of weak scattering, only two-wave interference p
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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cesses near the boundaries of the BZ are significant. One
then hope that the harmonic boson modes survive in
major part of the BZ, and that the Hamiltonian of the Q
might still be diagonalized without losing the main chara
teristic features of the LL physics.

2. QUANTUM BARS: BASIC NOTIONS

Quantum bars may be defined as a 2D periodic grid,
two crossed periodic arrays of 1D quantum wires with
period a5(a1 ,a2). In fact these arrays are placed on tw
parallel planes separated by an interplane distance,12 but in
this section we consider QB as a genuine 2D system.
arrays are oriented along the unit vectorse1,2 with an anglew
between them. Here we consider a square grid (w5p/2)
formed by identical wires of lengthL with basis vectorsaj

5aej , j 51, 2 ~Fig. 1!. The interaction between the excita
tions in different wires is assumed to be concentrated n
the crossing points with coordinatesn1a11n2a2

[(n1a,n2a). The integersnj enumerate the wires within th
j th array. Such interaction imposes a superperiodicity on
energy spectrum of initially one-dimensional quantum wir
and the eigenstates of this superlattice are characterized
2D quasimomentumq5q1g11q2g2[(q1 ,q2). Hereg1,2 are
the unit vectors of the reciprocal superlattice satisfying
standard orthogonality relations (ei•gj )5d i j . The corre-
sponding basis vectors of the reciprocal superlattice have
form (m1Q,m2Q), whereQ52p/a andm1,2 are integers.

In conventional 2D systems, forbidden states in recip
cal space arise due to Bragg diffraction in a periodic pot
tial, whereas the whole plane is allowed for wave propa
tion in real space, at least until the periodic potential is we
enough. In sharply anisotropic QBs most of the real spac
forbidden for electron and plasmon propagation, whereas
Bragg conditions for the wave vectors are still the same a
conventional 2D plane modulated by a periodic potent
The excitation motion in QBs is one-dimensional in the m
jor part of the 2D plane, and the anisotropy in real spa
imposes restrictions on the possible values of the 2D coo
natesx5(x1 ,x2). At least one of them, e.g.,x2 should be an
integer multiple of the interwire distancea, so that the coor-
dinatex5(x1 ,n2a) characterizes the point with the 1D co
ordinatex1 lying at then2th wire of the first array.

The 2D Brillouin zone of a QB is constructed as
extension of the 1D Brillouin zones of two crossed arra
and subsequent folding of this BZ in accordance with

FIG. 1. Square quantum bars formed by two interacting arrays of par
quantum wires.e1 , e2 are the unit vectors of the superlattice.
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square superstructure. However, one cannot resort to
standard basis of 2D plane waves when constructing
eigenstate with a given wave vectork in the BZ because of
the kinematic restrictions mentioned above. Even innonin-
teractingarrays of quantum wires the 2D basis is formed
a superposition of two sets of 1D waves. The first of them
a set of 1D excitations propagating alongeachwire of the
first array characterized by a unit vectork1e1 with a phase
shift ak2 between adjacent wires. The second set is the s
lar manifold of excitations propagating along the wires of t
second array with a wave vectork2e2 and phase shiftak2 .
The states of equal energy obtained by means of this pr
dure form straight lines in the 2D BZ. For example, the Q
Fermi surface developed from the points6kF for an indi-
vidual quantum wire consists of two sets of linesuk1,2u
5kF . Accordingly, the Fermi sea is not a circle with radiu
kF like in the case of free 2D gas, but a cross in thek plane
bounded by these four lines4 ~see Fig. 2!. Of course, these
equipotential lines describe the 1D excitations in the BZ o
QB.

Due to weakness of the interwire interaction, the exci
tions in the 2D BZ depicted in Fig. 3 acquire genuine tw
dimensionality characterized by the quasimomentumq
5(q1 ,q2). However, in case of weak interaction the 2
waves constructed from the 1D plane waves in accorda
with the above procedure form an appropriate basis for
description of elementary excitations in QB in close analo
with the nearly free electron approximation in convention
crystalline lattices. It is easily foreknown that the interwi
interaction does not completely destroy the above quasi
mentum classification of eigenstates, and the 2D reconst
tion of the spectrum may be described in terms of wa
mixing similarly to the standard Bragg diffraction in a wea
periodic potential. Moreover, the classification of eigensta
of noninteracting crossed arrays of 1D wires~‘‘empty super-
lattice’’! may be effectively used for the classification of e
ergy bands in a real QB superlattice. Our next step is
construct a complete 2D basis for this empty superlattice

el

FIG. 2. Fermi surface of square metallic quantum bars in the absenc
charge transfer between wires.g1 , g2 are the unit vectors of the reciproca
superlattice.
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Due to LL nature of the excitations in a given wire, the
are described as plane wavesL21/2exp(ikx) with wave num-
berk and initial dispersion lawv0(k)5yuku. Each excitation
in a corresponding ‘‘empty superchain’’ is described by
quasi-wavenumberq and the band numberp (p51, 2,...). Its
wave function has the Bloch-type structure

cp,q~x!5
1

AL
eiqxup,q~x! ~1!

with the Bloch amplitude

up,q~x!5 (
n52`

`
sinjn

jn
3cos@~2p21!jn#expS 24i jn

q

QD ,

jn5
p

2 S x

a
2nD .

The corresponding dispersion lawvp(q) has the form

~yQ!21vp~q!5
2p21

4
1 (

n51

`
2~21!p

p2~2n11!2 cos
2p~2n11!

Q
.

Within the first BZ of a superchain,uqu<Q/2, expressions
for the Bloch amplitude and dispersion law are substanti
simplified:

up,q~x!5expH iQx~21!p21Fp

2GsgnqJ , ~2!

vp~q!5yQS Fp

2G1~21!p21
uqu
Q D . ~3!

The 2D basis of periodic Bloch functions for an emp
superlattice is constructed in terms of the 1D Bloch functio
~1!, ~2!:

Cp,q8,q~r !5cp,q1
~x1!cp8,q2

~x2!. ~4!

Herep, p851, 2,..., are the band numbers and the 2D qu
momentumq5(q1 ,q2) belongs to the first BZ,uqj u<Q/2.
The corresponding eigenfrequencies are

vpp8~q!5vp~q1!1vp8~q2!. ~5!

We will use this basis in the next Section when construct
the excitation spectrum of QBs within the reduced ba
scheme.

FIG. 3. Two dimensional Brillouin zone of a square QB. The three dir
tions along which the dispersion of Bose excitations is calculated in Se
are marked by the indices1, 2, 3.
y

s

i-

g
d

3. HAMILTONIAN

The full Hamiltonian of the QBs is

H5H11H21H int , ~6!

whereH j describes the 1D boson field in thej th array

H15
\y

2 (
n2

E
2L/2

L/2

dx1H gp1
2~x1 ,n2a!

1
1

g
~]x1

u1~x1 , n2a!!2J ,

H25
\y

2 (
n1

E
2L/2

L/2

dx2H gp2
2~n1a, x2!

1
1

g
~]x2

u2~n1a, x2!!2J ,

and (u j ,p j ) are the conventional canonically conjugate b
son fields~see, e.g., Ref. 13!. The Fermi velocitiesy1,25y
and the LL parametersg1,25g are taken to be the same fo
both arrays. Generalization to the case of different para
etersy j , gj , aj is straightforward.

The interwire interaction results from a short-range co
tact capacitive coupling in the crosses of the bar,

H int5 (
n1 ,n2

E
2L/2

L/2

dx1dx2V~x12n1a, n2a2x2!

3r1~x1 , n2a!r2~n1a, x2!.

Here r i(r ) are density operators, andV(r12r2) is a short-
range interwire interaction. Physically, it represents the C
lomb interaction between charge fluctuationse§(x/r 0),
§(0)51 around the pointsr15(x1 ,n2a) and r25(n1a,x2).
The size of these fluctuations is determined by the scree
radius r 0 within the wire. One may neglect the interwir
tunneling and restrict oneself to the capacitive interact
only, provided the vertical distance between the wiresd is
substantially larger than the screening radiusr 0 . Therefore
the interaction has the form

V~r !5
V0

2
FS x1

r 0
,
x2

r 0
D ,

where the functionF (j1 ,j2) is

F~j1 ,j2!5
§~j1!§~j2!

A11S r 0

d
D 2

~j1
21j2

2!

. ~7!

It is seen from these equations thatF (j1 ,j2) is an even
function of its arguments; it vanishes foruj1,2u>1 and is
normalized by conditionF(0,0)51. The effective coupling
strength is

V05
2e2

d
.

-
5
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In terms of boson field operatorsu i , the interaction is written
as

H int5V0 (
n1 ,n2

E
2L/2

L/2

dx1dx2FS x12n1a

r 0
,
n2a2x2

r 0
D

3]x1
u1~x1 , n2a!]x2

u2~n2a, x2!.

In the quasimomentum representation~4!, ~1!, ~2! the
full Hamiltonian ~6! acquires the form

H5
\yg

2a (
j 51

2

(
p

(
q

p jpq
1 p jpq

1
\

2yga (
j j 851

2

(
pp8

(
q

Wjp j 8p8qu jpq
1 u j 8p8q ~8!

with matrix elements for interwire coupling given by

Wjp j 8p8q5v jpqv j 8p8q@d j j 8dpp81f jp j 8p8q~12d j j 8!#.

Here

v jpq[vp~qj !5vS Fp

2GQ1~21!p11UqjU D ~9!

are eigenfrequencies~3! of the ‘‘unperturbed’’ 1D mode per-
taining to an arrayj, bandp, and quasimomentumqjgj . The
coefficients

f jp j 8p8q5f~21!p1p8 sgn~q1q2!F jp j 8p8qf5
gV0r 0

2

\va
~10!

are proportional to the dimensionless Fourier componen
the interaction strengths,

F1p2p8q5E dj1dj2F~j1 ,j2!e2 ir 0~q1j11q2j2!

3up,q1
* ~r 0j1!up8,q2

* ~r 0j2!5F2p81pq . ~11!

The Hamiltonian~8! describes a system of coupled ha
monic oscillators, which can be exactly diagonalized w
the help of a certain canonical linear transformation~note
that it is already diagonal with respect to the quasimom
tum q!. The diagonalization procedure is, nevertheless, ra
cumbersome due to the mixing of states belonging to dif
ent bands and arrays. However, it will be shown below t
the dimensionless interaction parameterf ~10! is effectively
weak, and a perturbation approach is applicable.

4. MAIN APPROXIMATIONS

As was mentioned in the Introduction, we consider r
efied QBs with a short-range capacitive interaction. In
case of QBs formed by nanotubes, this is a Coulomb in
action screened at a distance of the order of the nano
radius14 R0 , and thereforer 0;R0 . The minimal radius of a
single-wall carbon nanotube is aboutR050.35– 0.4 nm~see
Ref. 15!. The intertube vertical distanced in artificially pro-
duced nanotube networks is estimated asd'2 nm.12 There-
fore the dimensionless interactionf ~10! can be estimated a

f;A«
R0

a
, ~12!
of

-
er
r-
t

-
e
r-
be

where

A«5
2R0

d

ge2

\v
. ~13!

The first factor is about 0.35. The second one, which
nothing but the ‘‘fine structure’’ constant for the nanotu
QBs, can be estimated as 0.9~we used the valuesd51/3 and
v583107 cm/s @Ref. 11#!. Therefore« is approximately
equal to 0.1. The modulus of the matrix element~11! with
the exponential form ofz(j)5exp(2uju) does not exceed
unity, so that the interaction~11! is really weak.

The smallness of dimensionless interactionf enables
one to apply perturbation theory. In this limit, the systemat
of unperturbed levels and states is grossly conserved, at
in the low-energy region corresponding to the first fe
bands. This means that they should be described by the s
quantum numbers~array number, band number, and qua
momentum!. Indeed, as follows from the unperturbed dispe
sion law ~9!, the interband mixing is significant only alon
the high-symmetry directions in the first BZ~BZ boundaries
and linesgi50!. In the rest of the BZ this mixing can b
taken into account perturbatively. The interarray mixi
within the same energy band is strong for waves with qua
momenta close to the diagonal of the BZ. Away from t
diagonal, it can also be calculated perturbatively.

For quasimomenta far from the BZ diagonals and hig
symmetry directions, and in second order of perturbat
theory, the above-mentioned canonical transformation res
in the following renormalized field operators for the fir
array:

ũ1pq5S 12
1

2
bpqD u1pq1(

p8
fpp8qu2p8q , ~14!

where

fpp8q5
f1p2p8qv1pqv2p8q

v1pq
2 2v2p8q

2

and

bpq5(
p8

fpp8q
2 . ~15!

Below, the specific values of these coefficients

fpq[f1pq , ~16!

fq[f1q[f11q , ~17!

bpq8 5 (
p8Þp

fpp8q
2 ~18!

will also be used. The renormalized eigenfrequencies for
first array are

ṽ1pq
2 5v1pq

2 S 11(
p8

gpp8qD , ~19!

where

gpp8q5
f1p2p8q

2 v2p8q
2

v1pq
2 2v2p8q

2 .
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Corresponding formulas for the second array are obtaine
replacing 1p→2p, and 1p8→2p8.

Consider now the frequency correction in Eq.~19! more
attentively. In the case under consideration, all terms in
~19! are nonsingular. Then, away from the BZ bounda
(uqu!Q/2) the following estimate is valid:

v jpq
2

v jpq
2 2v j 81q

2 '11OS qj 8
2

~pQ!2D ,

~ j , j 8!5~1,2!,~2,1!; p.1.

Therefore, the correction term can be estimated appr
mately asv11q

2 Sq , with

Sq5(
p

f112pq
2 5«

R0
2

a2 (
p

F112pq
2 . ~20!

Due to the short-range character of the interaction, the ma
elementsF112pq vary slowly with band number, being of th
order of unity for p,pmax;a/R0, and decrease rapidly fo
p.pmax. Therefore, the right-hand side in Eq.~20! can
roughly be estimated as

Sq2«
R0

a
50.1

R0

a
!1. ~21!

One should also remember that the energy spectrum of n
tube remains one-dimensional only for frequencies sma
than somevm . Therefore, an external cutoff arises atp
5akm , wherekm;vm /v. As a result, one gets the estima

Sq2«
R0

a
kmR0 . ~22!

Hence, one could hope to gain here an additional powe
the small interaction radius, but for nanotubes,km is of the
order of 1/R0 ~see Refs. 11 and 16! and the two estimate
coincide.

For quasimomenta close to the BZ center, the coeffic
Sq can be calculated exactly. Due to smoothness of the
trix elementsf112pq with respect to the band numberp, the
sum overp in Eq. ~20! can be replaced by an integral ov
the extended BZ with wave vectork whose components ar

kj5aj1sgn~qj !~21!pj 11@pj /2#Q. ~23!

For uqu<Q/2 one getsuSqu<uS0u, where

S05
«R0

2

2pa E2`

`

dkF2~k!

and

F~k!5E dj1dj2F~j1 ,j2!e2 ir 0kj2.

Finally, one obtains

S05«F0
2 R0

a
, ~24!

where the constant

F0
25E djdj1dj2F~j1 ,j!F~j2 ,j!
by

q.

i-

ix

o-
r

of

nt
a-

for the exponential form of§(j)}exp(2uju) is '1.5. As a
result, instead of the preliminary estimate~21!, we have

S050.14
R0

a
.

Thus the correction term in Eq.~19! is in fact small.

5. ENERGY SPECTRUM

In the major part of the BZ, for quasimomentaq lying
far from the diagonal, the spectrum is described by Eqs.~14!,
~19!. Here each eigenstate~14! mostly conserves its initia
systematics, i.e., belongs to a given array, and mostly
pends on a given quasimomentum component. The co
sponding dispersion laws~19! remain linear, being slightly
modified near the BZ boundaries only. The main changes
therefore reduced to a renormalization of the plasmon ve
ity. In Fig. 4 the dispersion curves, corresponding to qua
momenta varying along line1 of Fig. 3, are plotted in com-
parison with those for noninteracting arrays.~In all figures
within this Section we use the units\5Q5v51.! In what
follows we use the~j,p! notation for the unperturbed boso
propagating along thej th array in thepth band. Then the
lowest curve in Fig. 4 is, in fact, the slightly renormalize
dispersion of a~2,1! boson, the middle curve describes
~1,1! boson, and the upper curve is the dispersion of a~1,2!
boson. The fourth frequency, corresponding to a~2,2! boson,
is far above and is not displayed in the figure. It is seen t
the dispersion remains linear along the whole line1 except in
the nearest vicinity of the BZ boundary~see inset in Fig. 4!.

The interband hybridization gap for the bosons propag
ing along the first array can be estimated as

Dv12;vQ«
r 0

a
.

Similar gaps exist near the boundary of the BZ for each o
and next even energy band, as well as for each even and
odd band near the linesq150 or q250. The energy gap
between thepth and (p11)-th bands is estimated as

Dvp,p11;vQ«
r 0

a
o~p21!.

FIG. 4. The energy spectrum of QB~solid lines! and noninteracting arrays
~dashed lines! for quasi-momenta at line1 of Fig. 3 (q250.2q1). Pointsa,
b, c on the figure correspond to the pointA at the BZ boundary. Inset:
Zoomed vicinity of the pointq1 /Q50.5; v50.5.
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For large enough band numberp interaction is effectively
suppressed,f1p2p8→0, and the gaps vanish.

Dispersion curves corresponding to quasi-momenta
ing at the BZ boundaryq15Q/2, 0<q2<Q/2 ~line 2 in Fig.
3!, are displayed in Fig. 5. Again, the dispersion laws
nearly linear, and deviations from linearity are observed o
near the corner of the BZ. The lowest curve describes
dispersion of the~2,1! wave. Its counterpart in the secon
band~2,2! is described by the highest curve in the figure.
the zero the approximation, two modes (j ,1) propagating
along the first array are degenerate with unperturbed
quency v50.5. The interaction lifts the degeneracy. T
lowest of two middle curves corresponds to the (1,u) boson,
and the upper of them describes the (1,g) boson. Here the
indicesg, u denote a boson parity with respect to the tra
position of the band numbers. Note that the (1,g) boson
exactly conserves its unperturbed frequencyv50.5. The lat-
ter fact is related to the square symmetry of the QBs. T
pointsa, b, c in Figs. 4 and 5 are the same.

Now consider the dispersion of modes with qua
momenta on line3 in Fig. 3. We start withq not too close to
the BZ cornerq15q25Q/2. In this case, the initial frequen
cies of modes belonging to the same band coincide,v1pq
5v2pq[vpq . Therefore the modes are strongly mixed:

ũgpq5
1

&
S 12

1

2
bpqD ~u2pq1u1pq!

2
1

&
(

p8Þp
~fp8pqu1p8q2fpp8qu2p8q!, ~25!

ũupq5
1

&
S 12

1

2
bpqD ~u2pq2u1pq!

2
1

&
(

p8Þp
~fp8pqu1p8q1fpp8qu2p8q!. ~26!

FIG. 5. Upper panel: The energy spectrum of QB~solid lines! and nonin-
teracting arrays~dashed lines! for quasi-momenta at the BZ boundary~line
2 in Fig. 3!. Pointsd, e, f in the figure correspond to the cornerB of the BZ.
Lower panel: Zoomed vicinity of the linev50.5.
-

e
y
e

e-

-

e

-

The corresponding eigenfrequencies are shifted fr
their bare values

ṽgpq
2 5vpq

2 F11f1p2pq1 (
p8Þp

gpp8qG , ~27!

ṽupq
2 5vpq

2 F12f1p2pq1 (
p8Þp

gpp8qG . ~28!

In zeroth order of perturbation theory, the modes~25!, ~26!
have a definitej-parity with respect to transposition of arra
numbersj 51, 2. Due to the repulsive character of the inte
action, the odd modes (u,p), p51, 2, ~26! correspond to
lower frequencies~28! and the even modes~g,p! ~25! corre-
spond to the higher ones~27!. The dispersion curves at th
BZ diagonal are displayed in Fig. 6. The pointsd, e, andf in
Fig. 6 are the same as in the Fig. 5.

At the BZ cornerq15q25Q/2 all four initial modes in
the zeroth approximation are degenerate and have al
definite p-parity with respect to transposition of band num
bersp51, 2. The interwire interaction partially lifts the de
generacy. In zeroth-order approximation, the lowest f
quency corresponds to a~g,u! boson, symmetric with respec
to transposition of the array numbers, but antisymmetric w
respect to the transposition of band numbers. The up
curve describes a~u,u! boson with oddj-parity andp-parity.
Degeneracy of two middle modes with even band par
~g,g! and~u,g! bosons, is provided by the symmetry of inte
action in a square superlattice~7!. Note once more that thei
frequency equals to its unperturbed valuev50.5.

All these results show that the quantum states of the
quantum bar conserve the quasi-1D character of
Luttinger-like liquid in the major part of momentum spac
and that the 2D effects can be successfully calculated wi
the framework of perturbation theory. However, bosons w
quasimomenta close to the diagonal of the first BZ
strongly mixed bare 1D bosons. These excitations are es
tially two-dimensional, and therefore the lines of equal e
ergy in this part of BZ are modified by the 2D interactio
~see Fig. 7!. It is clearly seen that deviations from linearit
occur only in a small part of the BZ. The crossover from L
to FL behavior around isolated points of the BZ due to
single-particle hybridization~tunneling! for Fermi excita-

FIG. 6. The energy spectrum of QB~solid lines! and noninteracting arrays
~dashed lines! for quasi-momenta on the diagonal of the BZ~line 3 in Fig.
3!. Pointsd, e, f in the figure correspond to cornerB of the BZ.
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tions was noticed in Refs. 4 and 10, where a mesh of h
zontal and vertical stripes in superconducting cuprates
studied.

6. CORRELATIONS AND OBSERVABLES

The structure of the energy spectrum analyzed ab
predetermines optical and transport properties of the Q
Let us consider an ac conductivity whose spectral proper
are given by a current-current correlator

s j j 8~q,v!5s j j 8
8 ~q,v!1 is j j 8

9 ~q,v!

5
1

v E
0

`

dteivt^@Jj 1q~ t !,Jj 81q
†

~0!#&.

HereJjpq5&vgp jpq is a current operator of thej th array.
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the first band. F
noninteracting wires, the current-current correlator is
duced to the conventional LL expression,17

^@Jj 1q~ t !,Jj 81q
†

~0!#&0522ivgv j 1q sin~v j 1qt !d j j 8

with metallic Drude peak

s j j 8
8 ~q,v.0!5pvgd~v2v j 1q!d j j 8 . ~29!

The corresponding imaginary part contains a single pole
the resonance frequencyv j 1q ,

s j j 8
8 ~q,v.0!5

2vgv jpq
2

v~v22v jpq
2 !

d j j 8 .

For interacting wires, wheref jp j 8p8qÞ0, the correlators may
easily be calculated after diagonalization of the Hamilton
~8! by the transformations~14! for q off the diagonal of the
first BZ, or by the transformations~25! and ~26! for q lying
on the diagonal of the BZ.

Consider first the quasi-momentaq lying far from the
diagonal of the first BZ. In this case, the transformations
the field momenta can be obtained in a similar manner to
transformations~14! for the field coordinates. As a resul
one has:

^@J11q~ t !,J11q
† ~0!#&522ivg~12b1q!ṽ11q sin~ṽ11qt !

22ivg(
p

fpq
2 ṽ2pq sin~ṽ2pqt !,

FIG. 7. The lines of equal frequency for QB~solid lines! and noniteracting
arrays~dashed lines!. Lines 1, 2, 3 correspond to the frequenciesv150.1,
v250.25,v350.4.
i-
as

e
s.
s

r
-

at

n

r
e

^@J11q~ t !,J21q
† ~0!#&522ivgfq

3@ṽ11q sin~ṽ11qt !2ṽ21q sin~ṽ21qt !#,

wherebpq , fpq andfq are defined in Eqs.~15!, ~17!, ~18!.
Then, for the optical absorptions8 one obtains

s118 ~q,v!5pvg~12b1q!d~v2ṽ11q!

1pvg(
p

fpq
2 d~v2ṽ2pq!, ~30!

s128 ~q,v!5pvgfq@d~v2ṽ11q!2d~v2ṽ21q!#. ~31!

The longitudinal optical absorption~30! ~i.e. the conductivity
within a given set of wires! has its main peak at frequenc
ṽ11q'vuq1u, corresponding to the first band of the pertine
array, and an additional weak peak at the frequencyṽ21q
'vuq2u, corresponding to the first band of a complementa
array. It contains also a set of weak peaks at frequen
ṽ2pq'@p/2# vQ (p52,3,...) corresponding to the contribu
tion from the higher bands of the complementary array.
the same time, a second observable becomes rele
namely, the transverse optical conductivity~31!. It is propor-
tional to the interaction strength and has two peaks at
quenciesṽ11q and ṽ21q in the first bands of both sets o
wires. For uqu→0 Eq. ~30! reduces to that for an array o
noninteracting wires~29!, and the transverse optical condu
tivity ~31! vanishes.

In the case when the quasi-momentaq belong to the
diagonal of the first BZ, the transformations for the fie
momenta are similar in form to Eqs.~25! and ~26!. The
current-current correlation functions have the form

^@J11q~ t !,J11q
† ~0!#&52 ivg~12b1q8 !

3@ṽg1q sin~ṽg1qt !1ṽu1q sin~ṽu1qt !#

2 ivg(
pÞ1

fpq
2 ṽpq sin~ṽpqt !,

^@J1q~ t !,J2q
† ~0!#&52 ivg@ṽg1q sin~ṽg1qt !

2ṽu1q sin~ṽu1qt !#

with vpq andbpq8 defined by Eqs.~3!, ~18!, and the optical
conductivity is estimated as

s118 ~q,v.0!5
pvg

2
~12b1q8 !Fd~v2ṽq1q!1d~v2ṽu1q!

1pvg(
pÞ1

fpq
2 d~v2vpq!, ~32!

s128 ~q,v.0!5
pvg

2
@d~v2ṽq1q!2d~v2ṽu1q!#. ~33!

The longitudinal optical conductivity~32! has a split double
peak at frequenciesṽ11q andṽ21q , instead of a single peak
Again, a series of weak peaks occurs at frequenciesvpq
corresponding to contributions from higher bandsp52, 3,
4,... . The transverse optical conductivity~33!, similarly to
the nondiagonal case~31!, has a split double peak at freque
cies ṽ11q and ṽ21q .
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The imaginary part of the ac conductivitys j j 8
9 (q,v) is

calculated within the same approach. Its longitudinal com
nent forq far from the BZ diagonal equals

s119 ~q,v!52vg
v11q

2

v F 12b1q

v22ṽ11q
2 1(

p

fpq
2

v22ṽ2pq
2 G .

Beside the standard pole at zero frequency and the main
at the resonance frequencyv11q , the real part has an add
tional series of high-band satellites. The corresponding
pression fors229 (q,v) can be obtained after the replaceme
1↔2. For quasi-momenta at the diagonal, the longitudi
optical absorption is

s119 ~q,v!5~12b1q!
vg

v F ṽg1q
2

v22ṽg1q
2 1

ṽu1q
2

v22ṽu1q
2 G

12vg
v1q

2

v (
p51

` fpq
2

v22vpq
2 .

It contains two main poles similar to two peaks in the opti
conductivity, and the series of poles contributed by
higher bands. The transverse component of the imagin
part of the ac conductivity has the same form for anyq:

s129 ~q,v!52vgfqvF 1

v22ṽu1q
2 2

1

v22ṽg1q
2 G .

It always contains two poles and vanishes for noninterac
wires.

One of the main effects specific for a QB is the appe
ance of a nonzero transverse momentum-momentum cor
tion function. In space-time coordinates (x,t) its representa-
tion reads

G12~x,t !5^@p1~x1,0;t !,p2~0,x2 ;0!#&. ~34!

This function describes the momentum response at the p
(0,x2) of the second array at the momentt caused by initial
(t50) perturbation at the point (x1,0) of the first array. Stan
dard calculations similar to those described above lead to
following expression:

G12~x,t !52 i
V0r 0

2

4p2\v E2`

1`

dk1dk2Fk1k2

3sin~k1x1!sin~k2x2!

3
k2 sin~k2vt !2k1 sin~k1vt !

k2
22k1

2 . ~35!

HereFk1k2
is defined by Eq.~11! with p5p1 , p85p2 , and

k1,2 from Eq. ~23!.
This correlator is shown in Fig. 8. Here the nonze

response corresponds to the line determined by the obv
kinematic conditionux1u1ux2u5vt. The finiteness of the in-
teraction radius slightly spreads this peak and change
profile.

7. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the ene
spectrum of QBs shows the characteristic properties of LL
uqu, v→0, but at finiteq, the density and momentum wave
may have either 1D or 2D character depending on the di
-
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tion of the wave vector. Due to an interwire interaction, u
perturbed states propagating along the two arrays are alw
mixed, and the transverse components of the correla
functions do not vanish. For quasimomentum lying on t
diagonal of the BZ, such mixing is strong, and the transve
correlators have the same order of magnitude as the long
dinal ones.
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The dc current through a voltage-biased long transparent SNS junction in a dissipative regime is
considered. The problem under certain conditions is mapped onto exactly solvable model
of energy pumping into a quasiballistic 1D quantum ring driven by time-dependent magnetic flux.
A rich peak-like structure of the subgap current at low voltages is predicted. The maxima in
the current correspond to resonant energy absorption for fractional values of the normalized bias
voltage. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496665#
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INTRODUCTION

The nonequilibrium properties of mesoscopic condu
ing systems differ significantly from those in bulk materia
The reason is the dominant role of quantum coherent dyn
ics which develops on a time scale, shorter than the re
ation times in the system. As a result, quantum interfere
phenomena crucially affect the nonlinear kinetics of mes
copic conductors~see, e.g., Ref. 1!.

Nonsuperconducting mesoscopic structures have b
shown to be extremely sensitive to external electromagn
field, producing giant mesoscopic fluctuations of t
conductance.2 Mesoscopic rings placed in a time-depende
magnetic flux are characterized by strong resonant selec
in the microwave power absorbed~fractional pumping of
mesoscopic rings3!. The origin of all of the above effects i
quantum interference between different paths of dynam
evolution of electrons driven by external fields.

Superconducting nanostructures in which quantum
herence is a ‘‘macroscopic’’ feature of large numbers of el
trons should reveal nonequilibrium coherent dynamics in
even more pronounced way. Energy dissipation in mes
copic superconducting weak links is an example of ph
coherence nonequilibrium phenomenon in superconduc
mesoscopics.

In the present paper we will consider the effect of fra
tional dissipation of electric power in voltage-biased lo
ballistic SNS structures. Andreev levels representing the
ergy spectrum in a long SNS transparent junction are sh
in Fig. 1. If a small voltageeV!\vF /L is applied~vF is the
Fermi velocity,L is the junction length!, the quantum evolu-
tion of Andreev states can be represented as a motion a
the lines of Fig. 1 which is interrupted by scattering events
the vicinity of the crossing points. This scattering splits t
trajectory and results in the appearance of a number of a
native quantum paths for the displacement of the system
energy space. The interference of such paths ends at the
5471063-777X/2002/28(7)/4/$22.00
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ment of time when relaxation stops the dynamical pump
of the system.

Two different scenarios of dynamical evolution of qu
siparticles in a normal region are possible depending on
intensity of energy relaxation. In the weak dissipation lim
the dynamical drift along the energy lines eventually brin
the system out of the energy gap. The dissipation of ene
takes place in the leads~bulk superconductors! far from the
junction. This scenario corresponds to the now traditio
picture of current formation by multiple Andreev reflection
~MAR!.4–6 In contrast, in the strong dissipation limit~which
is effectively always the case atV→0! the coherent dynami-
cal evolution is interrupted by relaxation, preventing qua
particles from leaving the gap region. This is the case wh
power emission is localized within a weak link and the fo
mation of current is totally due to quantized Andreev stat
This is the case we will consider below.

The interference pattern for energy absorption will

FIG. 1. The set of Andreev levels,En
6 , as a function of timet in a long

ballistic SNS junction.dE is a level spacing,t0 is a ‘‘quasiperiod’’ in the
problem.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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sensitive to commensurability between the typical time
interscattering dynamicst0;\/eV and the periodstA

;\/dE ~dE is the level spacing! characterizing the dynam
ics of quantized Andreev states. Since the absorbed powW
directly determines the average currentI in the system, the
above interference should produce nonmonotonicI –V char-
acteristics with the peaks corresponding to maxima of
resonant absorption,t0 /tA5p/q ~p,q are integers!. The cal-
culation of ‘‘fractional structure’’ ofI –V characteristics is
the subject of the present work.

THE AVERAGE ABSORPTION ENERGY

We begin with the description of a set of bound states
a single-mode SNS junction. The energies of Andreev lev
En

s , as a function of the phase differencew5wR2wL be-
tween the two superconductors are found from the trans
dental equation7

En
~s!

dE
2s

w

2p
5n1

1

p
arccos

En
~s!

D
, ~1!

where dE5p\vF /L is the level spacing,n50,61,62,...,
and s561. In a long ~L@j0 ,j0 is the coherence length!
junction the spectrum Eq.~1! for E!D ~D is the modulus of
the order parameter! is reduced to a set of equidistant leve
that depend linearly onw:

En
~6 !

dE
5n1

p6w

2p
. ~2!

The terms cross at pointswp5pp ~p is the integer!. This
degeneracy is lifted in the presence of normal scattering
the junction. We will model the normal scattering by a we
point-like impurity ~U0!dE, U0 is the impurity potential!
placed at one of the interfaces~asymmetric junction!. In this
case the gapsDn that are opened at the degeneracy points
small andn-independent,Dn.U0 .

For a voltage-biased junction the phase differencew ac-
cording to the Josephson relation (ẇ52eV/\) depends lin-
early on time, and the problem becomes nonstationary
nonequilibrium. It can be reformulated as a transport pr
lem in energy space, where in the general situation both
bound (E,D) and the scattering (E.D) states contribute to
the dc current. We will consider a long ballistic SNS juncti
in a dissipative regime, that is, in the case when dissipa
influences the dynamics of quasiparticles in the normal
gion. In the presence of dissipation the maximum ene
gained by quasiparticles in the normal region can be m
smaller thanD. In this case only the bound states in a sm
strip aroundEF are involved in dynamical processes, a
their spectrum can be approximated as a linear one, Eq.~2!.
Thus, our problem is reduced to a transport problem on a
of equidistant Andreev levels~see Fig. 1!.

It is evident that for a not fully transparent junction th
dc current will be zero if one neglects the interlevel tunn
ing. So, to get finite current we have to consider elect
transitions between the levels. If the ballistic timet0/2 of
electron motion between the transition points,t05p\/eV, is
much larger than the characteristic scattering timets

;\/U0 , the interlevel transitions will take place mostly
the vicinity of degeneracy points, where the interlevel sp
f
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ing is the smallest (;U0). Therefore, at low voltageseV
!U0!dE the dynamics of quasiparticles in energy space
a set of Andreev levels can be represented as a free mo
between the ‘‘transition points’’wp5pp and a scattering a
these points described by a unitary 232-matrix Ŝ. It is con-
venient to parametrize the scattering matrix by the amplitu
t of interlevel transition:

Ŝ5S A12t2 i t

i t A12t2D .

At low voltages the electron transition amplitude is d
scribed by the Landau–Zener quasiclassical formula~see,
e.g., Ref. 8!

t5expS 2
p2

2

U0
2

dEeVD .

The dc currentI in a dissipative junction can be ex
pressed in terms of the average energy accumulation raW
by the standard formulaI 5W/V. To calculate this quantity
we consider the energy absorption rate averaged over
time interval@2t0/2,t0/2#,

W~ t !5
1

t0
E

t2

t1

dt8Tr$r~ t8!Ḣ~ t8!%,

where t65t6t0/2, Ḣ[] tH(t). The single-electron density
matrix is calculated from the equation

]r

]t
5

i

\
@r,H#2n~r2 f 0!, ~3!

wheren is the relaxation rate andf 0[ f 0@H# is the equilib-
rium Fermi–Dirac distribution corresponding to the Ham
tonian

H5 i\vFs3t3

]

]x
1D~x!$s1 cosw/22sgnxs2 sinw/2%.

~4!

In expression~4! s i , t i are the Pauli matrices in electron
hole and ‘‘left-right’’ spaces, respectively, andD(x)
5DQ(uxu2L/2) ~hereQ(x) is the Heaviside step function!.

The solution of Eq.~3! can be expressed in terms of th
evolution operatoru(t,t8):

r5nE
2`

t

dt8en~ t82t !u~ t,t8! f 0$H~ t8!%u1~ t,t8!.

Then for the energy absorption rate one gets

W~ t !5
1

t0
E

t2

t1

dt8e2nt8H~ t8!E
2`

t8
dt9ent9F~ t9!, ~5!

where

H~ t !5u1~ t,0!Ḣ~ t !u~ t,0!,

F~ t !5u1~ t,0! ḟ 0$H~ t !%u~ t,0!.

With the help of the periodic symmetry property of th
Hamiltonian~4!,

H~ t1t0!5s3H~ t !s3 ,

it is easy to show that the average power absorption does
depend on time,W(t)5W5const, and without any loss o
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generality we can putt50 in Eq. ~5!. It is convenient to
divide the whole time interval of integration (2`,t8) in Eq.
~5! into discrete intervals@2t0/22mt0 ;t0/22mt0#, m
50,1,... . Finally the formula for the average energy abso
tion rate takes the form

W5
1

t0
Tr (

m50

`

e22ñmHPmFP2m1Q, ~6!

whereñ51/2nt0 , P5s3u(t0,0)

andH5E
2t0/2

t0/2

dte2ntH~ t !,F5E
2t0/2

t0/2

dte2ntF~ t !,

Q5
1

t0
TrE

2t0/2

t0/2

dt8e2nt8H~ t8!E
2t0/2

t8
dt9ent9F~ t9!.

In what follows we will consider the most interesting case
moderately weak dissipationdE/D! ñ!1.

As one can see from Eq.~6!, the only operator associate
with a long-time dynamics of our system is the unitary o
eratorP. This means that theI –V characteristics of a long
dissipative SNS junction at low bias voltage and for a we
dissipation are determined by a spectral properties
P:Pub&5eibub&. In the basis of Andreev levelsun,6& this
operator coincides with the one studied in considerable de
in Ref. 3 for the problem of energy pumping into a quasib
listic quantum ring. It was shown in Ref. 3 that the spectr
of P crucially depends on the number properties of the qu
tity a5$dE/4eV% ~here$x% stands for the fractional part o
x!.

For an irrationala the spectrum ofP is discrete and all
eigenfunctions are localized. In the limitn→0 the average
energy absorption rate can be estimated as

Wi5ndERloc
2 , ~7!

whereRloc is the dimensionless localization radius.3 An ana-
lytical expression forRloc was derived in our previous pape

Rloc
2 5(

l 50

`
t2l

sinpa l
. ~8!

From Eqs.~7!, ~8! one can see that for ‘‘irrational case’’ th
absorption power tends to zero in the limitn→0.

For rational valuesa5p/q ~p,q are integers! the
eigenfunctions ofP are the Bloch functions.3 In this case the
absorbed power in the limitn→0 takes the form

Wr5
dE

n S eV

p\ D 2

~12A12t2q!1O~n!, ~9!

@in the last expression we assume thatpÞ0; if p50 we
must putq51 in Eq. ~9!#.

To compare the contributions~7! and ~9! to the I –V
curves, one first of all needs to find the relevant energy s
to satisfyWr@Wi . It is easy to show that the above inequa
ity will hold ~for not-too-big values ofq! when the bias
voltage falls in the interval\n!eV!U0 and for eV
;pU0

2/dE when the amplitudet of interlevel transitions is
not exponentially small. At these voltages theI –V charac-
teristics of a long transparent SNS junction should dem
strate specific~peak-like! structure~see Fig. 2! arising from
-

f

-

k
f

il
-

-

le

-

the effect of fractional pumping of energy into the quasib
listic electron system with equidistant quantized ene
levels.

CONCLUSION

In recent experiments9,10 the effects of quantum coher
ence were observed in a dissipative long SNS junction i
diated by an electromagnetic field. These experiments cle
demonstrated that dissipation in a long transparent SNS ju
tion is unable to wash out quantum interference effects p
duced by the coherent dynamics of quasiparticles in the n
mal region. The orthodox theory4–6 of subgap structures in
I –V characteristics of SNS junction is based on t
Landauer–Buttiker approach, where it is assumed that d
pation occurs only in the leads~bulk superconductors! and
does not influence the dynamics of electrons inside the n
mal region. Recently11 a theory of MAR was applied for the
description of subgap structures in long (L@j0) quasiballis-
tic junctions~see also Refs. 12 and 13!. It is clear that for a
real long SNS junction at sufficiently low bias voltages t
dissipation will take place in the normal region, and the jun
tion should be treated as a dissipative one.

We have proposed an approach in which both the coh
ent dynamics of quasiparticles in a long junction and
relaxation effects inside the normal region determine the c
rent through a weak link.

We showed that the problem under certain conditio
can be mapped onto an exactly solvable model of ene
dissipation in a quasiballistic quantum ring driven by a li
early time-dependent magnetic flux. The existence of t
mapping can be understood physically from the fact that
sets of energy levels of the two problems under considera
are identical.

We derived analytical expressions for the dc curre
through the junction at low bias voltages in the limit of mo
erately weak dissipationeV(dE/D)!\n!dE and predicted
nontrivial ~peak-like! subgap structure ofI –V characteristic
at low voltages\n!eV!dE. The peaks in the current cor
respond to maxima of absorbed power and they are a m
festation of the effect of fractional pumping of energy into
quasiballistic electron system with an equidistant set of
ergye levels.

FIG. 2. The normalized absorption energy,W/W0 , as a function of param-
eter a, 0,a,1, for different Landau-Zener tunneling amplitudes;W0

5dE/t0 . The valueñ50.05 for the dimensionless relaxation rate was us
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The results of experimental studies of the specific heat of the magnetic chain compounds
Ni(C2H8N2)2Ni(CN)4 , Ni(C11H10N2O)2Ni(CN)4 , and Ni(C10H8N2)2Ni(CN)4•H2O are reported.
All compounds are identified asS51 planar Heisenberg magnetic chains with large planar
anisotropy and different values of the in-plane anisotropy constant. The low-temperature specific
heat data are interpreted assuming the existence of noninteracting excitons and antiexcitons
as elementary excitations from the singlet-ground state. The extended strong-coupling model is
used for analysis of the data at higher temperatures. The applicability of the models used
with respect to the value of the in-plane anisotropy is discussed. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1496666#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The physics of one-dimensional~1d! Heisenberg mag-
netic systems has been of interest during the last three
cades, but particularly significant progress in both exp
ment and theory has been made during last several ye
The failure of the description of the thermodynamic prop
ties of 1d magnetic systems in the framework of the sp
wave model demonstrated the importance of spin fluct
tions and nonlinear effects in these systems.1 For example,
solitary excitations were used for the explanation of s
fluctuations in the systems possessing a Haldane g2

whereas out-of-easy-plane fluctuations from the sing
ground state, i.e.,~anti!excitons, have been predicted the
retically in systems with strong planar anisotropy.3,4

In this paper we report low-temperature specific heat
sults of the three magnetic chain compoun
Ni(C2H8N2)2Ni(CN)4 , Ni(C11H10N2O)2Ni(CN)4 , and
Ni(C10H8N2)2Ni(CN)4•H2O ~hereafter abbreviated a
NENC, NDPK, and NBYC, respectively!. Our specific heat
data measurements together with complementary data of
ceptibility, magnetization, and ESR measurements, wh
were published elsewhere,5–7 have confirmed that NENC
NDPK, and NBYC can be considered as a quantumS51
magnetic chain with planar anisotropy and nonzero in-pl
anisotropy. Specific-heat data were analyzed within
framework of the extended strong-coupling theory with
plane anisotropy incorporated.8 We focus our attention on th
validity of this model with changing value of the in-plan
anisotropy constant. Moreover, the specific heat of NE
and partially NDPK below 600 mK can be interpreted a
suming the presence of noninteracting~anti!excitons pre-
dicted in Refs. 3 and 4.

2. STRONG-COUPLING THEORY FOR SÄ1 PLANAR
MAGNETIC CHAIN

The behavior of 1dS51 Heisenberg–Ising model cha
acterized by the Hamiltonian
5511063-777X/2002/28(7)/5/$22.00
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H5 (
n51

N

@22J~Sn
xSn11

x 1Sn
ySn11

y 1lSn
zSn11

z !1D~Sn
z!2#,

~1!

wheren is the site index;Sn are spin operators at thenth site;
J is the intrachain exchange interaction:l is the exchange
interaction anisotropy constant, andD characterizes the
single-ion anisotropy. This Hamiltonian was studied nume
cally in dependence on the magnitude and sign of the par
etersl andD.9 TheD versusl phase diagram for the groun
state of the Hamiltonian~1! has been constructed.10 It is
evident from Fig. 1 that the relatively simple Hamiltonian~1!
possesses a variety of physically different ground st
phases with quantum phase transitions between them.

The spectrum of the Hamiltonian~1! depends strongly
on the value of the dimensionless parametera5D/uJu. Here
we are interested in a so-called large-D phase, for which
D/J@1 ~gray area in the phase diagram on Fig. 1!. For the
large-D phase the exchange Hamiltonian in~1! may be
treated as a perturbation.3,4 Consequently, for the strong
coupling approximation the Hamiltonian~1! can be trans-
formed to the form:

H

D
5H02

V

a
, H05 (

n51

N

~Sn
z!2,

V5 (
n51

N F1

2
~Sn

1Sn11
2 1Sn

1Sn11
2 !1lSn

zSn11
z G . ~2!

In the limit a→` (J50), the ground state of the
Hamiltonian ~2!, H5H0 , is given by the product of state
with vanishing azimuthal spinu0&5u0,0,...,0& ~Sn

z50 for n
sites!. The ground state is nonmagnetic and disordered e
at zero temperature. The first excited states with one non
azimuthal spin (Sn

z561) for any n are denoted asun& and
un̄&, these are so-called exciton~e! and antiexciton (ē), re-
spectively. Bothun& and un̄& are eigenstates of the unpe
turbed HamiltonianH0 for any n.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Higher excited states can be obtained by assigning
value Sn

z561 to two or more sites with corresponding e
ergies 2D, 3D,... . Generally, excited states fall into th
bands of energiesiD corresponding toi sites with nonvan-
ishing azimuthal spins of both signs. These bands are hig
degenerate in the limita→`.

A finite and sufficiently smallJ value may be considere
as a perturbation which will transform the energy levels
bands of a finite width. The low-lying bands do not overl
for a sufficiently largeD/J ratio. The elementary excitation
from the singlet-ground state carrying total spin moment
61 have been named excitons and antiexcitons, respecti
Perturbation theory to the third order3 was used to derive a
dispersion relation for a doubly degenerate~anti!excitonic
mode, yielding:

vk5D@11v1 /a1v2 /a21v3 /a31k#, ~3!

where v1522 cos(k), v25112 sin2(k), v351/2@1
18 sin2(k)#cos(k)22l sin2(k); k denotes the wave vector. I
addition, the energies of two-site excitations fall into a tw
body continuum. Near the Brillouin zone boundary, so
bound states emerge smoothly from the continuum.

This exciton dispersion was used for the calculation
the specific heat at very low temperatures, within a dilu
exciton approximation~DEA!. Since ~anti!excitons obey
Bose statistics, their specific heat contribution will be of t
form

C~T!5
R

p

d

dT E2p

p \v~k!

exp~\v~k!/kBT!21
dk. ~4!

The analysis of NENC specific heat using DEA5 showed
that the theoretical approach3,4 requires further extension in
three ways. First, to provide calculations of the specific h
that are valid beyond the low-temperature region. Second
furnish a corresponding calculation of the magnetic susc
tibility. Third, to include the effect of small in-plane aniso
ropy. All three problems have been addressed by Papan
laou and Spathis in Ref. 8. They carried out a system

FIG. 1. (l,D) phase diagram for the ground state of Hamiltonian~1! for
S51. D andl are in the units ofJ.10
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strong-coupling expansion to obtain analytical approxim
tions for the spectrum of elementary excitations, the spec
heat, and the magnetic susceptibility. A comparison of th
results for a uniaxial~«5E/D50, whereE characterizes the
in-plane anisotropy! ferromagnetic chain with an intermed
ate easy-plane anisotropy (a55) and numerical data calcu
lated by Blöte9 led to the following conclusions: the ex
panded strong-coupling approximation~ESCA! takes over
decisively for temperatures larger thanT;0.15D/kB , where
the DEA, in which effects from mutual interaction of exc
tons are neglected, begins to deteriorate. The value of
anisotropy restricts the applicability of the ESCA. For re
tively low values of the easy-plane anisotropy in the reg
uaucr,2.5, the predictions of the ESCA begin to deteriora
gradually, and the disagreement between the theory
Blöte’s numerical data increases. This deterioration beco
apparent by the formation of a kinklike anomaly on the lo
temperature side of the specific heat. Therefore the res
may be applied foruaucr.2.5 ~for «50! but with caution at
the lower end of this inequality. The in-plane anisotropy
,«,1) causes a depression of the specific heat around
maximum and its enhancement at low temperatures. The
ter is partly explained by the softening of one of the excit
modes at nonvanishing«. For reasonably large values ofuau
the theory requires a stronger condition for the value of
in-plane anisotropy («!1).

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

3.1. Crystal structure

NENC crystallizes in the monoclinic space grou
P21 /n, a57.104(3) Å, b510.671(3) Å, c59.940(2) Å,
b5114.68(2)°, andZ52.11 The structure is built of neutra
chains running along thec axis. The repeating unit is
@Ni(en)2–NC–Ni(CN2) – CN#, where en5C2H8N2, and
two distinct nickel~II ! sites are present. In the@Ni(CN)4#22

anion, the nickel is in a square planar configuration, be
bonded to four cyano groups through C atoms. This ni
el~II ! ion is diamagnetic. In the@Ni(en)2#21 cation, the
nickel is in a distorted octahedral configuration, where fo
N atoms of two en molecules are in the basal plane (dNi-Nen

52.107 Å), while two N atoms from the cyano group are
apical positions (dNi-Nen

52.089 Å). This nickel~II ! ion is
paramagnetic. For these paramagnetic ions, the intrac
Ni–Ni distance is 9.94 Å, whereas the shortest interch
Ni–Ni distance is 7.104 Å~along thea axis!. The chain is
therefore made of paramagneticS51 octahedral nickel~II !
ions linked by diamagnetic square planar NC–Ni(CN)2– CN
units. The chains are well insulated from each other with
chemical bonding between them. Consequently, NENC p
sents all the structural features required for a good quas
system.

NBYC crystallizes in the orthorhombic space grou
Pbcn with cell parameters a514.067(1) Å, b
510.1759(7) Å, andc515.755(1) Å. The structure con
sists of infinite zigzag chains containing two kinds of nic
el~II ! ions. The nickel~II ! ion in the @Ni(CN)4#22 anion is
square planar coordinated and thus diamagnetic. The n
el~II ! ion in the @Ni(C10H8N2)2#21 cation is paramagnetic
and is located at the center of the distorted octahedron. S
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the distance between the magnetic nickel~II ! ions is about 10
Å, the direct exchange interaction will be of minor impo
tance. Although the separation between the chains is com
rable to the distances between the paramagnetic ions w
the chain, more complicated interchain superexchange p
are expected to allow the formation of well-isolated ma
netic linear chains in this compound. A detailed structure
been published in.12

The detailed crystal structure of NDPK has not be
determinated yet, but from infrared spectrum of the co
pound we can deduce the main structural features. Simil
as for NENC and NBYC, two kinds of nickel~II ! ions are
considered in the structure. More specifically, the nickel~II !
ion surrounded by four CN groups is diamagnetic and
nickel~II ! ion placed at the center of a distorted nitrog
octahedron is paramagnetic.

3.2. Specific heat

The specific heat measurements of powdered sam
were performed in two experimental devices. For 50 m
,T,2.5 K, the dual-slope method was applied, using
Oxford Instruments dilution refrigerator. A RuO2 thermom-
eter~Dale RC 550 with nominal room-temperature value o
kV! was calibrated against a commercial Lake Shore th
mometer~model GR 200A-30!, which served as the mai
thermometer. A silver wire~50 mm in diameter and 7 cm
long! was used as a thermal link between the cold ther
reservoir and the platform containing the sample, the Ru2

thermometer, and a manganin heater. The resistance o
thermometer was measured by an ac~72 Hz! resistance
bridge. The experimental data were corrected for the con
bution of the thermometer, the manganin heater, and the
nish ~GE 7031! used to anchor the powdered coin-shap
sample to the measuring platform. This additional contrib
tion was measured in a separate run and was found to
maximum 10% of the total heat capacity.

At higher temperatures, 2 K,T,10 K, standard adia-
batic calorimetry was used in a4He cryostat equipped with a
mechanical heat switch. A 220V and 1 kV nominal value
Allen Bradley thermometer was calibrated against the L
Shore thermometer~GR-200A-1000CD! and served as the
main thermometer in this arrangement. The weights of
samples used for the heat capacity measurements w
NENC–800 mg, NBYC–345 mg and 1050 mg, a
NDPK–97 mg. The overall accuracy of the dual-slope dat
better than 5%, while a 3% accuracy was achieved with
quasi-adiabatic technique.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. NENC

Heat-capacity measurements were performed in the t
perature region from 50 mK to 10 K. Since NENC is a ma
netic insulator, only lattice and magnetic contributions to
total specific heat are assumed for the present discus
The lattice contribution was subtracted by finding the te
perature region where the data may be satisfactorily
scribed by the equation

CT~T!5bT31aT22, ~5!
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wherebT3 represents the low-temperature lattice contrib
tion in the 3d Debye approximation, while theaT22 contri-
bution describes the high-temperature behavior of the m
netic heat capacity. For temperature region 5 K,T,9 K, a
least-squares fit yieldeda5(6963.5) J•K/mol and b
5(3.5560.15)•1023 J/(K4

•mol). The magnetic specific
heatCM is characterized by a round peak with a maximu
value ofCmax5(5.8560.05) J/K•mol at Tmax5(2.460.1) K
~Fig. 2!. The magnetic entropy was calculated numerically
the measured temperature region, and standard approx
tions were used for high and low temperatures to cover
whole temperature interval. The calculation yielded 8.
J/K•mol, which is close to the theoretical valueR ln(2S11)
59.13 J/K•mol for an S51 system. This broad maximum
together with the absence of al-type anomaly at least down
to 50 mK, indicates the presence of short-range correlati
in the studied system. In the first approximation, if in-pla
anisotropy is neglected (E50), our system can be describe
by Hamiltonian~1!. The specific heat of a system represen
by this Hamiltonian forl51 was calculated numerically b
Blöte.9 The best agreement between the numerical pre
tions and the experimental data was obtained forD/kB

56 K andD/uJu510– 20. The resultantD/uJu ratio indicates
that NENC can be considered a quantumS51 system with
strong planar anisotropy.

The sudden drop ofCM , observed below 1 K, sugges
the existence of a gap in the energy spectrum of the s
system, and this effect is most likely associated with m
netic anisotropy. The comparison of the low-temperat
specific-heat data with the theoretical prediction for DE
~taking into account a small in-plane anisotropy!, using
D/kB56.15 K, J/kB520.65 K andE/kB50.7 K is shown
in the inset in Fig. 2. Clearly, the trend fromT,0.8 K is not
followed at higher temperatures, since the DEA begins to
due to exciton interactions. The temperature at which
excitonic interactions are significant in NENC (T;1 K) co-
incides with the value 0.15D/kB50.9 K estimated for a sys
tem with D/uJu55 in the theoretical work.8 The experimen-
tal specific-heat data above 1 K can be well described by th
ESCA using the same set of parametersD, J, andE ~see Fig.
2!. We can conclude that the magnetic specific-heat
NENC can be ascribed to the presence of low-lying elem
tary excitations, i.e., excitons predicted for large-D systems
in the framework of the strong-coupling theory.

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the magnetic specific hea
NENC.
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4.2. NDPK

The experimental study of the specific heat of NDPK h
been carried out with the aim of investigating a system
cated possibly close to the phase boundary between
Haldane phase and large-D phase~Fig. 1! and to check the
validity of the strong-coupling model for this system. Sin
the group C11H8N2O is characterized by a different type o
delocalization of charge density than C2H8N2 in NENC, we
have tried to change the surroundings of the paramagn
nickel~II ! ion with the expectation of obtaining a system wi
different anisotropy in comparison with NENC.

The specific heat of NDPK was measured in the te
perature range from 100 mK to 2.5 K. A comparison of o
results on the magnetic part of the specific heat with
numerical prediction of Blo¨te9 gives D/kB58.7 K and
D/uJu55 ~Fig. 3!. This result suggests that although t
value ofD/uJu for NDPK is two times smaller than that fo
NENC, the system is still located in the large-D phase rather
than near the phase boundary. The specific heat data
analyzed using ESCA8 with the aim of studying the influenc
of in-plane anisotropyE as a potential source of the discre
ancy between our results and Blo¨te’s numerical predictions
Above temperature 1.2 K we found good quantitative agr
ment with the experimental data forD/kB55 K, uJu/kB

50.94 K and E/kB52.8 K. Note that the value ofE («
50.56) indicates a large in-plane anisotropy in comparis
with NENC. As was already mentioned in Sec. 2, the valid
of the ESCA ~for E50! is limited to uaucr.2.5 and
T.0.15D/kB . The appearance of the kinklike anomaly
the artificial origin on the ascending side of the theoreti
curve suggests a significant increase ofuaucr for large in-
plane anisotropy.

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the magnetic specific hea
NDPK.
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Experimental data on the specific heat below 0.15D/kB

were analyzed in the framework of the DEA using the sa
set of valuesD, uJu, andE. It follows from the inset in Fig. 3
that the validity of the DEA is also restricted in the presen
of large in-plane anisotropy in NDPK.

4.3. NBYC

In addition we have tried to modify the magnetic aniso
ropy by replacing the group C11H8N2O by C10H8N2 with the
aim of testing our conclusions on the validity of stron
coupling model on a system with strong in-plane anisotro

We have studied the heat capacity of NBYC in the te
perature range from 100 mK to 6 K. The results of expe
mental studies of the magnetic part of the specific hea
NBYC are presented in Fig. 4. The broad maximum, toget
with the absence of al-type anomaly down to 100 mK
indicates a high degree of short-range order in this syst
The magnetic specific heat was compared with numer
predictions of Blo¨te,9 where onlyD andJ were involved.

The best agreement between the numerical predict
and the experimental data was obtained whenD/kB

51.45 K andD/uJu51. More detailed analysis ofCM was
carried out using the theoretical predictions withD, J, andE
taken into account in the ESCA.8 In the temperature region
T.0.38 K, the specific heat data can be satisfactorily
scribed using the valuesD/kB52.55 K, uJu/kB50.2 K, and
E/kB51.5 K. As in the case NDPK, the ESCA fails to de
scribe the specific heat data belowT50.15D/kB as can be
seen in Fig. 4. Moreover, we have tried to apply the DEA
describe the temperature behavior of the magnetic spe
heat below the temperature 0.15D/kB . As is evident from
Fig. 4 ~see the inset!, the DEA fails to describe the specifi

ofFIG. 4. The temperature dependence of the magnetic specific hea
NBYC.
TABLE I. Values of the exchange constant and magnetic anisotropy constants.
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heat data in the temperature range 100 mK,T,380 mK.
This result confirms that the validity of the DEA is restricte
to low in-plane anisotropy.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our specific heat studies have confirmed that NEN
NDPK, and NBYC can be considered as a quantumS51
Heisenberg chain with strong planar anisotropy and nonz
in-plane anisotropy.

Magnetic specific heat data were analyzed within
framework of the strong-coupling theory8 for both noninter-
acting excitons (T,0.15D/kB) and expanded strong
coupling approximation (T.0.15D/kB). The values of the
exchange and magnetic anisotropy constants as well as
mutual ratios for the systems studied are summarized in
Table I. We found that the region of the validity of ESCA fo
uaucr.2.5 is in agreement with the predictions of Papanic
laou and Spathis, i.e., forE50 it is valid for temperatures
larger than 0.15D/kB and below this temperature a kinklik
anomaly of artificial origin occurs on the ascending side
the specific heat curve for a system with strong in-plane
isotropy. The validity of the DEA is drastically suppress
with increasing value of in-plane anisotropy. We have o
served very good agreement between predictions of D
and specific-heat data only for NENC, which is characteriz
by a low E/D ratio. In addition, on the basis of the resu
obtained we propose that in-plane anisotropy should be c
sidered in any attempt to find a compound located close
the boundary between the Haldane and large-D phases.
,
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Exchange interaction and magnetoresistance in La 2Õ3Ca1Õ3MnO3 : experiment
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The magnetizationM (T) and electrical resistivityr(T) of a La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film have been
studied in the temperature range 5 K<T<320 K in the magnetic field intervals 10 Oe<H
<400 Oe and 0<H<50 kOe, respectively. It is found that theM (T)/M (0) value is larger
than that predicted by the conventional molecular field model below the Curie pointT5267 K, and
that the lnr(T) dependence is close to linear in the temperature range 80 K,T,200 K
~accordingly,] ln r/]T is constant in this region!. A model of the electrical conductivity and
magnetoresistivity of the system describing qualitatively the experimental results is proposed~the
Dmt model!. The model includes a thermally activated~with characteristic energyD!
mechanism of conductivity, dependence of the concentration and the effective mass~m! of the
itinerant charge carriers on the magnetization, as well as scattering~with characteristic
time t! of the charge carriers by static breakings of the translational symmetry, thermal fluctuations
of the magnetic order, and phonons. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Complex oxides containing manganese ions Mn31 and
Mn41 have been attracting much attention in physics a
technology in the last 10 years due to the ‘‘colossal mag
toresistance~CMR! effect’’ discovered in them: the electrica
resistance of the compounds decreases substantially~in or-
ders of magnitude! when an external magnetic field is a
plied to a sample in the vicinity of the Curie temperature~see
reviews!.1–6 The nature of this phenomenon is being stud
intensively; the main directions of the research are outlin
in the above-mentioned reviews. We note here also the
lowing original papers, references to which will be ma
below.7–14

The key point in an understanding of the CMR mech
nisms is elucidating of the nature of changes of the electr
resistance on passage through the Curie point, first of a
the absence of the external magnetic field. The present w
is devoted to an experimental study of the problem as we
to a theoretical modeling of the phenomenon.

The dependences of the magnetization and electr
conductivity of a La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film on the temperature
and magnetic field are studied experimentally and analyz
A model of the electrical conductivity and magnetoresist
behavior is proposed~Dmt model!. The model includes a
thermally activated~with the characteristic energyD! mecha-
nism of conductivity, dependence of the concentration a
effective mass~m! of the itinerant charge carriers on th
magnetization, as well as scattering~with the characteristic
time t! of those carriers by static breakings of translatio
symmetry, thermal fluctuations of the magnetic order, a
phonons.
5561063-777X/2002/28(7)/6/$22.00
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2. THE Dm t MODEL OF CONDUCTIVITY

The proposed effective model of conductivity is bas
on the concept of thermal excitation of the charge carri
from localized states to itinerant states. We do not spe
here the type of charge carriers, but for simplicity, witho
any loss in generality, we call them electrons. In this pictu
above the Curie point the charge carriers are localized
that their motion between the crystal sites can only be of
thermally activated kind. At the same time they appear to
nearly free in the ferromagnetically ordered state. Thus th
activation energy has to be dependent on the magnetic o
parameter.

2.1. Activation energy

Analysis of the results of our present measurements
the electrical resistivity and magnetization of th
La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film ~see Secs. 5 and 6! has shown that the
dependence of the activation energyD on the ferromagnetic
order parameter of the systems5M (T,H)/M0 in a vicinity
of the Curie pointTC is close to linear~hereM is the mag-
netization,T is the temperature,H is the magnetic field, and
M0 is the magnetization atT50!. On the other hand, the
conductivity must be of the nonactivated kind atT50 ~the
experiment gives a finite value of the corresponding elec
cal resistivity of the systemr!. Thus we choose the simples
dependenceD~s! satisfying the above-mentioned requir
ments, in the form

D5D0~12s!, ~1!
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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whereD0 is the activation energy in the paramagnetic reg
and will be determined in the model by fitting to the expe
mental data.

Expression~1! gives for the concentration of the ele
trons in the ‘‘conduction band’’ the value

n5n0e2D0~12s!/T, ~2!

wheren0 is the concentration of the conduction electrons
the completely ordered system (s51).

Note that a dependence of the form in Eq.~2! was es-
tablished for the concentration of the conduction electron
EuO in Ref. 8.

2.2. Effective mass of charge carriers

The hopping integral of the electrons in the ‘‘conducti
band’’ depends on the mutual orientation of the local spins
nearest magnetic ions5, so that their effective massm* also
depends ons :

m* 5m0*
2

11s
. ~3!

Herem0* is the effective mass of the perfect crystal (s51)
and will be considered further as a fitting parameter of
model.

The expression~3! has been obtained by the averagi
of the hopping integral over the crystal with a subsequ
transition to the effective mass representation in a mode
magnetization in which the local quantization axes for
itinerant electrons~i.e., the directions of the local magnet
moments considered as classical vectors! are deflected from
the easy magnetization axis by the same polar angle at e
Mn site, and the azimuth angles are randomly distribu
uniformly in the interval~0, 2p!.

2.3. Transport relaxation time

The electrical resistivity of the system is calculated
the model by the Drude formula

r5
m*

e2nt
, ~4!

wheree is the electron charge,m* andn are determined by
Eqs.~1!–~3!, and the transport relaxation timet is defined by
the sum

t215tst
211tph

211tm
21. ~5!

Heretst, tph andtm are the characteristic times for the sca
tering by the static breakings of the translational symme
of the system~this is principally because of the random di
tribution of the La and Ca ions in the crystal!, phonons, and
fluctuations of the local magnetic moments, respectively.

Taking into account Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~4!, and~5!, and using
the theoretical approaches from Refs. 15–17, we write
expression for the electrical resistivity of the system in
form

r5e~2/3!/~D/T!~rst1rph1rm!. ~6!

Here the resistivityrst, caused by the static breakings of th
crystal-lattice translational symmetry, is given by
n

f

f

e

t
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e
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d

y

e
e

rst~s!5r0S 2

11s D 2

, ~7!

where Eq.~3! and the theory of Ref. 15 have been taken in
account.

The resistivityrph, caused by the electron-phonon sca
tering, is evaluated by the Bloch–Gru¨neisen formula:16

rph54rDS T

QD
D 5E

0

QD /T x5dx

~ex21!~12e2x!
, ~8!

where the Debye temperatureQD is taken equal to 440 K~by
our estimate made using the sound velocity from Ref. 1!,
which is in accordance with other estimates.6,19

The resistivityrm caused by the electron scattering o
the disordered local spins is evaluated using the Kas
expression,17 modified for the present case by replacing t
constant effective mass by a function of magnetization@Eq.
~3!#:

rm5rm`S 2

11s D 2

S~S2Ss22s11!. ~9!

Note that as one can see from Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and~9!, all
three scattering times in Eq.~5! have the same dependen
on n (t}n21/3), tst and tm have the same dependence
m* (tst(m)

21 }m* ).
Exponential dependences of the electrical resistiv

compatible with Eq.~6! ~i.e., with the argument of the expo
nential function being linearly dependent on magnetizatio!,
were observed experimentally in Refs. 7–9. Other forms
ther~s! dependence were proposed in Refs. 7 and 11–14
our opinion, these last do not have as good agreement
the known experimental data~see Refs. 1–6! and with those
obtained in this work.

3. THE MODIFIED MOLECULAR FIELD MODEL FOR
MAGNETIZATION

The local spinS in Eq. ~9! was put equal to 2, and th
reduced magnetizations5M /M0 was estimated in the
modified molecular field model. This model differs from th
conventional form~see, for example, Ref. 20! by the addi-
tional fitting parametersa and h. They formally take into
account the effect of spontaneous magnetization on the in
atomic exchange parameter and the effect of the short-ra
order on the charge-carrier scattering above the Curie t
perature. The latter is substantial in the case of a short m
free path of the carriers, because they are localized in
absence of magnetic order, as is evidenced by the chang
character of the conductivity from metallic to semicondu
tive when going from the ferromagnetic to the paramagne
state of the oxide.

The ferromagnetic order parameter in the model is
fined by the following equation:

s5BSS h

T
1

3S

S11

TC~11as2!

T
s D . ~10!

HereBS(x) is the Brillouin function for spinS52, TC is the
Curie temperature,h is a fictive magnetic field modeling th
effect of short-range magnetic order aboveTC , and a is a
magnetoelastic parameter describing the magnetostric
shift of TC .21
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Note that the valueS52 for the local spin used in the
model corresponds to the spin of the Mn31 ion but not to the
spin S53/2 of the Mn41 ion, which must actually be re
garded as the local spin. This is done just because it giv
better fit ~compared toS53/2! of the experimental data in
the low-temperature region, where molecular field theo
used in the model over the whole temperature range for s
plicity, is not valida priori. Thus, such a substitution can b
made without any fundamental significance. In the most
portant region, in the vicinity ofTC , the valueS53/2 gives
the better result in the conventional molecular field mo
and therefore requires a weaker correction for agreem
with the experimental data.

4. NATURE OF THE ACTIVATION ENERGY D

As one can see from Sec. 7, this simple model~it will be
referred to below as theDmt model! gives a temperature
dependence of the electrical resistivity of the given ox
quite close to the experimental one. Here, however, a
tailed microscopic picture of the phenomenon~i.e., mainly
the nature of the activation energyD! is not considered.
Moreover, we do not discuss here the values of all the fitt
parameters~they are physically quite reasonable! and their
exact origin. Obviously, behavior of the conductivity simil
to that in theDmt model can be obtained in a different wa
but we suppose that this model is the simplest which ta
into account the most important factors that can influence
magnetoresistive effect in doped manganites.

The activation energyD in the model can reflect an ef
fect of localization of the charge carriers22 when the magni-
tude of the fluctuations of their exchange energies exce
some critical value, at least for the majority of them atT
>TC . Apparently, a starting point for constructing a mod
of conductivity in manganites can be the concept of dou
exchange.23–25 In reality the picture of the phenomenon a
pears to be more complex. The role of the charge carrie
played by magnetic polarons, which are being formed du
the interactions between the quasilocal charge carriers
magnetic moments of the surrounding lattice sites, and
to deformations of the atomic structure over distances of
order of the first coordination sphere~see the general discus
sion in Refs. 22, 26, and 27 and the manganite-specific
in Refs. 2, 6, and 28!. Note that the origin of the local lattice
deformations can be of an exchange-relativistic natur29

There is no necessity, however, to make more precise
character of the charge carriers in the originalDmt model.

5. EXPERIMENTAL

The La12xCaxMnO3 (x'1/3) film ~about 1500 Å thick!
was grown by pulsed laser deposition on a LaAlO3 substrate.
A KrF excimer laser operating at 248 nm was used to ab
the target material, with a nominal compositio
La2/3Ca1/3MnO3. The target was prepared by the conve
tional solid-state reaction method starting from high-pur
powders of La2O3, CaCO3, and MnCO3. An x-ray study of
the target has shown that it is homogeneous in compos
and does not contain a residue of the starting chemical c
ponents. The film obtained was tested by the x-ray diffr
tion method and on an atomic force microscope. The re
a
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tance as a function of temperature~in the range 5–320 K!
and magnetic field~up to 50 kOe! was measured by a stan
dard four-point probe technique. The magnetoresista
J(T,H)5@r(T,H)2r(T,0)#/r(T,0) was measured in a
transverse geometry~with the field perpendicular to the film
plane!. The magnetization was measured by a SQUID m
netometer in the field range 10 Oe<H<400 Oe in a longi-
tudinal geometry~with the field parallel to the film plane!.

6. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

Figures 1–7 present the following characteristics o
tained for the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film studied: the square of the
reduced magnetization (M (T)/M (0))2 in the Curie-point re-
gion, the reduced magnetizationM (T)/M (0) at magnetic
field H510 Oe, the magnetizationM (H) at temperatures o
10, 20, 40, and 60 K, the electrical resistivityr(T), the elec-
trical resistivity in a logarithmic scale, the logarithmic tem
perature derivative of the resistivity] ln r/]T, and the mag-
netoresistanceJ(T,H) in magnetic fieldH550 kOe.

An extrapolation tos50 of the linear part of the depen
dences2(T) ~Fig. 1! gave a value ofTC equal to 267 K. The
sharp growth of the magnetization belowTC seen in Fig. 2
confirms the high homogeneity of the film. The magne
field dependence of the magnetization is found to be non
ear in the temperature and magnetic field ranges studied~Fig.
3!. At T510 K the magnetizationM is equal to 86 G atH
510 Oe, and it obeys the equationM @G#58513.75
31022H @Oe# in the range 100–400 Oe. The magnetic m
ment per Mn atom is equal to 0.61mB at H5400 Oe. This
shows that the magnetization is far from saturation in
field range under study.

As one can see from Fig. 4, ther(T) behavior has a
semiconductive character aboveTC . Below TC the resistiv-
ity decreases sharply, falling tor590.6mV•cm at T
55 K. As is evident from Fig. 5, the dependencer(T) in a
logarithmic scale@i.e., log r(T)# is close to linear in the
range 80 K<T<200 K. The nearly constant value of th

FIG. 1. Square of the reduced magnetization (M (T)/M (0))2 of the
La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film in a magnetic fieldH510 Oe in the Curie-point region
~s!; the solid line determines the Curie pointTC ; the dashed and dotted
lines show the expected dependences in the conventional molecular
model for spinsS52 andS53/2, respectively.
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logarithmic derivative ofr(T) seen in Fig. 6 also confirm
the exponential temperature dependence ofr(T) in this tem-
perature range.

The temperature dependence of theJ at H550 kOe pre-
sented in Fig. 7 is of the usual type for CMR manganites
fairly good crystal quality. It should be noted here that at
field 5 kOe theJ value was positive practically in the whol
temperature range studied.

7. COMPARISON OF THE MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL
DATA

The magnetization of the film, as one can see from F
1 and 2, is substantially higher than that predicted by
conventional molecular field model@h50, a50 in Eq.~10!#:
the coefficientb in the formulas25b (12T/TC), which is

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the reduced magnetizationM (T)/M (0)
of the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film in a magnetic fieldH510 Oe applied in the film
surface plane: experiment~s! and calculations~solid line! in the modified
molecular field model; the dashed line shows theM (T)/M (0) dependence
in the conventional molecular field model~the Brillouin curve! for spin
S52.

FIG. 3. MagnetizationM (H) vs magnetic fieldH applied in the surface
plane of the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film at temperatures of 10 K~s!, 20 K ~,!, 40
K ~n!, and 60 K~h!.
f
e

s.
e

valid in some neigborhood just below the Curie temperatu
turned out to be about three times larger than the theore
value ~see Fig. 1!. Possible reasons for this are a peculiar
of the double exchange7 and an enhancement of the effectiv
interatomic exchange interaction by the magnetoelastic c
pling. The last has been taken into account in the modifi
molecular field model by the factor (12as2) ~in accordance
with Ref. 21!, which gives practically complete coincidenc
with the experimental data just belowTC ~Fig. 2!, in contrast
to the results of Ref. 7, where the model curve increa
faster than the experimental curve on lowering of the te
perature.

Using Eqs.~1!–~10! and the experimental data on th
magnetization and electrical resistivity, we obtained the f
lowing model parameters giving the best fit to the expe
mental data on resistivity presented in Fig. 4:D05555 K,
r0590.6mV•cm, rD5400mV•cm, rm`529.7mV•cm,
h51 K ~this corresponds to a fictitious ‘‘short-range-ord

FIG. 4. Electrical resistivity of the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film vs temperature~s!;
the solid and dashed lines represent calculations in theDmt model for
magnetic fields of 0 and 50 kOe, respectively.

FIG. 5. Electrical resistivity of the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film vs temperature in
logarithmic scale~s!; the solid and dashed lines represent calculations
the Dmt model for magnetic fields of 0 and 50 kOe, respectively.
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field’’ of about 3725 Oe!, a50.26. The model temperatur
dependencermod(T) calculated with these parameters pra
tically coincides with the experimental data forr(T) ~see
Fig. 4!. The model temperature dependences logrmod(T) and
] ln rmod/]T also agree well with the experiment in the ma
temperature region~see Figs. 5 and 6!.

The numerical analysis has shown that the nearly lin
in T region of the logr(T) dependence, which can be se
clearly ~Fig. 5! in the range 80 K,T,200 K, as well as the
nearly constant value of the] ln r/]T derivative in the same
temperature interval~see Fig. 6!, are caused by the compen
sation of the bending ‘‘up’’ of theD/T curve in the Eq.~6! by
the bending ‘‘down’’ of the curve log@rst(T)1rph(T)
1rm(T)#. The first can be seen from the approximation

s~T!5g2pT2qT22rT32...,

FIG. 6. The logarithmic temperature derivative of the electrical resistivity
the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film vs temperature~s!; solid line represents theDmt
model calculations.

FIG. 7. Magnetoresistance@r(H)2r(0)#/r(0) of the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film
vs temperature in a magnetic field of 50 kOe~s!; the dotted, solid, and
dashed lines represent theDmt model calculations for magnetic fields of 5
50, and 500 kOe, respectively.
-

r

whereg, p, q and r are constants, which gives immediate
the bending ‘‘up’’ curve:

D/T5D0@12s~T!#/T5D0@2~g21!/

T1p1qT1rT21...#.

The second is caused by therph(T) contribution ~the
contribution fromrm(T) is small in the temperature rang
under consideration, and therst value changes weakly there!.

The character of the temperature dependence of
model magnetoresistive effectJmod(T,H)5@rmod(h,T,H)
2rmod(h,T,0)#/rmod(h,T,0) also corresponds rather well t
the experiment at high magnetic fields~Fig. 7!, though the
accuracy in this case is somewhat lower: the maximal va
at H550 kOe is 20.65 at T5274 K in the experiment,
whereas the model gives20.63 at 273 K.

A somewhat unexpected finding is the experimental
servation of a positive magnetoresistive effect with a ma
mum nearTC at low fields (H55 kOe). In the framework of
the Dmt model this can imply an increase of the activati
energyD and an enhancement of the electron scattering. O
of the possible reasons may be the presence of an antife
magnetic component in the magnetic structure of the sys
at low fields~see Refs. 14, 27, and 30!. In this case an in-
crease of magnetization under the influence of the magn
field should be accompanied by a reduction of the order
rameter of the antiferromagnetic component and by a co
sponding increase in the activation energy and electron s
tering.

A detailed discussion of this effect is beyond the sco
of this paper. In general, however, the character of the
havior of the model magnetoresistive effectJmod(H) in the
interval 0,H,75 kOe atT5273 K is quite consistent with
the experiment.

8. CONCLUSION

1. The magnetizationM (T) and the electrical resistivity
r(T) of a 150-nm thick La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 film have been stud-
ied in the temperature range 5 K<T<320 K in the magnetic
field intervals 10 Oe<H<400 Oe and 0<H<50 kOe, re-
spectively. It is found, that theM (T)/M (0) value is larger
than that predicted by the conventional molecular fie
model below the Curie pointTC5267 K, and that the
logr(T) dependence is close to linear (logr(T)5A1BT)
in the temperature range 80 K,T,200 K ~accordingly
] ln r/]T is constant in this region!.

2. A model of the electrical conductivity and magnetor
sistivity of the system describing qualitatively the expe
mental results is proposed~the Dmt model!. The model in-
cludes a thermally activated~with characteristic energyD!
mechanism of conductivity, dependence of the concentra
and the effective mass~m! of the itinerant charge carriers o
the magnetization, as well as scattering~with character time
t! of the charge carriers by static breakings of the trans
tional symmetry, thermal fluctuations of the magnetic ord
and phonons.

The authors are pleased to dedicate the paper to Ac
mician V. V. Eremenko, whose multifaceted scientific intere
and achievements in the physics of magnetic phenomen
the compounds ofd and f elements are widely appreciated
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Anomalous magnetic and dynamic behavior in magnetoresistive compounds: origin
of bulk colossal magnetoresistivity

V. Chechersky and A. Nath*
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We present the results of our extensive Mo¨ssbauer effect studies carried out on a wide variety of
mixed valence manganites as well as other types of magnetoresistive materials, including
pyrochlore Tl2Mn2O7 and the chalcospinels Fe0.5Cu0.5Cr2S4 and FeCr2S4 with absolutely different
natures of the magnetism, in a search for similarities linked to their magnetoresistive
behavior. The double exchange electron transfer and coupling between the electrons and
Jahn–Teller lattice distortions invoked by most theories to explain the colossal magnetoresistivity
and associated metal–insulator transition in manganites are not applicable to pyrochlore nor
to chalcospinels. Nevertheless, we find intriguing similarities in the anomalous magnetic and
dynamic behavior among these widely different systems at, above, and below the Curie
temperatureTC , which shed light on the origin of bulk magnetoresistivity in general. All these
compounds share the following features. The long-range ferromagnetic order breaks down
even below the Curie temperature, with the formation of nano-size spin clusters. Softening of the
lattice was observed nearTC . The short-range interactions in these spin clusters survive
well aboveTC . When an external magnetic field is applied, the spin clusters coalesce to form
large clusters, with considerable lowering of the resistivity. There is a strong evidence
that the existence of nano-size spin clusters with superparamagnetic-like behavior nearTC is a
prerequisite for the occurrence of bulk magnetoresistivity. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1496668#
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INTRODUCTION

The perovskite manganite LaMnO3 is an insulating an-
tiferromagnet. The Mn–O octahedra are highly distorted d
to the Jahn–Teller effect. When La31 is substituted by a
bivalent ion like Ca21, a corresponding amount of Mn31 is
converted to Mn41. For instance, with the introduction o
holes, the compound La12xCaxMnO3 becomes a ferromag
netic metal for 0.18,x,0.5. The hopping of an electro
from Mn31 to O22 is accompanied by a simultaneous h
from the latter to Mn41. The probability of this double ex
change~DE! electron transfer of aneg electron depends on
the orientation of the neighboring intra-atomic Hund
coupledt2g spins. The hopping is facilitated if the spins a
aligned parallel to each other. Thus the ferromagnetic ali
ment of spins and the rate of electron hopping which is
sponsible for its metallicity are synergistically tied to ea
other.1 The probability of the hopping also depends on t
Mn31 – O– Mn41 bond angle. The latter is determined by t
size of the rare earth/bivalent substituent ions. Among
four 3d electrons of Mn31, t2g

3 electrons are weakly hybrid
ized and constitute localized spin (S53/2). In contrast, the
eg

12x orbitals have lobes directed to neighboring oxygen
oms, and hybridize strongly with theO2p orbitals, and the
electron is itinerant belowTC in the ferromagnetic–metallic
state and is believed to be localized in the ‘‘paramagne
insulating state aboveTC . The resistivity increases consid
erably as one approachesTC from below. On application of a
5621063-777X/2002/28(7)/7/$22.00
e

-
-

e

t-

’’

magnetic field, there is a sharp decrease in resistivity du
regeneration of metallicity/ferromagnetism. This effect
known as ‘‘colossal magnetoresistivity~CMR!’’. To explain
this surprising behavior, several researchers have invoked
concept that the mobile electron carries with it the Jah
Teller ~J–T! distortion of the MnO6 octahedron. The greate
the distortion, the more localized are the charge carriers;
deformation disappears in the metallic state belowTC .2–5 In
the ferromagnetic metallic state, there is a strong excha
interaction between the itineranteg electrons and the local
ized t2g spins. The basic problems facing researchers ar
understand the features driving the ferromagnetic meta
the ‘‘paramagnetic’’ insulator transition and the intriguin
observation of large CMR upon application of modest ext
nal magnetic fields.

There are other systems, for instance, the spinel cha
genide FeCr2S4 ~Refs. 6–12!, and the pyrochlore Tl2Mn2O7

~Refs. 13–16! which exhibit CMR behavior. However, thes
systems do not show DE electron transfer nor Jahn–Te
distortions. In this paper, we will compare the magnetic a
dynamic behavior of different families of CMR compound
and seek commonalities which could lead to a better und
standing of the origin of bulk magnetoresistivity.

For our studies, we use a local probe, namely57Co.
Emission Mössbauer spectroscopy constitutes a valuable
for exploring the behavior of materials at the microscop
level. It is a couple of orders of magnitude more sensit
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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than the regular absorption mode and requires only a
tens of parts per million of Mn substitution by57Co, with
minimal perturbation of the system. On the other hand,
has to use 1–2%57Fe substitution for the regular absorptio
mode. The minuscule amount of the57Co substituent faith-
fully probes the subtle changes in electron density, local
namics, lattice distortions, and magnetic behavior of
dominant host material. The probe can also sense the fo
tion of different electronic phases. We have sho
earlier17–19 that the Auger after-effects do not cause a
problem in systems having delocalized electrons, since
50–100 eV excitation energy deposited at the epicen
molecule~incorporating57Co! during electronic relaxation o
the multiply charged site goes towards collective excitat
of delocalized electrons. The plasmon decays in less t
10214 s, transferring practically all its energy to an eject
electron. The strong coupling between plasmons form
from delocalized electrons and single-electron continu
states provides a neat mode of energy removal, leaving
57Fe site virtually unperturbed.17–19The 14.4 keV Mo¨ssbauer
gamma rays which are dressed with information about
chemical environment are emitted with;1027 s delay after
the electron-capture nuclear decay and are therefore ob
ous to the Auger event. The formation of a plasmon by
citation of delocalized electrons by synchrotron radiation a
its decay by ejection of an electron has been verified
photoemission studies of C60 and C70 ~Refs. 20 and 21!.
Later, we will make use of this feature of emission Mo¨ss-
bauer spectroscopy to buttress our claim that the CMR
terials are insulating aboveTC in the macroscopic sense onl
On the microscopic scale, small magnetic clusters are form
with delocalized electrons. The delocalized electrons pro
the site from suffering local radiation damage following A
ger ionization.

CMR MANGANITES

Superparamagnetic-like behavior below and above TC

Typical Mössbauer spectra of manganites as a func
of temperature is represented by La0.8Ca0.2Mn(57Co)O3 in
Fig. 1a ~Ref. 22!. Spectra showing similar behavior we
reported earlier also.23–27The anomalous magnetic behavi
of mixed valence CMR manganites becomes obvious
comparison with the computer simulated spectra for a re
lar ferromagnet given in Fig. 1b. In a regular ferromagn
the spectral extent of the magnetically split sextet, which
proportional to the natural magnetization, diminishes c
tinuously with temperature and finally collapses into a sin
line at TC . On the other hand, for the manganite, the m
important difference consists in observation of two comp
nents as one approachesTC from below, a sextetM and a
central peakC. In a regular ferromagnet we would expect
see theC component only aboveTC .

In manganites, the coexisting central component gro
at the expense of the sextet with increasing temperat
Such behavior is typical for superparamagnetic behavio
nano-size single-domain particles with a distribution in si
The grain size in all our polycrystalline samples is larger t
1 mm. Moreover, a single crystal of La0.9Ca0.1Mn(57Co)O3

also shows similar behavior,28 and so we conclude that it i
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an intrinsic property of manganites that the long-range fer
magnetic order breaks down even belowTC, and nano-size
magnetic clusters are formed with short-range order. If
available thermal energy at any temperature is sufficien
overcome the anisotropy barrier, then the magnetic vecto
the spin clusters can flip among the easy directions at a
faster than the Larmor frequency of the daughter57Fe ~about
108 s21!, and the internal magnetic field at the probe av
ages out to zero. Manganites exhibit another very interes
feature which contrasts with regular superparamagnetic
havior. The blocking temperature~the temperature at which
the sextet collapses completely into a singlet/doublet w
the rate of fluctuations of the magnetic vectors of all t
clusters exceeds the Larmor frequency! coincides with the
Curie temperature. This means that as we approachTC from
below, an increasing number of nano spin clusters are form
from the bulk, and there is always some fraction of the m
terial exhibiting bulk-like magnetism even up to 0.99TC ~Fig.
2!.28,29 The sextet lines are rather broad even atT/TC;0.3
and become broader with increasing temperature~Fig. 1a!.
Only at very low temperatures (T/TC;0.05) does the sexte
look like that of a regular ferromagnet~Fig. 1b!. This broad-
ening occurs partly due to collective excitations of clusters
directions close to the easy ones. Moreover, the excha
interactions also depend on the degree of spin alignm
which varies with the cluster size, resulting in a distributi
of internal hyperfine magnetic fields experienced by
Mössbauer probe, which tend to increase with temperatu

Influence of external magnetic field

The question arises whether the collapsed singlet b
below and aboveTC is really due to ‘‘superparamagneticall

FIG. 1. Mössbauer spectra of La0.8Ca0.2Mn(57Co)O3 at different tempera-
tures,TC5198 K ~a!; computer simulated Mo¨ssbauer spectra of a regula
ferromagnet at various temperatures~b! @Ref. 22#.
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relaxed’’ spin clusters or due to ordinary paramagnetic s
cies. We can get the answer by observing the Mo¨ssbauer
spectrum nearTC in a modest external magnetic fieldHext.
One can see from Fig. 2 a dramatic change in the Mo¨ssbauer
spectrum with the application ofHext51.8 T. One observes
regular magnetically split spectrum characteristic of a b
ferromagnet with an induced internal magnetic fieldH int

5260 kOe. This is very graphic evidence of the coalesce
of the pre-existing nano-size clusters to form large clus
with well-ordered ferromagnetic alignment.

The next question is whether these nano spin clus
survive well aboveTC . If they do not, one will not be able to
rationalize the observation of magnetoresistivity above
Curie temperature. Figure 3 depicts changes in the Mo¨ss-
bauer spectrum atT51.18TC and T51.54TC in Hext

51.8 T. The spectra can be fit by a magnetically split sex
with H int560 and 35 kOe, respectively, and the line intens
ratio 3:4:1:1:4:3 corresponding to magnetization of t

FIG. 2. Mössbauer spectra of the La0.9Ca0.1Mn(57Co)O3 single crystal with
and withoutHext51.8 T atT5175 K (T/TC50.99). The computer fits are
shifted upward for clarity@Ref. 28#.
-
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sample perpendicular to the gamma-ray direction. These
servations clearly indicate the presence of pre-existing n
spin clusters, each with an adequate total spin to react
very modestHext at temperatures comparable to room te
perature, and which consolidate into larger clusters as in
cated by the relatively robustH int ~Fig. 3!. The interaction
between spin clusters aided byHext is synergetic, i.e., a bette
alignment of spins results in an improved DE electr
transfer/metallicity, which in turn enhances the spin orderi
Therefore, a direct correlation exists between the chang
the abundance of the ferromagnetic fraction and the mag
toresistivity as a function of temperature on application
Hext ~Ref. 26!. Also a linear dependence of the resistance
the magnitude of ferromagnetic fraction in zeroHext in
La0.8Ca0.2Mn(57Co)O3 was observed.25 These observations
are based on simultaneous measurements of resistance
emission Mo¨ssbauer spectra. The observed correlation s
gests that the current flows almost exclusively through fi
mentary ferromagnetic regions surrounded by superparam
netic nano spin clusters.25,30,31It may be mentioned that the
above-discussed evidence for the existence of nano spin
ters ~magnetic polarons! aboveTC can be further reinforced
by the following technique. If spin clusters really exist abo
TC , there is a probability that some of them could be re
tively large and fluctuate slowly enough with relaxation tim
in a range centered at about 1029 s. The Mössbauer spectra
originating from such clusters may consist of a semic
lapsed central part with very wide wings.32,33 It is easy to
lose these extensive wings in the background during co
puter analysis, while the central part can incorrectly be a
lyzed to be a part of the completely superparamagnetic
relaxed component originating from the major fraction
smaller spin clusters. If the energy scale during the meas
ments is deliberately adjusted to cut the extensive wings
accommodate only the collapsed central component, it
comes possible to determine indirectly the existence of s
type of clusters aboveTC by observing the normalized are
of the spectrum as a function of temperature. Experim

FIG. 3. Effect of Hext51.8 T on the Mo¨ssbauer spectra o
La0.8Ca0.2Mn(57Co)O3 at T/TC51.18 and 1.54;TC5198 K @Ref. 26#.
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shows that as the temperature is lowered towardTC , the
abundance~normalized area! instead of increasing, as ex
pected according to the theory, goes down—the close
TC , the greater the observed loss. This suggests that by
proachingTC from above and keeping a narrow energy w
dow, we lose gradually increasing amounts of spectral a
associated with the fraction of clusters whose fluctuating
becomes less than about 109 s21 ~Ref. 29!.

De Teresa and coworkers34 made measurements of th
volume thermal expansion with and withoutHext, the mag-
netic susceptibility, and the small-angle neutron scatter
~SANS!. They interpreted their observations by invoking t
presence of magnetic polarons dispersed in a paramag
matrix. Our observations given in Figs. 2 and 3 do not b
out the presence of a paramagnetic matrix: all the nano
clusters present are equally affected and grow under the
fluence ofHext. It may be mentioned that a specific sp
does not belong always to the same spin cluster, but the
a continuous exchange of spins between the clusters.
dynamics of the exchange has to be slower than the Lar
period of 57mFe (;1028 s), otherwise the probe nucle
would not sense the internal hyperfine field, and instead
the sextet one would observe a completely collap
spectrum.22,35 Related to it are the observations made
Raquetet al.36 in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 films of giant random tele-
graph noise in the resistance fluctuations well belowTC .
They attribute it to the dynamic mixed-phase percolat
conduction process, where manganese clusters switch
and forth between two phases that differ in their conductiv
and magnetization. Similar observations were made by P
zorov et al.37 and Zhanget al.38 In this compound, apar
from two ferromagnetic phases,39,40 we also detect nano siz
magnetic clusters well belowTC ~Ref. 39!, which can help
one to understand the observations made in the ab
mentioned research.

Taking into consideration the superparamagnetic-like
havior of mixed valence manganites at differe
temperatures22–29,39 and the interaction energy between
modestHext and the nano spin clusters~Fig. 3!, we estimate
the average size of the magnetic clusters as roughly 20
diameter~if approximated by a sphere!, containing a couple
of hundred Mn31/Mn41 atoms. The distribution of cluste
size and the temperature range in which clusters are for
from the bulk nearTC varies with the fraction of bivalent ion
(Ca21,Sr21) substitution for La31. For the 30% Ca/Sr sub
stituted compound it was found to be narrower than for co
pounds with 10 and 20% Ca substitution, as discussed be
Figure 4 shows the supermagnetically relaxed fraction a
function of T/TC . The derivative of this plot gives a qual
tative feel for the distribution of cluster size~Fig. 5!. How-
ever, we have to keep in mind that at any given temperat
we are not dealing with pre-existing magnetic clusters wit
large distribution in size, but rather a quite narrow distrib
tion with increasing number of clusters being formed fro
the bulk as the temperature is increased. As is seen from
4, there is a definite correlation between the magnetic qua
of the compound~represented by the Curie temperature! and
the temperature range in which transformation takes pla
the higher theTC, the narrower the range. It seems that t
better the ferromagnetic material~with higher conductivity!
to
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the more-homogeneous clusters it will have, with a narrow
distribution in size. At the same time, it is known that th
CMR effect decreases with the increase ofTC . We also ob-
serve a smaller effect ofHext on Mössbauer spectra o
samples with higher Curie temperature. We attribute this t
smaller average cluster size in compounds with higherTC .

Model

Now we have to address the question as to how the lo
range ferromagnetic order breaks down with formation
nano size magnetic clusters belowTC and the survival of the
short-range order in the spin clusters up to a tempera
close to 2TC .26,29,30,35This behavior contrasts sharply wit

FIG. 4. Plot of superparamagnetically collapsed fraction vsT/TC for vari-
ous CMR manganites, obtained by computer analysis of the tempera
evolution of their emission Mo¨ssbauer spectra. The differentTC’s for
samples with the same degree of substitution is a result of the diffe
oxygen content.

FIG. 5. Derivatives of the results presented in Fig. 4 which reflect the rat
cluster formation from the bulk with temperature as well as the width of
cluster size distribution.
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that of regular ferromagnets like Fe and Ni, where magn
correlations are observed only up to 1.1TC , and there is no
evidence of the formation of spin clusters belowTC . A very
revealing observation made by Mo¨ssbauer studies was th
sharp drop in the total Mo¨ssbauer spectral area when a
proachingTC from below.25,35 The magnitude of the Mo¨ss-
bauer area is indicative of how strongly the Mo¨ssbauer probe
is bound to the Mn–O–Mnnetwork. A sharp decrease belo
TC strongly suggests softening of the phonon spectra~Fig.
6!. This softening occurs presumably due to the anharmo
stretching of Mn–O bonds and the enhanced amplitude
torsional oscillations of the Mn–O octahedra. The anom
lous increase in Mn–O bond lengths, bending of t
Mn–O–Mnmoiety, and the enhanced Debye–Waller fact
for Mn and O atoms belowTC have also been observed b
x-ray and neutron diffraction studies.41–47 These observa
tions have also been attributed to anharmonic oscillations
Dai et al.41 and Rodrigues-Martinex and Attfield.45 The
anomalous increase in thermal expansion nearTC can also be
attributed to anharmonicity.34,41,48,49The localized distortions
resulting from aliovalent substitution, e.g., Ca21 and Sr21,
are presumably responsible for the anomalous anharmo
ity. The stretching of bonds and the larger amplitude of t
sional oscillations between Mn–O octahedra would decre
the exchange interactions and also the rate of DE elec
hopping; the two parameters are intertwined synergistica
For instance, if the amplitude of the torsional oscillatio
increases with temperature, the rate of electron hopping
decrease, as the neighboring spins will have to wait u
thermal fluctuations allow them an appropriate configurat
for a double exchange hop~Franck–Condon factor!. There-
fore, with increasing temperature belowTC the long-range
ferromagnetic order breaks down, and nano size ferrom
netic clusters with short range interactions a
superparamagnetic-like fluctuations appear. The fluctuat
are responsible for strong electron scattering. On applica
of an external magnetic field, the nano spin clusters~which
survive even well aboveTC! tend to coalesce and grow i
size. If the clusters become large enough to exhibit cond
tivity by percolation, CMR will be observed.24–26,30,31One of
the parameters determining the magnitude of CMR depe
on the degree of alignment of spin clusters upon applica

FIG. 6. Plot of normalized total area under the Mo¨ssbauer spectra o
La0.8Ca0.2Mn(57Co)O3 as a function of temperature. The solid line is a gui
for the eye.
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of Hext, which in turn depends on the initial cluster size. O
work seems to suggest that the cluster size increases
decrease in Curie temperature of the material.

Now the question arises whether these magnetic~clus-
ters! polarons are dressed with lattice distortions. The Mo¨ss-
bauer spectra aboveTC for all studied manganites show ver
small quadrupole splitting~about 0.18 mm/s!22,29 ~and which
becomes even smaller belowTC!, indicating that the distor-
tions imposed on the octahedron containing the Mo¨ssbauer
probe by the surrounding Mn–O network is quite small. T
probe senses distortions in a 1027 s period. Our observation
of a single major species aboveTC is supported by ESR
studies on La12xSrxMnO3 ~x50.1, 0.2, and 0.3! by Lofland
et al.50 They find that all Mn spins contribute to the spectru
above TC, indicating the formation of magnetic cluster
Similarly, Kapustaet al.51 report the observation of a singl
55Mn NMR line both below and above the Curie temperatu
for La12xAxMnO3 (A5Ca,Sr), providing direct evidence o
magnetic correlations on a time scale greater than 1025 s.
These results obtained by techniques which operate o
relatively slow time scale are in apparent contradiction w
observations made by much faster methods. The x-ray
sorption fine structure spectroscopy and pair distribut
function studies on CMR manganites show lattice distortio
aboveTC .2–5 Neutron scattering investigations also give e
dence of distortion in the insulating state aboveTC .41–47

Moreover, the spin stiffness coefficient does not go to zero
TC, a fact which indicates the existence of short-range m
netic interactions as in magnetic clusters~polarons!. Two re-
cent reports which bear directly on our model are worthy
mention. Daiet al.52 and Adamset al.53 using neutron scat-
tering have demonstrated the presence of polarons even
low TC in La12xCaxMnO3 ~x50.2 and 0.3!. They also ob-
serve short- range polaron correlations with a cohere
length of;28 Å just above the Curie temperature. Here t
time scale of observations is several orders of magnit
shorter than that for the Mo¨ssbauer method. We feel tha
their results are consistent with our model; they are obse
ing magnetic clusters but with larger distortions than us j
because the distortions detected on a time scale of;10212 s
would be averaged out on the Mo¨ssbauer time scale o
;1027 s, if they are of a dynamic nature. Since the fr
quency of Jahn–Teller oscillations is reduced nearTC due to
slowing down of the DE electron transfer, neutron scatter
can detect the distortions. However, they are still fast for
Mössbauer time window.

OTHER CMR COMPOUNDS

Recently there have been reports of some n
manganite-based systems which also exhibit magnetore
tivity. Among them are the pyrochlore Tl2Mn2O7 and the
chalcospinels Fe0.5Cu0.5Cr2S4 and FeCr2S4 , in which neither
DE transfer between aliovalent ions nor Jahn–Teller dis
tions occur. The pyrochlore Tl2Mn2O7 shows CMR without
Mn31/Mn41 DE. Its formal oxidation states as detected
x-ray diffraction are Tl2

31Mn2
41O7 ~Refs. 13 and 14!. Calcu-

lations show that the Fermi surface is derived from stron
mixed combinations of Tl, Mn, and O orbitals.15,16 Our pre-
liminary emission Mo¨ssbauer investigations show eviden
of the existence of nano-size ferromagnetic clusters in
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compound at and below the Curie temperatu
TC5123 K.22,54 The Mössbauer spectra of Tl2Mn2(57Co)O7

at 78 and 120 K without external magnetic field and at 120
with Hext51.8 T are shown in Fig. 7. One can see a coex
ence of collapsed and magnetically split components. W
the temperature is raised from 78 K to 120 K, the area of
sextet decreases from 31% to 15%, with the correspond
increase of the area of the collapsed component, and
internal hyperfine magnetic field decreases from 390 kO
180 kOe. Upon application ofHext51.8 T atT5120 K, not
only does the area of the sextet increase to 21% but, m
importantly,H int increases to 300 kOe. We expect that lo
ering the temperature toT/TC;0.15 would result in a spec
trum consisting mainly of the magnetically ordered comp
nent. In short, the changes observed in the Mo¨ssbauer spectra
of Tl2Mn2(57Co)O7 as a function of temperature and und
the influence ofHext are similar to the case of the manga
ites, discussed earlier. It allows us to assign with confide
a superparamagnetic nature to the central collapsed com
nent originating from the existence of nano-size magn
clusters.

Lang et al.55 have reported57Fe Mössbauer spectra o
the CMR chalcospinel Fe0.5Cu0.5Cr2S4 at temperatures rang
ing from 4 K to 300 K.From their figures one can observ
the coexistence of a central peak and a sextet at all temp
tures below 300 K. The central peak increases in intensit
the expense of the sextet as the temperature is increased
authors do not discuss this behavior. However, we would
to attribute it to superparamagnetic-like behavior of s
clusters which form in increasing amounts from the bulk
one approachesTC from below.

FIG. 7. Mössbauer spectra of the pyrochlore Tl2Mn2(57Co)O7 (TC

5123 K) ~Ref. 22!.
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We have recently studied another chalcospinel FeCr2S4

using the57Fe absorption method56 in the temperature rang
78–300 K (TC5180 K). FeCr2S4 is a p-type semiconduct-
ing ferrimagnet with a Curie temperature above 175 K. T
formal charges are Fe21, Cr31, and S22, with considerable
covalent character. The Fe21 ions occupy tetrahedral site
and Cr31 octahedral ones. They are aligned antiferroma
netically. Double exchange electron transfer in this co
pound is ruled out. Some representative experimental d
are shown in Fig. 8. Features previously discussed can
clearly seen from this figure. At low temperatures one o
serves only one component—a well defined sextet. As
temperature increases, a central collapsed compo
emerges, gradually growing at the expense of the sextet.
also found that the total area of the spectrum shows a s
decrease between 145 and 170 K, indicating softening of
lattice, a feature similar to that observed by us for all CM
manganites. At a temperature of 186 K, i.e., aboveTC , ap-
plication of an external magnetic field of 6 T restores t
well-defined sextet typical for the bulk ferromagnet, indica
ing the coalescence of nano spin clusters.

On the basis the these observations one can infer tha
many respects CMR pyrochlore and chalcospinels dem
strate similar behavior, namely:~i! the long-range ferromag
netic order breaks down gradually when approachingTC

from below, with the formation of spin clusters;~ii ! nano-
size spin clusters survive well aboveTC ; ~iii ! application of
an external magnetic field at or aboveTC causes coalescenc
of those clusters, with restoration of bulk-like ferroma
netism and lowering of the resistivity. These common fe

FIG. 8. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of FeCr2S4 taken at selected temperatures
and below the magnetic ordering temperature (TC5180 K) @Ref. 56#.
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tures among widely different magnetoresistive materials
dicate that the existence of nano-size clusters w
superparamagnetic-like behavior is a prerequisite for obs
ing bulk negative magnetoresistivity in such systems.

A.N. thanks the donors of the PRF administered by A
for partial support of this research.
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Magnetic phase transitions in the system La 1ÀxBi xMnO3¿l
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The crystal structure and magnetic properties of the La12xBixMnO31l system (0<x<1;
l<0.08) are studied as functions of the oxygen and bismuth contents. In oxidized samples
La12xBixMnO31l a phase transition from a ferromagnetic state~rhombohedric phase! to
a state of the spin glass type~quasitetragonal phase! is observed with increase of the bismuth
concentration. The reduced samples La12xBixMnO3 are weak ferromagnets down tox<0.6
and then transform into a ferromagnetic state. It is supposed that the Bi31 ions stabilize the
dx22y2 orbitals in the nearest Mn31 ions whereas thedz2 orbitals of the La31 ions are stabilized.
The orbitally disordered phases anddx22y2-orbitally ordered phases are ferromagnetic, the
dz2-orbitally ordered phases show antiferromagnetic ordering, and the state of the orbital glass type
corresponds to a state of the spin glass type. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496669#
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INTRODUCTION

Recently considerable interest has been attracted
strongly correlated systems with perovskite-like structu
The variety of triple perovskites such as RMO3 ~R is a rare-
earth metal, M is a transition metal! is quite great, but with
variation of the rare-earth element~R5La, Pr, Nd etc.! and
the addition of the practically unlimited set of solution
R12xAxMnO3, the number of combinations becomes e
tremely large.

Manganites R12xAxMnO3 have interesting and unusu
properties. These compounds contain ions with orbital
generacy or Jahn–Teller~JT! ions ~in our case Mn31!.1 Thus
their properties differ appreciably from those of the cor
sponding substances with the ‘‘ordinary’’ ions: the crys
structure turn out to be distorted, structural phase transit
and transitions in a magnetic subsystem2–6 are frequently
observed in them, and in many cases they have anomalo
strong magnetic anisotropy and magnetostriction.7,8 Such
phenomena are connected with an interaction of the JT
and are called the cooperative Jahn–Teller effect~CJTE!.
Distortions of the crystal lattice are caused by the fact t
ion Mn31 is degenerate with respect to thed orbitals: the
crystal field splits the atomicd level into two- and threefold
degenerate sublevelseg andt2g ~theeg state is characterize
by the real wave functionsdz2 anddx22y2!. The first of them
lies above the second one, and consequently the fourd elec-
trons of the Mn31 ion occupy the levelt2g completely and
the level eg only in part. This also makes CJTE possib
which reduces the energy of such a degenerate system
5691063-777X/2002/28(7)/5/$22.00
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lowering its symmetry, which lifts the degeneracy of th
electronic levels.

Despite the numerous works devoted to research
manganites, many problems remain subject to discuss
The unusual magnetic behavior of bismuth-containing m
ganites is one such problem. While the lanthanum-ba
manganites~Ln–La, Y, rare-earth ion! are antiferromagnetic,9

bismuth manganite is a ferromagnetic insulator.10,11 More-
over, while substitution of the lanthanoid by an alkaline-ea
metal leads to a transition from the antiferromagnetic to
ferromagnetic metallic state,12 a similar substitution for
BiMnO3-based manganites destroys the ferromagn
order.13–15

The aim of the present work is to study phase transitio
in a system of manganites where La31 ions are replaced by
Bi31 ions. Formally upon such a substitution the valence
the manganese ions should not change.

EXPERIMENT

Samples of the La12xBixMnO31l system were obtained
by three different methods: in air, under a high pressure,
in vacuum. The initial reagents were oxides of La2O3, Bi2O3

and Mn2O3, mixed in the desired proportion. The mangan
of lanthanum was obtained atT51500 °C in air. Synthesis o
Bi-containing samples was carried out in the temperat
range of 900–1150 °C with a subsequent slow cool
~100 °C/h!. The temperature of synthesis decreased with
creasing bismuth content from 1150 °C (x50.2) to 900 °C
(x50.7). According to x-ray phase analysis, in a sam
with x50.7 there were traces of extraneous phases; there
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Unit cell parameters of La12xBixMnO3.07 compounds obtained in air.
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in these states the saturated concentration of bismuth is
ited to a value of 65%. A chemical analysis has shown t
all compounds obtained in air have an excess of oxyge
comparison with the stoichiometric ratio. Substitution of t
La31 ions by Bi31 has only a weak influence on the oxyge
content. The chemical formula is La12xBixMnO3.0760,01.
The samples prepared by the method described were red
in quartz vacuum tubes at 900 °C in the presence of tanta
metal for absorption of allocated oxygen. Control of the ox
gen maintenance was carried out by mass weighing of
sample before and after the reduction process. The chem
formula was ‘‘squared up’’ on loss of the mass. Compoun
with x>0.7 were obtained using a high-pressure techni
~pressure 4 GPa, temperature 900 °C, duration of synth
20 min!. These samples were characterized by the chem
composition La12xBixMnO360.01.

X-ray structure studies were carried out on a DRON
diffractometer in CrKa radiation. Single-phase structure
were selected for measurement of the magnetic and ele
properties. Magnetic measurements were carried out o
commercial vibrating Foner magnetometer. The electroc
ductivity was measured by a standard four-probe techniq
Indium contacts were used. They were applied using ul
sound.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the x-ray data, the samples of t
La12xBixMnO3.07 series obtained in air were characteriz
by rhombohedral distortions of the unit cell up to a conce
trationx50.4. In samples withx>0.5 the type of distortions
changed to tetragonal. The compounds reduced in vac
and obtained under a high pressure had a monoclinic
orthorhombic deformed unit cell.

Upon substitution of lanthanum by bismuth, the volum
of the unit cell varied only slightly, apparently because of t
similarity of the ionic radii of La31 and Bi31. The unit cell
parameters of some solid solutions are given in Tables I
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II. According to structural studies,16 the excess over stoichio
metric oxygen in the system LaMnO31l is a consequence o
the formation of an equivalent number of vacancies of La31

and Mn31 ions. Apparently this mechanism of nonstoichiom
etry is pertinent to system La12xBixMnO31l also, as the
oxygen ions cannot occupy interstitial positions in the clo
packed perovskite structure.

Field curves of the magnetizationM (H) at liquid helium
temperature for several samples prepared in air are show
Fig. 1. LaMnO3,07 is ferromagnetic, as the specific magne
zation corresponds to a parallel orientation of the magn
moments of the manganese ions. With increase of the
muth content up tox50.65, a gradual decrease of the spo
taneous magnetization was observed. In compounds wix
50.6 andx50.65 the magnetization remains unsaturated
fields up to 16 kOe, as is typical for magnets with we
cooperative exchange interactions. Ferromagnetic solut
(x<0.4) are soft magnetic materials whereas in samp
with x<0.5 the coercive force sharply increases. The te
perature curves of the magnetization obtained in a ra
small external magnetic field of 100 Oe are shown in Fig.
The measurements were performed in a mode of heating
ter cooling in a field~FC! and without a field~ZFC!. It fol-
lows from the diagrams that the Curie temperature decre
with increase of bismuth content. The ZFC magnetization
a sample withx50.6 has a wide maximum, which is typica
for a magnet near the concentration transition from a fer
magnetic state to the state such as a spin glass. On fu
increase of the bismuth content the magnetic susceptib
sharply decreases. The ZFC magnetization in a sample
x50.65 has a well-defined maximum. Near the temperat
of the maximum the ZFC and FC magnetizations diver
Taking into account the form ofM (H) curve we believe that
in solutions withx50.65 the long-range magnetic order
apparently destroyed.

The compound La0.5Bi0.5MnO3.07 was reduced unde
various conditions. As a result, two compounds
TABLE II. Unit cell parameters of La12xBixMnO31l compounds obtained in vacuum.
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La0.5Bi0.5MnO3.04 and La0.5Bi0.5MnO2.99 are obtained. The
partially reduced sample had an O-orthorhombically d
torted unit cell (a,c&,b), whereas the strongly reduce
had O8-orthorhombically deformed unit cell (c&,a,b). It
should be noted, that O8-orthorhombic distortions in manga
nites indicate orbital ordering.17 The field curves of the mag
netization at liquid helium temperature for reduced samp
are plotted in Fig. 3. The magnetizations of compounds w
l50.04 andl50.07 differ slightly, whereas the compos
tion with l520.01 has a very small spontaneous magn
zation ~about 0.2mB in formula units!. With loss of oxygen
the critical temperature at which a spontaneous magne
tion appears at first decreased and then increased again
moreover, the transition to the paramagnetic state bec
sharper~Fig. 4!.

It should be noted that with decrease of the oxygen c
tent in the reduced manganites the magnetic anisotropy
creased sharply. Compounds with stoichiometric oxygenx
<0.65) are hard, strongly anisotropic magnets. The coer
forceHC at helium temperature reaches 15 kOe, whereas
the ferromagnetic oxidized compositionsHC5100 Oe.

As compounds with bismuth content above 65% may
be obtained in air, synthesis of solutions in the range
<x<1 is performed at high pressures. We have found
that the Curie temperature increases smoothly with incre
of bismuth content from 87 K (x50.65) up to 108 K for
BiMnO3. The spontaneous magnetization grows sharply
going from a solution withx50.8 to a solution with

FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization in
La12xBixMnO3.07 system.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetization in
La12xBixMnO3.07 system~ZFC curve—filled symbols, FC—unfilled sym
bols!.
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x50.9. It is necessary to note that the growth of the spon
neous magnetization correlates with a change of the unit
symmetry type from orthorhombic (x50.8) to monoclinic
(x50.9).

Measurements of the electrical conductivity are carr
out in a temperature range of 77–350 K. All of the com
pounds under study had a semiconductor character of
temperature dependence of the electrical resistance. Nea
temperature of magnetic ordering for structures withx<0.4
a maximum of the magnetoresistance was observed~up to
40% in a field 9 kOe!, but magnetic ordering did not chang
the type of the conductivity.

Figure 5 presents the magnetic phase diagram of
La12xBixMnO3,07 system with an excess of oxygen. The fe
romagnetic state is gradually destroyed with increase of
bismuth content, until in the solution withx50.65 the state
of the cluster-type spin glass is not stabilized.

The magnetic phase diagram of the stoichiometric str
tures La12xBixMnO3 is shown in Fig. 6. LnMnO3 is a weak
ferromagnet with Ne´el temperatureTN5144 K. With in-
crease of the bismuth content up tox50.65 the stoichio-
metric structures still show the properties inherent to a w
ferromagnet. The Ne´el temperature gradually decreases
87 K (x50.65), apparently is because of a decrease of
Mn–O–Mn bond angles. The lower the Mn–O–Mn angle,
the lower are the width of the 3d band and the temperatur
of magnetic ordering.18–21 It is well known that in LaMnO3

antiferrodistortion ordering of thedz2 orbitals occurs in the

e

e

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization in
La0.5Bi0.5MnO31l system.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetization in
La0.5Bi0.5MnO31l system~ZFC curve—filled symbols, FC—unfilled sym
bols!.
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ab plane as the exchange interaction becomes ferromag
in this plane and antiferromagnetic along thec axis.18 The
magnetic moments are oriented along theb axis. In Bi-
substituted stoichiometric manganites (x;0.6) another type
of antiferromagnetic and orbital ordering is in principle po
sible. However, in order to ascertain the features of the m
netic and structural state, neutron diffraction studies are
quired. In bismuth manganite the orbital statedx22y2 is
stabilized, leading to an isotropic ferromagnetic state.14,21

BiMnO3 is a soft magnetic material, despite the orbi
ordering.14,22 In solutions with a high bismuth content th
magnetic state is most likely a two-phase one. The sam
consists of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic areas.
believe that each type of magnetic state is characterized
its own type of orbital state.

It is well known that in manganites the substitution
the rare-earth ions R31 and La31 by an alkaline-earth ion
results in orbital disordering and stabilization of the ferr
magnetic state. This process is caused by two factors. F
vacancies appear in the orbitally ordered lattice~not Jahn–
Teller ions Mn41!, and that destabilizes a cooperative orbi
ordering. Second, distortions of the crystal lattice decre
due to optimization of the cation’s sizes, whereas
Mn–O–Mn bond angle which describes the width of the 3d
band, is increased. Under these conditions the static Ja
Teller distortions transform to dynamic ones, and t
exchange interactions of the Mn31 – O– Mn31 and
Mn31 – O– Mn41 types become ferromagnetic.18 The estab-
lishment of magnetic order in structures with a large enou
width of the 3d band leads to transition in metallic state d

FIG. 5. Magnetic phase diagram of the La12xBixMnO3.07 system.
P—paramagnetic state, F—ferromagnetic, SG—spin glass.

FIG. 6. Magnetic phase diagram of the La12xBixMnO3 system. WF—weak
ferromagnetic state, P—paramagnetic, F—ferromagnetic.
tic
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e-
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to overlapping of the bands formed mainly by 3d and 2p
states.

In manganites containing a large quantity of Bi31 ions
the appearance of tetravalent ions of manganese does
induce ferromagnetism~Fig. 3!. The presence of Mn41 ions
promotes the destruction of cooperative orbital ordering a
the occurrence of properties inherent to spin glasses. T
the compounds remain insulators. We believe that in co
pounds with a large content of Bi31 ions the local static
Jahn-Teller distortions are not removed. This is explained
the tendency of Bi31 ions to form strongly anisotropic cova
lent ps bonds. These bonds promote local crystal struct
distortions, which is the reason why the local Jahn–Te
orbital ordering is preserved. Indeed, the temperature of
charge and orbital ordering in Bi0.5Sr0.5MnO3 is unusually
high, above 500 K23,24, whereas the characteristic temper
ture of charge and orbital ordering in the structur
R0.5Sr0.5MnO3 is 150 K25,26. Due to the local static Jahn–
Teller distortions, the anisotropic character of the excha
interactions between the manganese ions persist. On
other hand, in these samples, due to fluctuations of the c
position, microareas may exist in which the static Jah
Teller distortions are removed. These microareas are fe
magnetic. The competition between ferromagnetism a
antiferromagnetism results in a spin glass state of a clu
type. It should be noted that orbital and charge ordering
manganites are transitions of the martensitic type.27,28There-
fore orbitally two-phase states in manganites should be r
ized at the concentration and temperature boundaries of
orbital order-disorder transitions.

SUMMARY

The crystal structure and magnetic properties of b
oxidized La12xBixMnO3.07 and reduced La12xBixMnO3 per-
ovskites have been studied. It is shown that oxidiz
La12xBixMnO3.07 series exhibit a concentration transitio
from ferromagnetic state to spin glass atx>0.65 whereas
reduced La12xBixMnO3 perovskites transform from wea
ferrimagnet state to ferromagnetic one atx.0.7 through a
mixed magnetic state. The results obtained are discusse
terms of interplay between orbital ordering and type of ma
netic ground state.

This work was supported in part by the Belarus Fund
Basic Research~Project F00-223!.
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On the transverse magnetization of the anisotropic superconductor 2 H – NbSe2
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Torque measurements were performed on a high-quality single crystal of the uniaxial
superconductor 2H – NbSe2 in a tilted magnetic field 0–200 kG, in the temperature range
1.5–4.2 K. The transverse component of the absolute magnetization was derived in a
magnetic field directed at an angle of 77° to the axis of anisotropy, and its field dependence was
analyzed in a reversible domain of the mixed state. The penetration depth and anisotropy
characteristics were obtained for the sample under study. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the transverse magnetization of m
netically anisotropic media have proved to be an effect
tool for the study of spatially inhomogeneous magne
states. As a result of such investigations V. V. Eremenko
co-authors have discovered intermediate1 and mixed2 states
in antiferromagnets, like those existing in type-I and type
superconductors, respectively. Torque measurement is a
nique for registration of the transverse magnetization o
crystal in a uniform magnetic field, which has been us
successfully in studies of the magnetic anisotropy3 ~cited
from4! and the Fermi surface4 for a long time. The torque
valuet in Gaussian units is determined by the simple eq
tion

t52M'HV, ~1!

whereH is the magnetic field,V is the sample volume,M' is
the transverse~with respect to the applied magnetic fiel!
component of the absolute magnetization,M'5Mx cosu
2Mzsinu, z is the direction alongc, x is the direction along
thea or b axis in theab plane, i.e., normal to thec axis, and
u is the angle between thec axis and the external magnet
field direction~insert in Fig. 1!.

Observation of a sample’s torque suggests a nonz
component of the magnetization off from the magnetic fi
direction and, consequently, an orientational dependenc
the sample’s free energy in a magnetic field. Torque m
surements on conventional superconductors5–7 were made in
connection with an investigation of magnetic flux pinning
crystal lattice inhomogeneities. Since the discovery of hi
temperature superconductivity~HTSC! and the observation
of the orientation of fine particles of these anisotropic co
pounds in a magnetic field,8–10 the possibility of intrinsic
torque in anisotropic superconductors in the region of eq
librium magnetization has been assumed.11 Experimental
evidence for the existence of transverse magnetization
intrinsic torque of anisotropic HTSC was obtained for t
first time in Ref. 12. Later on, intrinsic torque measureme
5741063-777X/2002/28(7)/5/$22.00
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were performed on single crystals of HTSCs13–15and organic
superconductors.14 In those works the thermodynamic prop
erties of the equilibrium Abrikosov vortex lattice were exam
ined in the framework of London electrodynamics on t
basis of angle dependence of the torque~Kogan model11! and
Ginzburg–Landau phenomenology~Clem model!.16,17 In the
present work the field dependences of the equilibrium tor
are analyzed for the first time for the uniaxial superconduc
2H – NbSe2 .

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

The measurements aimed at observation of transv
magnetization in equilibrium region of superconducti
mixed state placed the following specific requirements on
samples and experimental techniques employed. 1! The
sample should be an anisotropic superconductor. Our sam
under study meets this requirement, as its anisotropy par
eters are close to those of the yttrium HTSC, which was
first object used for reversible torque observation~the ratios
of effective masses along thec axis and in the superconduc
ing plane are 10 and 25, respectively, which means that b
of them are moderately anisotropic superconductors!. More-
over, the superconducting compound 2H – NbSe2 is charac-
terized by uniaxial anisotropy, and, consequently, one d
not need to assume negligibility of the orthorombicity in t
crystallographic planes responsible for superconductivity!
Pinning effects should be minimal. Actually, the high-qual
single crystals of 2H – NbSe2 under study are characterize
by a ratio of critical currents attributed to pinning and
depairing of j c / j 0'1026, which describes them as th
cleanest type-II superconductors. Their field dependence
the magnetization have two reversible regions, viz., we
fields H!Hc2 and near the upper critical fieldHc2 ~Ref. 18
and the references therein!. 3! As the magnitude of equilib-
rium magnetization is not large compared to the applied fi
~see, e.g.,19!, the torque should be amplified by the sample
volume according to~1!. This was realized in our case due
the opportunity of obtaining large crystals of 2H – NbSe2 .
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The volume of the crystal under study was 19.731029 m3,
which was estimated to an accuracy of better than 1%
weight measurements~127 mg! and using the density valu
6.44 g/cm3, calculated from the atomic distribution in th
unit cell of 2H – NbSe2 , determined from the x-ray measur
ments. 4! According to the published data on the magneti

FIG. 1. The measured and calculated dependencest(H) for T54.2 ~a!; 3.5
~b!; 2.5 ~c!; 1.5 ~d! K, plotted in semilogarithmic scale.~Insert: c is the
crystal lattice spacing and d is the interlayer distance.!
y

-

tion of 2H – NbSe2 , the torque signal near the upper critic
field Hc2 should be of the order of 1023 dyn•cm
(10210N•m!, if the transverse magnetization were equal
full magnetization. The available torque measurem
technique20 gave an accuracy of 1025 dyn•cm. It was
achieved in the following way. The torque on the sample w
transmitted to the registering unit by a Cu–Be spring,
rigidity of which was chosen taking into account weight
the sample. The signal was registered by the capacita
method of Griessen21 using a bridge scheme. This metho
allowed us to measure the capacitance with an accurac
1024 pF. The large-scale magnet M7 at the High Magne
Field Laboratory in Grenoble provided a highly uniform fie
in the sample region. Calibration of the signal was perform
using a miniature coil~diameter 4.8 mm, length 1.4 mm
number of turns 20! mounted in the region of the sample
a field of 12 T, to an accuracy of 3%. The out-of-plane an
of the external field direction was 23°, which was estima
with an accuracy of 1°, satisfactory for measurements of
magnetic-field dependence of the torque.

The experimental geometry is presented in Fig. 1a. T
measurements presented in this figure~a typical field depen-
dence of the torque, measured at a temperature of 4.2!
clearly show the occurrence of transverse magnetization
the 2H – NbSe2 single crystal in the field rangeHc1!H
!Hc2 , whereHc1 is the lower critical field. A thermody-
namic data analysis follows below.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measured field dependences of the torque are
sented in Fig. 1 in a comparison with those calculated us
the equation:11

t~H !5
F0HV

64p2lab
2

g221

g2/3

sin2 u

«~u!
lnFghHc2~ ic!

H«~u! G , ~2!

whereF0 is the magnetic flux quantum, and« andg are the
anisotropy parameters,

«~u!5~sin2 u1g2 cos2 u!1/2, ~3!

andh;1.
Relation~2! was derived on the basis of London electr

dynamics. It was already proved by experiments on HTS
with moderate~Y-Ba-Cu-O! and strong~Ba-Bi-Ca-Cu-O and
Tl-superconductors! anisotropy.12,13 The compound unde
present study is a classic London superconductor,22 as the
magnetic field penetration depthl in it sufficiently exceeds
its coherence lengthj ~for the component ofM normal to the
ab plane, which is responsible for superconductivity,lab

'1000 Å and the coherence lengthjc'10 Å although it is
nevertheless larger than the interlayer distance!. A satisfac-
tory agreement between the measured and calculated de
dences is observed in a limited low-field range. The field
apparent deviation of the measured curve from the calcula
one~the field of the maximum in the field dependence of t
torque! is a function of temperature. This may suggest th
the field H int is related to the influence of intervortex inte
actions on the magnetization. It can be calculated taking
account that this interaction becomes considerable when
vortex lattice spacing equals to the penetration depth:
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a05AF0

H int
5l. ~4!

3.1. Transverse component of equilibrium magnetization

Though the occurrence of the transverse componen
the equilibrium magnetization of uniaxial superconduct
was predicted before the discovery of HTSC, and the e
mates were made for 2H – NbSe2 ~Ref. 23! itself, until now
the related measurements had been performed on HT
only. The satisfactory agreement between the measurem
and calculations in this work may be used for estimation
the thermodynamic properties of the compound under st
Initially the transverse magnetization will be determined
the basis of London electrodynamics and the restrictions
its application will be established.

In Gaussian units19

Gi5Fi~T,Bi !2
BiH

4p
, ~5!

whereFi andGi are the free energy and Gibbs potential f
the specific volume of thei th phase~below, the indicesi and
j correspond, respectively, to the mixed state or Shubni
phase and to the phase withB[H, where the major part o
the sample remains in the normal state!.

The relation between field and induction in the mix
state follows from the condition of minimum ofG at fixedH
andT:

]

]Bi
Fi~T,Bi !5

H

4p
. ~6!

The thermodynamic Gibbs potential for the system
interacting vortices is determined by the following equatio

G5nLF1(
i , j

Ui j 2
BH

4p
, ~7!

whereF is the free energy of an individual vortex,nL is the
number of vortices per unit volume,Ui j is the potential of
repulsive interaction between vortices, and

B5nLF0 . ~8!

Therefore, the first term in~7! is the sum of the individua
vortex energies.

The second term in~7! describes the energy of repulsiv
interaction between the vortices. It will be examined bel
for different field ranges, following.11,23–29

The third term in~7! considers influence of an applie
field H. It tends to favor large values of the inductionB. This
means that the fieldH stands for an external pressure whi
tends to increase the vortex density.

The following analysis of the measurements will use
quantitative estimate of the vortex interaction in the ran
Hc1!H!Hc2 or j!a0!l ~j is the superconducting cohe
ence length,a05AF0 /B is the vortex lattice spacing, andl
is the penetration depth!, or 1/l2!nL!1/j2. In this range of
fields and vortex lattice parameters of auniform supercon-
ductor in the London limit (l@j) the free energy is equa
to19
of
s
ti-

Cs
nts
f
y.

r

v

f
:

e

F5
B2

8p
1

B

4p
Hc1

ln~ba0 /j!

ln~l/j!
, ~9!

where b is a parameter that depends on the vortex latt
symmetry. For a triangular latticeb50.381. Considering this
relation, the equation for the magnetization was obtained26

24pM5~F0/8pl2!ln~Hc2b/H !. ~10!

In this equationb is determined from experimental data. A
tually the field range considered26 is narrower, as it is re-
stricted below by the fieldH8.Hc1 above which the irre-
versibility effects may be neglected, i.e., relation~10! is
fulfilled in a field range of

H8,H!Hc2 . ~11!

The London equations may be generalized to the cas
a uniaxial anisotropic superconductor through substitution
the isotropic effective mass by an anisotropic mass tens23

Then Eq.~9! transforms to the free-energy equation for
vortex lattice at an angleu to the symmetry axisc:27

8pF5B21~F0/4pl2!

3~m1Bx
21m3Bz

2!1/2 ln~Hc2b/B!, ~12!

wherem15m2 are the components of the mass tensor alo
the in-plane crystallographic axesab, m3 is that along thec
axis. Minimization of~12! with respect toB gives26 the mag-
netization components:

2Mz5M0

m3 cosu

Am~u!
, 2Mx5M0

m1 sinu

Am~u!
, ~13!

where

M05
F0

32p2l2 ln
Hc2b

H
,

~14!
m~u!5m1 sin2 u1m3 cos2 u.

An expression for the magnetization components measu
in a direction perpendicular to the applied field was a
derived in:26

M'5Mx cosu2Mz sinu5M0

m32m1

Am~u!
sinu cosu.

~15!

3.2. Transverse magnetization of the crystal under study

The measured dependencesM'(H) are presented in Fig
2. The slopeM'(ln H) allows one to find the magnetic-fiel
penetration depthl, using Eqs.~13! and ~14!. Applying the
following relation, which follows from London theory,

lab5m* c2/4pnse
2, ~16!

one obtainsm* '7me . Hereme is the mass of a free elec
tron, andns is the density of superconducting electrons. F
the sample withl51200 Å the valuem* 513.5me ~Ref. 30!
was obtained. The cyclotron mass obtained from analysi
the high-field oscillation amplitude with the lowest fre
quency~which corresponds to the in-plane field orientation!,
following,31 appeared to be lower by an order of magnitud
m* ;0.6me .
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Thus the cyclotron massm* at a field orientationH'c
is close to the lower component of the mass tensorm1 , while
the mass derived from the penetration depth of the field n
mal to the plane of the sample, i.e.,Hic, is close to the large
component of mass tensorm3 .

3.3. Restrictions of London electrodynamics application

The London model is in reality responsible only for th
logarithmic prefactor2M0 and for the linear dependence
M on lnH in ~13!. The factor atHc2 under the logarithm
appears initially as a fitting parameter. In such a form
M (ln H) dependence allows one to obtain reasonable va
of Hc2 from the field dependences of equilibrium magne
zation in a temperature rangeT/Tc'0.421 ~Ref. 32!. The
same is true for comparison of our torque measurements
equation~2!: a satisfactory agreement is observed down
T'2.5 K ~for the material under studyTc57.2 K! ~see Fig.
1!.

The limitation of London electrodynamics is connect
with the fact that it does not consider the contribution of t
energy of the vortex cores~suppression of the order param
eter! to the total energy of the Abrikosov vortex lattice. Th
situation can be improved at the moment in two ways:!
using a procedure proposed in Refs. 16 and 17 which
based on the phenomenological Ginzburg–Landau appro
and is strictly valid near the upper critical field and in t
vicinity of Tc , which is not the case here; 2! taking into
account the nonlocal correction after the method describe
Ref. 32. That is important for estimation ofHc2 from mag-
netization measurements. In the lower limit of the interm
diate fields nearTc the calculations of the torque functio
t(H) by techniques based on the Ginzburg–Landau
London models practically coincide~see Fig. 3!. That corre-
sponds our data ont(H) at T54.2 and 3.5 K~Figs. 1a and
1b!. It should be noted thatT'3 K is the quantum limit
temperature for our sample~Tql5Tc

2/EF , whereEF is the
Fermi energy!, below which the nonlocality radiusr(T)
must be an important parameter in all of the microsco
calculations.33

The temperature dependence of the fieldH0 at which the
nonlocal effects ‘‘switch on’’~Fig. 4!, according to Ref. 32 it
can have a minimum that is consistent with our data. In R

FIG. 2. Field dependences of the transverse component of the magnetiz
M'(H) in a semilog plot, calculated from experimental data presente
Fig. 1.
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32 the dependenceH0(T)5F0/2p2)r2 was derived for
materials with a cylindrical Fermi surface, which is the ca
for 2H – NbSe2 ~see, e.g.,31!. Unfortunately in our case an
exact estimation ofH0(T) is not possible, because of th
lack of reliable data on the electron mean free path in
sample. According to early data on this material,30 the most
optimistic estimates give its value as 250 Å. At the sa
time, estimation of this characteristic from the oscillato
component of the reversible magnetizationM for a sample
with all the measured parameters being similar to ours gi
;1000 Å.31 If these data are true, we are working with a
even cleaner (l @j) single crystal than suggested. Then t
possible contribution from nonlocal effects should increa

Taking into account that the magnetostriction follows t
same laws as the magnetization and using equations26 for the
magnetization components along the principal crysta
graphic axes together with our data on magnetostrict
along a and c ~Fig. 5!34 one can obtain independently th
ratio of the anisotropic mass tensor components:

Am3

m1
5

dM~0!/d ln H

dM~p/2!/d ln H

5
dl rev~0!/d ln H

c11
Y dl rev~p/2!/d ln H

c33
'3,

~17!

ion
n

FIG. 3. Calculated torque as a function ofh5H/Hc2 : from Ginzburg–
Landau model16 ~a!; from London model11 with h51 ~b!; from London
model11 with h50.5 ~c!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of nonlocality parameterH0(T/Tc) of an-
isotropic superconductors: Bi-2212~h!, Tl-2212 ~s! ~Ref. 32!.
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wherel rev is the reversible magnetostriction,c11 andc33 are
the components of the elastic modulus. Thusm3 is an order
of magnitude higher thanm1 .

4. SUMMARY

1. The torque measurements were performed on sin
crystal of 2H – NbSe2 superconductor with moderate aniso
ropy. In a limited range of intermediate fields the measu
ments are well described by Kogan’s formula, derived on
basis of London electrodynamics. This torque is connec
neither with pinning nor with a form factor, but results fro
the tendency of Abrikosov vortices~the normal to circular
currents, screening vortex cores! in anisotropic supercon
ductor to build up in a preferred crystal direction.

2. The transverse component of magnetization is i
lated.

3. The penetration depthl is calculated and compare
with published data. The data obtained forl are used for
estimation of the effective electron masses, which are c
pared with the data on the cyclotron mass. The latter w
determined from analysis of the amplitudes of magnetiza
oscillations with the lowest frequencies. The cyclotron m
m* in a fieldH'c is close to the small componentm1 of the
mass tensor, and the mass determined from the penetr
depth for out-of-plane magnetic fieldHic is close to the
large componentm3 of the mass tensor. The magnitudes
the effective electron masses determined from the pene
tion depths for magnetization oscillations in a field orient
at angle 77° to the crystal axisc differ by an order of mag-
nitude. That corresponds to the ratio of the components
the anisotropic mass tensor, derived from magnetostric
measurements.

4. Comparison of the field dependences of the magn
striction and magnetization allowed us to estimate the ani
ropy parameter asg53, i.e., the ratiom3 /m1;9 from mag-
netostriction measurements in fields directed along
crystal axes.

FIG. 5. Field dependence of the reversible magnetostrictionl rev(H) in a
semilog plot:l~a,a!, l~c,a!-field applied alonga axis; l~c,c!-field applied
along hexagonal axis.
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